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ABSTRACT
The vibrational distribution of N2 triplet states in the sunlit upper
thermosphere of Earth is measured and modeled for the first time. A
comparison is made between measured and theoretical limb column
emission rates for bands originating from each upper vibrational level
of C 3TIu(v) and A 3~~(v). The measured column emission rates for
the Second Positive (2PG) bands are 3.2 (± 0.2), 3.2 (± 0.2) an 1 0.6
(+0.0,-0.4) kRayleighs for bands originating from C 3TIu(0:Sv:S2) and
13.3 (± 0.2), 10.0 (± 0.2), 3 (+0,-2) and 2 (+0,-2) kRayleighs for
Vegard-Kaplan (VK) bands originating from A 3~~(0:Sv::;3).
Predicted limb column emission rates for C 3TIu(v) are in excellent
agreement with the measured 2PG intensities, but comparisons of predicted A 3~~(v) column emissions to measured VK intensities are poor.
Despite this discrepancy, the predicted sum of all A 3~~(v) emission
rates over all v compared well to the sum of measured VK intensities.
This implies that the excitation rate into the N2 triplet states is well
understood, but that the cascade mechanisms are not as yet understood sufficiently to use dayglow N2 band emissions as remote sensing
probes of the sunlit thermosphere.
The dayglow N2 emissions are modeled by extending the existing
auroral model to include resonance scattering of sunlight and replacing
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the precipitating auroral electrons with photoelectrons. The effects of
solar resonance scattering on the X llJ:, A 3lJt and B 3I1g states are
presented as a function of A 3lJt quenching rate. These theoretical
predictions have important implications for the analysis of dayglow
and auroral emissions. The effect of resonance scattering on the A 3lJt
state is small, and will not be measurable under auroral conditions.
This implies that the measured auroral vibrational population of the
A 3lJ;!" state is valid for sunlit aurora. The population of B 3I1g(v=O)
relative to other B 3I1g(v) states is predicted to be enhanced by sunlight.
A novel set of computer variables based on tree structures was created to manage the information used. These variables are described in
detail and were found to be useful tools for the creation and extension
of computer models treating diatomic species.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This work is based on the thesis that sunlight may significantly alter the distribution of neutral N2 number density among the vibrational levels of its low-lying electronic
states through the process of resonance scattering.

1.1

Background

Atmospheric emissions originating from neutral N2 states are of interest because
these emissions can transmit information about thermospheric electron flux and
composition to a remote observer. Atmospheric emissions are classified as dayglow,
night glow or aurora according to the presence of sunlight (dayglow fnightglow) and
the presence of precipitating energetic particles (aurora). The aurora is a localized
perturbation of the thermosphere and has been well characterized. Much of our
current understanding of the thermosphere has come from auroral observations[l].
Dayglow, in contrast, is currently not understood as well as the aurora. The
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details of dayglow processes are not known well enough to allow information about
thermos ph eric conditions to be accurately inferred from intensity measurements of
emission features. The gap in knowledge between the aurora and dayglow is due
to a lack of applicable spectroscopic observations of the Earth's dayglow.

1.2

Overview

Our collective understanding the thermosphere is represented by mathematical
models such as MSIS[2], IRl[3] , FLIP [4] and GLOW[5].

These models calcu-

late thermospheric composition which includes, to varying degrees, excited states.
These excited states are treated as independent chemical species because of the role
they play in the chemistry and energy budget of the upper atmosphere. Current
atmospheric models treat internal structure at various levels of approximation, but
none adequately treat molecules at the vibrational level of approximation.
The internal structure of atoms and molecules is important in the processes
which create and sustain the thermosphere. Various internal states of atoms and
molecules can act as different chemical species within the thermosphere. The rates
of processes such as photo dissociation, photoionization, dissociative recombination and chemiluminescence can exhibit large variability with respect to internal
structure. This variability is accented in the thermosphere, where the collision frequency is low and a large amount of energy is present as chemical potential and as
fluxes of photons and energetic particles. The importance of vibrational excitation
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in atmospheric chemistry and physics is becoming increasing clear.
The vibrational distribution of the N2 triplet systems in dayglow has not yet
been reported, but is of considerable interest because the band emissions from
these states carry information about thermospheric composition and electron flux.
Spectroscopic measurements of the vibrational distribution of the C 3ITu, B 3ITg
and A 3I:t states of N2 have been used to infer atomic oxygen number densities
[6, 7, 8, 9] and electron flux [10, 11, 12] in aurora. A lack of applicable observations
has limited the use of N2 band emissions as spectroscopic remote sensing monitors
of the thermosphere.
A recent data set acquired from Earth orbit is appropriate to characterize the

N2 Vegard-Kaplan (X 1 I:t +-A 3I:t) and Second Positive (B 3II g +-C 3ITu) dayglow
emissions on a global scale. The availability of this data suggests that the current
understanding of thermospheric N2 be evaluated, so that a comparison between
theory and observation can be made.
The current theoretical understanding of thermospheric N2 triplet emissions is
based largely on auroral studies. The basic processes are shown in figure 1.1. The
radiative cascade within the triplet manifold produces distinctive spectroscopic
signatures which can be used to infer the electron flux. The electron impact excitation into the triplet manifold and subsequent redistribution of energy between
the available vibronic states must be understood before useful information about
photoelectron flux can be inferred from observations. To this end, the effect of
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Figure 1.1 : Fundamental processes giving rise to the dayglow N2 Vegard-Kaplan
(VK), First and Second Positive (lPG, 2PG) emission ba)lds. The B/3I:~ and
W 3;j.u states cascade into B 3l1gthrough the Infrared Afterglow and Wu-Benesch
bands, respectively. The First Positive bands are shown in emission and absorption.
Absorption is driven by solar radiation in the red and infrared. Photoionization is
the dominant source of energetic electrons in the sunlit thermosphere.
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solar resonance scattering on the N2 A 3~~ and B 3n g states must be understood
before N2 emissions can be reliably used as monitors of daytime thermospheric
conditions.
Atmospheric studies encompass a broad range of disciplines and this dissertation is devoted to the discussion of a narrow topic. For clarity some background information, theory and applied techniques are presented in appendices. Appendix A
discusses atmospheric composition and remote sensing. Appendix B discusses important details of N2 structure and spectroscopy. Appendix C provides details
about the generation of synthetic spectra used in this work. Appendices D, E and
F provide details needed to calculate the rate of absorption of sunlight by A 3~~.
Appendices G, H and I provide details on the novel data base developed for this
work and a listing of the model as computer code and the physical constants used
as input to the computer model.

1.3

Objective

The primary goal of this work is to determine the extent of the effect of resonance
scattering on the equilibrium vibrational distribution ofthe N2A 3:E~ state for conditions in the sunlit thermosphere. This information is needed to accurately infer
the photoelectron flux using measurements of N2 emission bands. Prior theoretical understanding of this system is inadequate for sunlit conditions as it omits the
effects of the First Positive bands in absorption on the equilibrium distribution
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of vibronic states within the N2 triplet manifold, and is based on precipitating
electron fluxes rather than photoelectron fluxes. The task undertaken here is a
comparison of observed spectra to theoretical predictions which are made by extending the existing auroral model to allow for the different electron source and
resonance scattering of sunlight on N2 vibronic states.
The approach taken here is to select appropriate observations from the data
available, from which column emission rates and column densities will be determined from this data for three vibrational levels within each of the A 3:Et and
C 3IIu manifolds. A vibrational cascade model will be developed, including solar
resonance scattering effects on the A 3~t and B 3IIg vibrational levels. This model
will be combined with a model atmosphere to compute an appropriate column
density of vibrational levels for the A ~:Et, B 3IIg and C 3IIu states. The number
of vibrational levels considered is 14, 10 and 4 for the A 3:Et, B 3IIg and C 3IIu
states, respectively. The predicted column emission rates will be corrected for
known model defects, then compared to column emission rates derived from observations. Based on this comparison conclusions will be made concerning the
vibrational distribution of N2 triplet states in the sunlit thermosphere. The significance of solar resonance scattering on the equilibrium distribution of vibronic
levels will be discussed. Judgements will be made regarding the prospects of using
the N2 triplet band systems as probes of the photoelectron flux. The validity of
assumptions made in the development of the model will be discussed in view of
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the comparisons made.

1.4

Summary

My work addresses the critical junction between auroral and dayside thermospheric
chemistry and physics, with the goal of characterizing the dayglow N2 Second Positive and Vegard-Kaplan band emissions and determining if current understanding
of thermospheric N2 species and processes is sufficient to allow these emissions to
be used to monitor the dayside thermosphere.
Success can be measured by the following criteria; if the vibrational population
distribution of the N2 A 3:E~ and C 3TIu states in the sunlit mid-latitude thermosphere can be measured using recent spectrophotometric observations, and if a
comparison can be made between the observed emissions and predictions from an
applicable model, taking into account conditions along the line of sight, whether
the comparison is favorable or not.
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Chapter 2
Scientific Perspective
2.1

Background

The sunlit terrestrial thermosphere reaches a steady state as solar energy is transferred to lower atmospheric regions by physical and chemical processes. Many
different processes contribute to this transfer of energy. Much of this energy is
stored as chemical potential in stable and metastable atomic and molecular species,
howevewr, some of this energy is released as directly as electromagnetic radiation.
which can be used as remote sensing indicators of thermospheric processes.
It is important to understand the terrestrial thermosphere because of its role

in the deposition and transfer of solar energy to lower atmospheric regions. The
total energy budget of the biosphere is determined by the form and quantity of
energy available in different atmospheric regions. Tropospheric weather patterns,
global warming and ozone levels are all dependent on the processes which occur in
the sunlit thermosphere. Clearly, an understanding of this region is important to
interests of mankind ranging from agriculture to zoology.
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Emissions from molecular nitrogen species were the first emissions identified
in twilight emissions originating the Earth's thermosphere. These emissions were
identified by Slipher[13], Wulf [14, 15] and Saha [16] as resulting from excited
molecular nitrogen molecules, including the molecular nitrogen ion,
inspired by twilight observations of the

Nt

Nt.

A debate

First Negative bands by Dejardin [17],

Elvey [18] and Dufay [19] lead to Bates[20, 21] landmark treatise on the origin of
the ionization of the lower thermosphere. Despite the considerable advances made
in our understanding of the Earth's thermosphere, many questions persist and the
dayglow N2 emissions remain uncharacterized.
Broadfoot [22] stated in 1971 that under dayglow conditions the metastable
A 3~~ state had a sufficient lifetime to allow for radiationless deactivation or further
collisional or radiative excitation. In 1991 Meier[23] stated that the vibrational
distribution of the N2 A 3~~ state in dayglow had not been measured. My research
confirms this. Meier also stated that the vibrational distribution is not expected
to deviate significantly from that predicted by Cartwright[24, 25].
Considerable attention has been given to the twilight

Nt system [20, 21, 26, 27],

but little attention has been given to the dayglow nitrogen triplet band systems.
Wallace and McElroy published an early treatise on the visual dayglow[28] but
except for

Nt, concentrated on the atomic species.

The fundamental processes involved in the

Nt

system are not substantially

different from those ofthe N2 triplet system. One reason for the lack of attention to
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the dayglow nitrogen triplet band systems is the lack of observations with sufficient
spectral coverage to adequately characterize the populations of the upper states.
The

Nt

emission bands are very intense in the dayglow, with the majority of

the intensity appearing in a few bands. The N2 triplet bands have a substantial
integrated intensity, but that energy is spread over a large number of individual
bands, which appear over a broad spectral range.
Torr, Torr and Richards published[29] a dayglow spectrum obtained from Earth
orbit using a scanning spectrometer[30] during the ATLAS-1 mission of March,
1992. They claim to have obtained the first spectrum of the dayglow over a range
of several thousand Angstroms as a function of altitude. Torr et al. compare the
observed data with the intensity predicted by their own model. Their comparison
for the VK (0,6) and (0,7) bands is quite good. No mention is made of the model
parameters used in calculating the VK intensities.

2.2

N2 triplet system

Cartwright [24] proposed an analytical model of the auroral conditions thought
to be active. He determined the equilibrium vibrational distribution in each of
the vibrational states due to electron impact excitation followed by the radiative
cascade through the triplet N2 manifold (see fig. 1.1). Table 2.1 provides a summary
of the processes included in Cartwright's model.
Shemansky[12] proposed a simpler cascade involving only states observed in
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Table 2.1: Auroral cascade model ofCartwright[25]. Entries are loss channels from
the initial state (left) to the final state (top). The spontaneous emission channel
(-hv) from A 3~~ to B 3Ilg is known as the reverse First Positive bands, and is
valid for A 3~~(v~7).
Initial
Xl~+

X

~+
9

A3~+

u

B 3rr 9
C 3rr u

-hv,NR

D3~+

u

E3~+
9

W3~u
B'3~-

u

NR

Final
B3Il
C 3Ilu
u
9
e I
e I
e I
-hvt
-hv
-hv
-hv
-hv -hv -hv
-hv
-hv

A3~+

D3~+

E3~+

W3~u

B'3~-

e I

e I

e I

e I

-hv

-hv

u

-hv

e- I == Electron impact
-hv == Spontaneous emission
+hv == Absorption
NR== Non-radiative

u
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aurora (1972). This model is described by table 2.2. Jones[1j compared the vibrationallevels predicted by these two models with observations. The agreement
between these two models for vibrational levels levels A 3:E~(v;:::2) is quite good.
Cartwright predicted higher populations in the first two A 3:E~ vibrational levels
than Shemansky. Jones concluded in 1974[1, p. 125] that experimental evidence
was lacking to conclusively determine the accuracy of either model.
Table 2.2: Auroral cascade model of Shemansky[12j. Entries are as described in
table 2.1

eI

eI

eI

-hv,NR
Initial

-hv
-hv

From rocket measurements of aurora, Sharp[llj gave evidence that the observed
vibrational distribution of the VK bands could not be explained by a simplistic
cascade model involving only the A 3:E~, B 3TIg and C 3TIu states. The intensity
from the lower vibrational levels far exceeded the energy which could be attributed
to cascade from the C 3TIu and B 3TIg states alone. The low intensity of bands
originating from vibrational levels greater than v'=3 prompted the search for a
mechanism to redistribute the energy within the A 3:E~ vibronic manifold.
One such mechanism, the "reverse First Positive" emission bands was proposed by Cartwright[24] to be active in aurora. The A 3:E~(v2:8) levels have en-
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ergies greater than B 3IIg (v=O), which can result in a spontaneous emission from
A 3:E~ to B 3II g . Cartwright cited Gilmore[31] as originally proposing this mechanism. Gilmore noted that these bands had never been observed, but should be the
among strongest emissions in the infrared emissions of nitrogen discharges. Gilmore
coined the term "last positive" bands to describe these unobserved bands. Shemansky and Broadfoot[32] cautioned against premature acceptance of any mechanism
based largely on theoretical grounds. Campbell and Thrush[33] proposed, based
on experimental evidence, that radiationless transitions A 3:E~ populate the B 3IIg
state.
Emissions are observed in emissions from nitrogen discharges after the exitation
mechanism is removed. These emissions are called the afterglow, and generally result from the spontaneous emission of metastable species such as A 3:E~ and B' 3:E~.
First Positive emissions are observed in the afterglow of nitrogen discharges. These
emissions must result from excitation of B 3IIg by a channel other than electron
impact because the radiative lifetime of B 3IIg is on the order of microseconds (see
fig. 2.3).

Shemansky and Broadfoot[34] deduced that the observed First Positive bands
in the afterglow of a nitrogen discharge could be attributed to a collisional transfer
of energy from the A 3:E~ state. Recent work[35] supporting the effectiveness of
intersystem collisional transfer of energy repopulating the B 3IIg state from the
A 3:E~ state via the A' 5:Et state, whose existence was originally proposed by Car-
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roll and Mulliken[36]. Benesch has recently proposed such a mechanism for the
striking upper boundary in low altitude type-B red auroras. Recent theoretical
work by Partridge et al.[35] and laboratory work by Benesch[37, 38] support the
intersystem collisional transfer mechanism.
The B /3 I:; state was observed in aurora by Gattinger and Jones[39]. The
observations were via the IR Afterglow (IRA) B 3ll g...... B/3 I:;bands. The reported
intergrated band intensity of IRA is about 10% of the First Positive bands in
aurora (53.5 kR : 519 kR). Further observations[39] were made in the same spectral
region where the reverse First Positive bands should occur, but no evidence oftheir
presence was found. The observation of these bands motivates the inclusion of the
B / 3I:; tate into models of the N2 triplet system.

The importance of the W 3.6. u state in this scheme is also supported by experimental evidence[40]. However, while the energy brought into the system by these
two states is important, the radiative channels between them and the B 3IIg state
do not leave an observable spectroscopic signature to B 3IIg(v). This conclusion is
supported by Cartwright's evaluation of the vibrational contributions to the B 3ll g
state, the results of which are presented here in figure 2.2.
These radiative channels contribute to total excitation rate ofthe B 3ll g vibronic
levels, but do not alter the relative distribution of population within the B 3IIg
manifold. Benesch[37] provides experimental evidence of vibrational redistribution
within the B 3IIg(v) states due to the collisional transfer of energy.
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Cartwright's work includes the D 3~~ and E 3~: states in his evaluation of
aurora. His work suggests that the total contribution from each state is less than
2% of the total energy in in the A 3~~ state. Cartwright includes two radiative channels which are not recognized by Herzberg and Huber[41J, namely the
C3I1u_E3~:

and E3~:_D3~~ transitions, even though Herzberg and Huber

recognize the work[42] which proposes their existence. I conclude that excluding these transitions from a model has negligible effect and that this exclusion is
warranted based on Cartwright's analysis of their significance compared to other
channels.

2.3

Quenching

Collisional processes can compete with radiative processes in the removal of energy
from excited states, altering the observed emission intensities of metastable species
such as A 3~~. Such quenching processes must be addressed in thermospheric
models, especially when the lower thermosphere is of interest. Atomic oxygen
plays an important role in the quenching of N2 is a difficult species to quantify.
The Vegard-Kaplan bands can be used to determine an upper limit on the atomic
oxygen number density if the radiative cascade through the N2 triplet system is
accurately known.
Twilight VK emission intensities used in this work maximize near an altitude
of 200 kilometers. At this altitude, the total number density is about 10 10 cm -3,
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of which about 40% is N2. The experimentally determined rate constants for
collision ally induced transfer,

(2.1)
are on the order of 10- 10 to 10- 12 cm 3 s-l [37, 38, 35J. An upper limit to the
quenching rate is obtained by multiplying the total number density (1010 cm- 3 )
with the largest rate constant (10- 10 cm 3 s-l), producing an upper limit for
quenching on the order of 1 s-l. Clearly each individual quenching channel must
have a rate lower than this.
Dreyer and Perner[43], Dreyer et al.[44] and Polak et al.[45] have measured the
vibrationally specific quenching rates for N2X l1:t on N2A 31:~. A comparison of
quenching rates for the A 31:~ vibronic levels is shown in figure 2.1, which is based
on information presented by Cartwright[25, fig. 6J. The quenching rates due to
atomic oxygen (0) are a subject of controversy.
The ratio of the 2PG(0,O) and VK(O,9) integrated band intensity has been used
to determine the rate of quenching by 03p. Torr and Torr[46] have reviewed the
literature addressing this topic. Discrepancies between laboratory measurements
and observations for this rate are discussed by Meier[23]' who gives uncertainty in
the 0 3p number density as the most reasonable source of error for this discrepancy,
however, a variation in the predicted VK intensity ratios could easily affect the
determination of this rate coefficient.
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The mechanisms contributing to the population distribution for the lower vibrational levels of the A 3~~ state have not been firmly established for sunlit
conditions, so the procedures developed for aurora can not be applied to dayglow
with confidence.
The total quenching rate for A 3~~ for the region above 200 km must be less
than 1 S-1. The number densities ofO, O2 and

N2

at this altitude are 5x 109 , 5x

108 and 5x 109 cm- 3 respectively, according to figure A.5A. The maximum second
order quenching rate constants for 0, O2 and

N2

on A 3~~(v:::;7) are approximately

7x 10- 11 , 8x 10- 12 and 5x 10- 12 cm 3 S-1, as shown in figure 2.1. The maximum
quenching rates of A 3~~ by 0, O2 and
2.5 x 10- 2

N2

are therefore 3.5 x 10- 1 , 4.0 X 10- 3 and

s-1.

Assuming the maximum contributions by these channels, the total quenching
rate is smaller than the Vegard-Kaplan spontaneous emission rate at this altitude.
Assuming that the transfer of energy from A 3~: to B 3TIg is of the same order of
magnitude as reported for the W 3Au and B' 3~;;- channels, then the contributions
due to these channels should be minimal at altitudes above 250 kilometers where
the

N2

and 0 number densities are about an order of magnitude lower than at

200 km. The chemical and non-radiative lifetime of the A 3~~ state is of the same
order of magnitude as the radiative lifetime near 200 km.
The A 3~~ state has been detected by absorption in nitrogen discharges, even
under pressures corresponding to altitudes at or below 100 km. Accurate transition
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probabilities[47, 48] for the First Positive bands have been determined using this
absorption to populate the B 3IIg state without interference from cascades. The
phenomenon of resonance scattering of solar radiation is well known for other stable
atmospheric species. Considering the long radiative and chemical lifetime of the
N2 state in the region of maximum emission, the possibilities presented by this
mechanism should be explored. Figure 2.3 shows the predicted pseudo-first order
rate for absorption of solar radiation by the A 3~'; vibronic levels. The rates shown
represent the sum of all transitions,

kab.(V") =

L

7rF BV'V"

(2.2)

v'

leaving a given v" level. The solar flux F for these transitions was taken from the
National Solar Observatory Atlas [49] or Astrophysical Quantities[50] as needed.
These transitions occur in the red to infrared region. My calculations suggest
that the rates of solar absorption by A 3~';(v) can exceed the A 3~';(v) quenching
rates above 200 km, but are less than the Vegard-Kaplan spontaneous emission
rates. Vibrational levels past v=19 of A 3~'; are not expected to be populated to
a significant degree, using the Franck-Condon approximation of electron impact
excitation[51, 52], The most significant energy transfer effects must therefore be
restricted to levels below v=19.
The quenching rate constants for N2 on A 3~'; are all less than 0.1 cm 3 s-l for
the vibronic levels of interest. At 200 km the maximum quenching rate due to this
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mechanism is on the order of 10- 1

S-l,

assuming the maximum number densities

of quenchers to be 108 cm -3. This rate is of the same order of magnitude as the
expected absorption rate. Above this altitude, absorption of sunlight by A 3~~
should be the dominant loss channel.

2.4

Summary

In summary, the dayglow N2 triplet emissions remain uncharacterized because of a
lack of applicable data. Recently acquired data suggests that the present theoretical understanding of the sunlit thermosphere be tested through the comparison of
an appropriate model to the recent data. In order to make this comparison, existing models must be extended to include the direct action of sunlight on metastable
species such as A 3~t through resonance scattering. The effects of resonance scattering on A 3~t must be evaluated with due consideration given to competing loss
mechanisms such as spontaneous emission and quenching. A favorable comparison
between theory and observation will imply that the processes affecting N2 triplet
emissions are sufficiently characterized to permit confidence in procedures developed to infer thermospheric conditions from recorded intensities of N2 emissions.
dayglow N2 emissions to be used as remote sensing monitors of the terrestrial
thermosphere.
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Figure 2.1 : Second order quenching rates for N2 , O2 and 0 acting on the A 32:~
vibronic levels. After Cartwright[25, fig. 6]. N2 levels above v=7 are extrapolated.
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Figure 2.2 : Cartwright's determination of the contribution to the total excitation
rate of B 311g vibronic levels from electron impact excitation and the W 3D.u and
B,32:; states. The vibrational contribution from the reverse First Positive bands
is shown as A-B.
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Figure 2.3 : Relative radiative rates for the transitions within the N2 triplet manifold. The plot is after Cartwright[25]. Rates in units of s-l. All transitions shown
are spontaneous emission except for A+hv -tB, which is an absorption rate, calculated by the author according to equation 2.2
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Table 2.3: Comparison of transition rates for electron impact to the triplet N2
manifold. Data is normalized to unity for the sum of excitation into the A 3Et,
B 3IIg and C 3IIu states. Source of rates is Cartwright[25, Table 1]. Electron impact
excitation cross sections are described by Cartwright[52].

Upper
X1E+
9
X 1 E+
9
X 1 E+
9
X 1 E+9
X 1 E+
9
X1E+
9
X1E+
'0

~

~

~
~
~
~
~
~

Lower
A;iE+u
B3II 9
C 3IIu
D 3E+u
E 3E+
9
B,3E-u

W3~u

Absolute
Relative reference
10- 7 cm- 3 S-1
2.48
1.25
1.13
0.024
0.024
0.583
1.14

0.510
0.257
0.233
0.0049
0.0049
0.120
0.235

[53,qv'v"]
[53,qv'v"]
[53,qv'v"]
[52, 42, qv'v"]
[52, 42, qv'v"]
[52, 54]
[52, 54]
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Chapter 3
Instrumentation
The instrument used to acquire the data for this work is the Arizona Airglow
Experiment (GLO) and is described in detail elsewhere [55]. Sufficient information
is provided in this section to allow the reader to understand the instrument. The
instrument consists of a set of spectrographs designed to cover the spectral range
from about 110 nm to 1100 nm. This large range is covered at medium resolution
using 9 different gratings in 5 separate spectrograph units.
The CCD (Charge Coupled Device) detectors are coupled with image intensifiers consisting of a photocathode, micro channel plate and phosphor screen to
produce an ICCD (Intensified Charge Coupled Device) detector.
The spectrograph configuration is a modified Rowland circle mount. The gratings are concave, holographically ruled and flat field corrected. Each spectrograph
unit houses two gratings, sharing a single entrance slit, the image of which is then
focused onto two different regions of a single ICCD detector. Each spectrograph
has a field of view 10 by 0.5 degrees, corresponding to the slit length and width,
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respectively.

3.1

Spectrograph design

-----------~i::::~l~::~~:=f:-~
Folding Prism
Slit

-------

~

~~"'\ .-.-{((C::::~:':~~

.,.; , "~":: 't

_ - - - - '.. ,."

Cylindrical Lens
Folding Prism

Figure 3.1 : Schematic diagram of spectrograph unit used in the GLO instrument,
from Broadfoot et al. [55]

The gratings, optics and photocathode are chosen to optimize each spectrograph
over its intended spectral region. Table 3.1 provides a detailed comparison of the
various spectrograph components. Figure 3.1 shows the physical layout of a typical
spectrograph and figure 3.2 shows the configuration of the dispersed slit images
across a detector.
The slit is imaged parallel to the serial register of the CCD. This orientation
minimizes contamination of information along the slit axis due to physical limit ations in charge transfer efficiency and leakage of large signals into adjacent pixels
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(blooming). The instrument can be used to obtain simultaneous limb observations
at many tangent heights or the multiplex advantage can be applied by summing
(binning) along the slit axis. Binning can occur durring or after the readout process, allowing flexibility in data analysis.
The design of the instrument allows a region of the detector to be masked from
illumination from both gratings. This region can be used to great advantage in
background subtraction. The instrument is passively cooled while in orbit, allowing
the detector temperature to drift throughout the orbit. Many spectral features are
weak, especially for night conditions. The author has developed a method [56] for
improved confidence in the subtraction of dark signal when the image contrast is
low.
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Figure 3.2 : Schematic diagram of dispersed slit images across the CCD detector.
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of GLO spectrographs. Sensitivity is average for spectral
range. registered as digitized counts or data numbers (DN)

Spectrograph

Photocathode

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Cs 2 Te
Cs2 Te
S20(UV)
S20(UV)
S20(VIS)
S20(VIS)
GaAs
GaAs
Bare CCD

3.2

Dispersion
(nm pix-I)

Range
(nm)

Resolution
(nm)

Sensitivity
(DN s-1
Rayleigh- 1)

0.18
0.18
-0.15
-0.15
-0.15
-0.15
-0.29
-0.29
-0.32

117.0-221. 7
214.3-319.1
381.5-296.8
464.0-379.2
545.8-460.7
624.5-539.6
786.5-620.4
933.8-768.0
1112.0-927.8

0.54
0.54
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.9
0.9
1.3

0.3
0.3
0.7
0.3
1.2
0.7
0.8
1.4
0.003

Calibrations

The wavelength calibrations are made using the line sources listed in table 3.2.
Each spectrograph does exhibit non-linear dispersion, however, the deviation from
linearity is small and can be neglected for this analysis. The calibration procedures
accounted for non-linear dispersion and differences in the quantum efficiency of
each detector using overlapping spectral regions to verify accuracy and consistency.
Multiplet structure and and the refractive index of air were accounted for where
necessary.
The instrument is calibrated against several continuum sources in order to
measure the instrument sensitivity on an absolute scale. The preferred unit for
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Table 3.2: Penray lamp wavelengths used to calibrate the GLO spectrographs.

Unit

Region

wavelength
(nm)

emitter

5
5

9
8

4

7

4

6

3

5

3

4

2
2
1

3
2
1

184.91
296.73
253.65
313.17
365.02
404.66
435.84
467.12
540.06
546.07
579.07
633.44
743.89
930.08
10140.00

Hg
Hg
Hg
Hg
Hg
Hg
Hg
Xe
Hg
Hg
Hg
Ne
Ne
Ne
Hg
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brightness of atmospheric phenomena is the Rayleigh[57j1. The pre and post-flight
calibrations were performed by Tom Stone at the University of Arizona Lunar
and Planetary Laboratory. Intensity calibrations were performed using an NBS
certified photodiode. The photometric calculations for the intensity calibration of
ICCD detectors are described in detail by Broadfoot and Sandel [59]. Calculations
followed the work of Sherard [60] developed for the calibration of other instruments
at the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory.
Brightness calibration for GLO spectographs
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Figure 3.3 : Calibration curves used to convert instrument response to Rayleighs,
based on the post-flight calibration.

An integration sphere was used to calibrate each spectrograph. Radiation was
permitted to enter the integration sphere and measurements were simultaneously
11 Rayleigh = 41" X 106 photon cm- 2 S-1 steradian-I. The rayleigh is a photometric unit
used to describe the surface brightness of an extended source[57J. A brief history of the develop,
ment of this photometric unit is given by Chamberlain and Hunten[58, p. 320J.
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made with the spectrograph and the photodiode2 • Pre-flight calibrations used
a set of interference filters in front of the photo diode in conjunction with the
known transmission function of each filter. Post-flight calibrations used a grating
monochromator placed between the source and the entrance to the integration
sphere. The post flight calibrations are used in this work and are shown in figure 3.3. These calibration curves are believed to be superior due to use of a
monochromator in the calibration procedure. A list of the continuum sources used
is given in table 3.3
Table 3.3: Continuum sources used to produce the absolute intensity calibration
for the GLO spectrographs. Sources were deuterium arc, xenon arc and tungsten
filament-iodine filled incandescent lamp.

Unit

Region

Source

5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
1

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

D2
D2
D2
Xe
Xe
Xe
Xe
Xe
Xe

arc
arc
arc,Xe arc
arc, W-I2
arc, W-I2
arc, W-I2
arc, W-I2
arc, W-I2
arc, W-I2

2United Detector Technologies, UDT UV-100, Certification June 24, 1985
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3.3

Summary

This instrument is uniquely suited to the task of characterizing atmospheric molecular band emissions and providing sufficient information to infer local thermospheric conditions. It allows the simultaneous acquisition of a complete spectrogram covering the range from 100 to 900 nm, representing the emissions from a
single column of gas. This instrument addresses the remote sensing requirements
detailed in appendix A and B.
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Chapter 4
Observations & Analysis
The data used in this work was obtained by the GLO version ofthe Arizona Airglow
Experiment [55] while it was in earth orbit aboard the space shuttle Discovery
(STS53), during the month of December, 1992. The shuttle was in an orbit with
an incJ.ination of 57 degrees with respect to the equator at an average altitude of
325 kilometers. The mission occurred near winter solstice, with the orbit aligned
with the day-night terminator for most of the mission. The mission began with
the orbit slightly to the day side of the terminator and ended with the shuttle just
into the night side. The word terminator is used here to denote the shadow line
on the Earth's surface.
Many limb scans were made, with the tangent point cycling from about 300
kilometers down to about 150 kilometers, with the line of sight directed away
from the sun, ie. into the night sky. This observational mode permitted evening
and morning twilight observations, one on each leg of the orbit. Some auroral
conditions were observed as the shuttle approached the northern and southern
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auroral zones. Most observations were recorded with an integration time of one
minute. During a one minute integration 4 degrees of arc pass through the field of
view of the spectrograph.
Most observations were made with the slit oriented parallel to the limb, however, some observations were made with the slit at an oblique angle to the limb.
The slanted viewing geometry provides a simultaneous measurement of several
tangent heights. For a limb observation with a tangent height of 200 km, the slit
dimensions correspond to an area roughly 8 km by 160 km. The limb geometry
weights the path length contribution of a particular layer according to its position
along the line of sight, with the longest path length increment aSsociated with the
tangent point. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the relation between path length through
a given layer at each position along the line of sight.
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LOS profiles: Differential path length and altitude
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Figure 4.1 : Differential path length (dS) and altitude profile for a typical limb
observation. See figures =A.1 and A.2 for the geometry of a limb observation.
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Figure 4.2 : Composite spectra for observations taken at a tangent height of 200
km, for a solar zenith angle of 95 degrees, looking across the morning terminator.
Synthetic spectra represent 13.3, 10.0, 7.5, 4.0, 3.0, 3.0 and 3.0 kRayleighs for the
VK(0-5) vibronic levels. The intensities for the 2PG bands are 3.2, 1.8, 0.6 and
0.2 kRayleighs for 2PG(0-3)

Figure 4.2a: GLO spectrograph 8
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Figure 4.2h : GLO spectrograph 7
200 km tangent height at 95 sza with synthetic N2 bands
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4.1

Selection of data

The objective of this work is to compare theoretical dayglow N2 vibrational distributions to measured vibrational distributions. The data chosen represent "average" mid-latitude dayglow, to the best of my knowledge, being limited by a lack of
a priori knowledge of dayglow N2 emissions. Aurora are avoided by restricting the

chosen observations to avoid lines of sight which include the northern and southern
auroral (\vals.
Spectra were sorted according to the solar zenith angle, tangent height, latitude, longitude, and local time (morning or evening terminator). The spectra were
then binned together using several different schemes. For this work, spectra were
chosen with tangents points between 50 and -50 degrees latitude, with a line of
sight into the morning terminator. The latitude restriction excludes lines of sight
crossing either auroral zone, thereby eliminating auroral emissions from the data.
This subset was then binned according to solar zenith angle and tangent height.
The spectra in figure 4.2 are the result of 17 observations with a solar zenith angle
of 95± 2.5 degrees and a tangent height of 200 ± 25 km. Table 4.1 give VK and
2PG band intensities for each spectrum used to create the composite spectrum
used in this work. The relative standard deviation among these observations is
on the order of 20%. My model was run for conditions representing each indi-
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vidual spectrum. A relative standard deviation (RSD) of 10% was calculated for
the VK(1,9) and 2PG(0,O) emissions. The difference between the measured and
calculated RSD may be due to measurement uncertainties or other effects, however insufficient information is available at this time to conclusively attribute the
greater observational variance to a given source.
The intensities of these bands vary inversely with respect to solar zenith angle.
This trend is explained by the increased fraction of the path length illuminated by
sunlight at smaller solar zenith angles. Contamination due to shuttle exhaust was
searched for by comparing the ratio of the 2PG(0,0) to VK(1,9) intensities for the
each spectrum. Shuttle exhaust exhibits a strong emission due to the imidogen
(NH) radical at 336 nm. An anomalous ratio ofthe 2PG(0,0) to VK(1,9) intensities
indicates that the spectrum was acquired during a burn.
The optimum observation conditions for this analysis would have a tangent
height of 200 km and a solar zenith angle of 85 degrees, looking into the evening
terminator. This would ensure sunlit conditions, maximize the absolute magnitude
of the signal and minimize the contribution from regions where quenching begins
to reduce the A 3~~ lifetime. The intensity of the Vegard-Kaplan bands begins
to fall off for altitudes below 200 km due to quenching. Unfortunately, too few
observations were made under these optimal conditions.
An important aspect of this analysis is the measurement of the low-intensity
bands originating from the higher vibrational levels of the A 3~t and C 3n u states.
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The chosen data represents a compromise between optimal conditions and number
of observations in an effort to increase the signal to noise ratio for the bands of
interest.
Table 4.1: Tangent point characteristics of the individual data sets combined to
produce the composite spectra used in this analysis.

Longitude
61.8
63.0
63.9
65.5
68.1
38.2
39.5
40.3
18.0
19.4
20.3
21.9
1.1
308.7
310.0 .
288.5
289.9

4.1.1

Latitude Altitude SZA Range 1(3371) 1(3200)
Rayleighs
degrees
km
219.7
1208
34.7
94
402
343
220.7
94
1205
6.4
415
391
38.5
209.5
94
1267
359
447
40.2
212.8
1267
93
436
223
44.0
203.0
1253
93
503
327
94
1193
317
33.7
222.1
211
35.5
222.6
94
1193
295
309
37.6
210.6
94
1260
359
200
38.2
216.9
1227
94
402
227
39.8
218.7
94
1220
348
185
42.1
204.3
94
1298
461
320
43.8
205.9
94
1292
434
311
46.2
206.1
93
1295
417
335
38.4
212.2
1254
95
273
238
210.3
40.3
1266
95
333
193
41.3
222.6
94
1203
303
242
43.2
217.4
94
1234
379
267

Variability of conditions along LOS

The excitation conditions along the line of sight are not symmetrical with respect
to the tangent point. This is due to the Earth's shadow. Figure A.2 demonstrates
this interaction. The shadow line is not distinct, and is not limited to screening
by the solid Earth. The shadow line is a function of wavelength, altitude and
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atmospheric composition. The variabilities produced by these dependences are
usually of little importance as the atmosphere becomes quite thin at altitudes
greater than 300 km and the small absolute excitation rate can often be neglected.
Figures 6.16A and B demonstrate the non-symmetrical aspects of the predicted
emission rates along the line of sight with respect to the tangent point. These
figures show that the majority of the observed emission is attributable to regions
between the orbiter and the tangent point.

4.2

Vibrational distributions

The remainder of this chapter describes the methods used to determine the vibrational distribution of the N2A 3L;t and C 3rr u vibronic levels. These results are
discussed in more detail in chapter 6. In order to quantify the intensity originating
from a specific species, the contribution due to other transitions which are blended
in the observed feature must also be estimated. The process is iterative, with the
successive estimation of each component of a spectral feature improving the previous estimates of other components. Synthetic spectra may be used to facilitate
this process for molecular band emissions and atomic features. Due to the complex
nature of the data analysis, a clear prior understanding of needed information is
required to successfully reduce the observed spectra into a usable form.
The complexity of violet and ultraviolet dayglow emission spectra and the desire
to retrieve information about individual vibrational levels necessitates the use of
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synthetic spectra to fit blended spectral features. References to the data used to
generate these synthetic emission bands are provided in appendix C.
Synthetic spectra are prepared as "vectors", with all bands originating from
the same upper level manipulated as a single unit. An example of these vector
spectra for the Vegard-Kaplan bands is provided in figure 4.3 where the first three
vibrational levels are individually represented by a single spectrum containing all
the bands originating from a each level. These vector spectra are prepared for
a constant number density of emitters. Once prepared, they are normalized to
an integrated intensity of 10 kiloRayleighs. Normalization transforms the intial
volume emission rate to a column emission rate. This process is repeated for multiple rotational temperatures. These vectors are then compared to observations to
determine the most appropriate temperature to use. Table 4.3 shows the order in
which the iterative fitting was applied. The criteria for further iterations was subjective, with requirements being a flat residual spectral region under each feature
and agreement between the subtraction between related bands.
The vibrational distribution within an electronic manifold provides a spectroscopic signature (see fig B.3). The intensities of emissions originating from a common upper state are related by the transition probabilities connecting that upper
level to the various lower levels. This fortunate relationship allows the intensity of
every other emission originating from the same upper level to be estimated from
the measurement of a single band intensity. Conversely, if no single band is free
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from contamination from other emission features, the intensity from many bands
can help to constrain the intensity due to a specific transition observed in a blended
feature. An illustration of this point is the blending of the 2PG(0,0) band at 3371

Awith the VK(0,9) at 3352 A (cf.

fig.4.2B).

Assuming a boltzman or thermal rotational distribution, the integrated band
intensity does not vary with temperature. This study uses the integrated band
intensity, therefore accurate knowledge of the instrument function or rotational
temperature of the emitter are not required.
Table 4.2: Observed intensities from the N2 A 3L:t and C 3IIu vibrational levels
measured in this work. A 3L:~(v;:::2) and C 3IIu(v=2) are estimated upper limits

State

Level

L: v" AvIv"

0
1
2
3

Column
Brightness
kRayleighs relative
13.3±0.5
1.00
10.0±0.5
0.75
3+0,-2
0.23
2+0,-2
0.15

7.85x10
7.61 x10- 1
7046xlO- 1
7.30x10- 1

Column
Density
cm- 2
relative
1.70x10 iO
1.00
1.31 x 1010
0.77
9
504x10
0.32
4.1 x10 9
0.24

A3I;+u
A3I;+u
A3I;+u
A3I;+u
C 3IIu
C 3IIu
C 3IIu

0
1
2

3.2±0.2
1.8±0.2
0.6+0,-004

2.25x107
2.30x10 7
2.24x107

1.42 x 102
7.83x101
2.7x101

1.00
0.56
0.19

1.00
0.61
0.21

Figures 4.2A, Band C show the spectra used in this analysis along with vector
spectra for the VK and Second Positive emission bands. These figures demonstrate
the use of the vector spectra to determine the intensity originating from the A 3I;t
and C 3IIu vibrational levels. Other features are present, but not modeled with
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Table 4.3: Order of analysis and characteristics of the N2 emission bands studied
in this dissertation

order

band

Wavelength

Comments

A
1
2a
2b
3
4
5
6a
6a
7

VK(1,9)
VK(0,5)
VK(0,6)
2PG(0,0)
2PG(1,0)
VK(2,12)
VK(3,8)
VK(3,9)
2pg(2,0)

3200
2605
2762
3371
3158
4076
2768
2938
2975

Clear
O 2 HzII
O2 HzII
VK(1,9)
VK(0,8)
small
small
small,02 HzII
small,OI

synthetic spectra.
The intense features at 3580, 3914 and 4280
quences of the

Nt

A are

the !::J.. v= -1,0, and 1 se-

First negative bands. As previously stated, the analysis pro-

ceeded using a series of individual vibrational bands to iteratively estimate the
contribution from the different levels.
Residual spectra resulting from the subtraction of the sum of all vector spectra
used in the fit are shown as dotted lines. Features appearing in these residual
spectra may be due to other emissions not identified. Negative features, such as
the dip at at 3430

A are believed to be due to errors in the intensity calibration or

the spontaneous emission transition probability. The judgment of the best fit for a
given upper vibrational level was subjective. The overall fit was considered, with
additional weight was given to spectral features known to be less blended than
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others and less weight given to features riding on the shoulders of other features.
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Chapter 5
Modeling of cascade processes
In this chapter I describe the general development of a vibrational cascade model.
The general techniques described in this chapter will be applied to thermospheric
triplet N2 emissions in section 5.8. I begin with a simple system, and detail the
steps required to make a model using the simple electronic state

approximation~

then proceed to a vibrationally specific model. I then describe a working model of
the N2 triplet system applicable to the sunlit thermosphere of Earth.
Mathematical models attempt to predict the behavior of a physical system
based on certain assumptions, which may include empirical descriptions of prior
measurements, mathematical solutions based on simplifications or idealized behavior or the intentional exclusion of a known process based on apriori knowledge of
the significance of that process to the final result. A model's accuracy may be
judged when predictions made by the model are compared to observations of the
system being modeled.
For a mathematical model to be useful, it is not necessary for the model to
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accurately predict the physical process for all cases. Much can be learned from in-

accurate models. Perhaps the most interesting aspects of any phenomenon are the
cases where the physical world deviates from the simple model. A mathematical
model can be useful ifit can predict observational conditions which can further clarify the significance of competing mechanisms. Deviations of mathematical models
from observations provide fertile ground for testing of hypotheses surrounding the
relative importance of different mechanisms under different conditions.

5.1

Mathematical models of chemical systems

The fundamental equations used in the mathematical modeling of chemical systems are the mass balance and kinetic rate equations. In general, these equations
can provide a means of predicting the equilibrium concentrations of the various
chemical species. This section outlines the general process by which a model is
built, constraints added and solutions obtained. For simplicity, a three-component
system with multiple reaction pathways will be used to develop a working model.
Consider the chemical system,

x+y
Z

~

Z

~ X+y
assume [ Y 1> > [ X

1

(5.1 )
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The forward and reverse reactions in equation 5.1 involve chemical interactions.
The rate equation,
d1~]

k'f

= - k;M [X] + kb[Z]

,

(5.2)

is called a detailed balance equation. This terminology reflects the equilibrium
condition, d J~J = 0, when production equals loss.
The mass balance equation,

[X]t

+ [Z]t = [X]o ,

(5.3)

where the subscripts 0 and t denote the initial state and the state at time t,
respectively. The mass balance and detailed balance equations can be recast into
matrix form,

f k~) ([X]e q ) _
( -k
1 1
[Z]eq -

(

0) '

[X]o

(5.4)

which have units of
(5.5)
where the units of sec and sec- 1 cancel in the second row vector. This set of
equations may then be solved for any given concentration of the species Y, using
equation 5.2 calculate the pseudo-first order rate constant, k f . The mass balance
equation is considered to be a constraint on the detailed balance equation, as
without it, only relative concentrations can be obtained.
Having set up the model in a suitable matrix form, one may chose from a variety
of methods to solve the system of equations. There are many standard methods
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of finding a solution to a set of equations

The interested reader is referred to the work of Menke[61]. For completeness, a
fully determined system of equations (n equations in n unknowns) may be solved
by finding the inverse of the model matrix A, then using a left hand (column)
matrix multiplication on the result vector Xn ,

predicts the solution vector,

eml , as A~~ Amm = Imm, the identity matrix.

Additional production or loss channels may be incorporated into the model
by adding or subtracting the rates from the equation, remembering to maintain
the mass balance. For example, a radiative decay channel may be added for the
spontaneous emission,

by expressing this as a loss in the detailed balance equation. Another way to
set up the model matrix is to write a detailed balance equation for each species
involved in the reaction. A matrix is set up with each

TOW

representing a single

detailed balance equation, under the equilibrium assumption that

d

J~l

= O.

For

the current system the proper matrix is

(

-ki

+ki

+

kb
krad )
- kb - k rad

([X]e q ) =
[Z]eq

(0)
,
0

(5.6)
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including the radiative channel. Casting the equations in this form ensures that
the mass balance equation is satisfied, but forces the detailed balance equations
to be linearly dependent. Further, multiplication of the result matrix
inverse of the model matrix will result in the trivial solution

(~).

(~)

by the

Constraints may

be applied to either species, depending on the desired result. If a concentration of
species Z is desired for a given concentration of X, then a constraint is applied to
the X concentration. The converse is true if a concentration of X is to be inferred
from a measurement of the concentration of Z. Constraints may be applied in a
variety of ways, and care must be taken not to over constrain the model. A simple
but effective method is to hold the concentration of one of the species at a given
equilibrium value. For this case, assume that a measurement ofthe Z concentration
was made by emission (assuming kb «krad), then the vector equation,
(0

1)

[Zl
( [Xl)

= ( [Zlmea.ured )

(5.7)

may be addecfinto any row ofthe existing matrix. One cannot simply add the mass
balance equation, as the matrix now balances the production and loss channels for
each species. The missing information is simply a boundary condition on one of
the species. This boundary condition is applied two steps. First, the second row
vector is multiplied by unit time (1 second). Then, the constraint is added to this
row vector. The result is

-kj
( +kjAt

(5.8)
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with units

(5.9)
The inverse of the model matrix, if it exists, can then be used to predict the
equilibrium concentrations as described above.

5.2

Photochemical reaction rates

Photochemical reactions involve a photon as a reactant or a product, and the
quantity of photons can not be treated identically to ordinary chemical species.
Special attention to details is required to ensure that the quantities used represent
the true conditions and propagate properly through unit analysis. A discussion of
the calculation of solar flux for photochemical kinetics is found in appendix E. The
nuances of the units for transition probability parameters are discussed in detail
in appendices D and F. This section will treat the subject sufficiently to permit
familiarity with the use of photochemical rates as used in mathematical models.
The topics of spontaneous emission and absorption will be discussed. Stimulated
emission will not be treated here, but is analogous to the treatment of absorption.
Spontaneous emission is a first order kinetic process. It is described by the
Einstein A coefficient, which is a probability that a transition will spontaneously
occur from one state to another, N

~

M + hv, lower in energy. The kinetic

rate constant for spontaneous emission is simply the Einstein coefficient Anm. Absorption reactions must be treated as pseudo-first order reaction, by including the
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photon flux as part of the rate constant. The assumption is made that the region
being modeled is optically thin. The rate of absorption must also include a path
length. This can be set to unity, with the appropriate dimension. The absorption
rate is

(5.10)
where f. represents a path length of unity, which is usually one centimeter. For
solar radiation

7rFII

is a quantity describing the solar flux at the earth, integrated

over the entire solar disk. The pseudo-first order rate constant

B~n

is defined to

take into account the solar flux and a unit path length. This approximation holds
while the optical depth of the atmosphere to the solar flux in the region of the
vibronic transition is small.

5.3

Electron impact excitation

Electron impact excitation of molecular species is treated in a manner more directly
analogous to a "normal" chemical reaction. The main difference is that electron
populations generally exhibit non-thermal distributions. Reaction rates involving
energetic electrons,

(5.11)
must account for the electron energy spectrum and the energy dependence of the
excitation cross section by calculating the second order rate constant ke for ev-
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ery individual case. The energy spectrum of electrons in the Earth's atmosphere
may have contributions from local photoionization events, secondary ionization,
precipitation of electrons from the magnetosphere (aurora), photoelectrons transported from the magnetic conjugate point and "thermal" electrons. Eventually
all electrons either thermalize through inelastic collisions or are removed by recombination reactions. In order to include the effects of all electrons at a given
location, the effective rate constant must be calculated for the energy spectrum at
that location. The effective rate constant is,
(5.12)
where the cross-section (a( ve )) and relative electron-neutral velocity distribution

(f( ve )) are integrated over all electron velocities.
The physics of electron impact excitation has been studied in detail and will not
be covered within this dissertation. The interested reader is referred to the works of
Inokuti [51] for a description of the Bethe theory, Henry et al. [62] for a discussion
of electron impact cross sections of electric dipole "forbidden" transitions, and the
works of Green et al. [63, 64, 65] for a discussion of the parameterization of cross
sections for modeling purposes.

5.4

N on-radiative decay

In a manner analogous to the pseudo-first order rates previously discussed, nonradiative decay may be added. Many excited states are metastable. The long
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radiative lifetime of metastable species increases the probability that an inelastic
collision can quench the excited state before it can radiate. Thus the true lifetime
of an excited state is a function of all possible channels. The total lifetime is
determined by summing the transition probabilities,
1
Ttotal

where

Tchemical

1

1

1

T,.adiative

TQuenching

Tchemical

=---+---+ ... +---

represents the chemical lifetime of the species. The total lifetime

is often a useful parameter to use in studying chemical systems, when specific
channels are not well known or when it is desirable to avoid specificity. The term
Tresidual

represents all loss channels not specifically accounted for in the model.

As each row of the model matrix represents the time rate of change of a given
state, loss not accounted for by channels explicitly included in the model may be
expressed as part of a total lifetime,
1

1

Ttotal

T,.esidual

- - = L1 + L2 + ... +

,

where L1 and L2 represent the various loss rates (in cm -3 sec- 1) which are specifically accounted for in the model, and

T.,.esidual

and

Ttotal

represent the sum of all

unknown loss rates and the total loss rate respectively. Inclusion of the total lifetime into the system of equations requires that the additional parameter

Tmidual

be included as an unknown. This expands the system of two unknowns to three
unknowns.
The use of a residual lifetime

IS

important in atmospheric modeling where
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uncertainty surrounds the knowledge of the composition and processes at work in
any given atmospheric region. Consequently, when a forward (predictive) model is
developed for retrieval of composition by inversion techniques, provides constraints
on the magnitude of loss channels not included explicitly in the forward model.
In practice, total loss rates are frequently the measured quantity, therefore this
technique has broad applicability.
The detailed balance equation for species Z is,

-1 ) (

Fzl ) = ( - 1*,:tOI ) ,

(5.13)

Tr"~du.'

where the llfetime,-l-,
is chemically non-specific. Some workers simply use the
Tre.,duol
relation

dd[X )

t

= - J!L which is inaccurate if loss channels are active which are not
rtoto'

explicitly included in the model. Use of this relation finds a residualllfetime, not
a total lifetime, when a solution to the model is obtained. Even though the total
lifetime is not chemically specific, the mass balance must be maintained. Nonspecific loss channels must be balanced by non-specific production in some other
states. The full model matrix must therefore be
-k j
(

5.5

k'f

o

(kb + k rad )
(-kb - krad)

1

!o1) (Tr"~du.'
lil ) = ( - T~:I.' )

(5.14)

[Z]mea.ured

The electronic state approximation

Sufficient background has been laid to begin describing a simple model of the
N2 molecule including the effects of electron impact excitation and spontaneous
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emission. The algebraic statement of this model is

~ke[X 1~:1 +~ ke[X 1~:1 +~ ke[X 1~:r5.15)
~ke[X 1~:]

+ ABA[B 3TIg] =

AAX[A 3~t]

+ QAx[A 3~t]

(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)

where AAX, ~ke and QAX respectively refer to the spontaneous emission, electron
impact excitation and quenching rates for channels coupling the A 3~t and X 1~:
states. These equations respectively list the production and loss channels respectively on the left and right hand sides of the equation. A matrix form of this set of
equations is given by equation 5.19. As stated, the set of equations in the matrix
5.19 will produce only the trivial solution. A further constraint on the population
of a given state or the total population of all states is required to obtain a solution
with non-zero state populations.

(5.19)

The constraints applied to the model should be based on realistic assumptions.
Typically the equilibrium ground state population distribution is held constant,

(5.20)
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The assumption stated in this equation is that the number density of the X 1~:
state is virtually unaffected. This assumption may hold if the equilibrium concentrations are such that
(5.21)

holds for the conditions under investigation.
Equation 5.20 is added into the detailed balance row vector for the X 1~: state
in the forward model (cf eqn. 5.19) using the steps shown in equations 5.5. Solution
of this set of equations will provide equilibrium populations for the remaining
states. The population set for the ground state may be any number. Often unity
or one hundred are chosen as the population so that relative populations are readily
obtained, as in matrix 5.20. The electronic state approximation is especially crude
for systems involving diatomic molecules, due to the vibrational degree of freedom.
The lifetime of a given electronic state must include the contributions from the
various vibrational levels. In general, the total lifetime of the lowest vibrational
level,

A 21 (V')

= L:

Adv'

= 0, v")

v"

is used as an approximation of the lifetime, A 21 (V'), of the electronic state. This
approximation assumes that no other channels provide a significant contribution
to the total lifetime.
The addition of photochemical terms, such as absorption proceeds in a similar
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manner by including a production term to describe the interaction. For example,
the long lifetime of the A 3E~ state allows for the possibility of its interaction with
solar radiation. This interaction is stated by
AxAb.t
-7r:F"BAB f. - AXA
7r:F"BAB f.

o

oo )
ABC
-ABC

(5.22)
A44

(\~:~~l) = (OAt fLO)
[C 3Il,,]

(5.23)

0

where 7r:F"BABf.[A 3E~] is the rate of absorption, and the factor of At may be
omitted as it is unity. A solution with number densities relative to the Xl E;
state is obtained by setting the equilibrium number density [X lE;]eq = 0, as in
equation 5.23. This rate describes loss from the A 3E~ state and a source of B 3Il g ,
and therefore appears in the detailed balance equations for both states.
The electronic state approximation is useful for order of magnitude calculations
for diatomic molecules. Care must be used in interpreting the results of such calculations due the effects of the Franck-Condon overlap integrals on the vibrational
distributions. The electronic approximation for molecules is adequate for order of
magnitude approximations but is unsuitable for meaningful analysis of molecular
band emissions.
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5.6

The vibronic approximation

I now extend the electronic state approximation to include the vibrational levels
of each state. This approximation is called the vibronic approximations because
it includes vibrational and electmnic terms. The vibronic approximation includes
the population distribution among the various vibrational levels of each state and
the details of vibrationally dependent state to state transitions. The rotationally
dependent structure of each specific v" -v' vibronic band is treated by assuming
that the total transition probability for a given band is distributed among the various branches and rotational levels by normalization of the rotational distribution
to unity,

2: N 2(N + 1) 'T/(N) = 1,
----""'---'------'--'-'--'Cnormalization

where 'T/(N) is the distribution function of rotational levels as a function of the
rotational level, N. A further normalization is intrinsic in the definition of the
linestrength factors which describe the overlap integral between the various rotationallevels, and therefore regulate the intensity of the various branches within a
band. The linestrength factors are defined such that
2:~J S(!::.J, N)

2(N + 1)

=1

for any given rotational level, N. The various branches of the band are described
by the term !::.J, where J is the total angular momentum for each state. The !::.J
term is valid for all of Hund's coupling cases and includes all satellite branches.
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The result of these two normalizations is that the vibrationally specific transition
probability AvIv'" is valid regardless of the number or type of rotational branches
present within a given v"

-v band and independent of the rotational population

distri bu tion.
The algebraic expression of the vibrational approximation to the model,
nA

nx

:E :E QAx(v",v')[A 3:E~(v')] +

(5.24)

v'=ov"=o
nA

nx

:E :E

nA

AAX(V",v')[A 3:E~(V')]

nx

= :E :E

v'=ov"=o

ike(v",v')[X l:Et v"]+

v'=o v"=o
nB

nx

L L

~ke(v",v')[X l:Et v "]+

v'=o v"=o
nc

nx

L L

ike (v",v')[X l:Et v"]

v'=o v"=o

(5.25)

v'=o v"=o
nB

nA

:E :E

nA

ABA (v",v')[B 3IIg v']

nx

= :E L

AAX(V",v')[A 3:E~v']

v'=o v"=o

v'=o v"=o

nx

nx

L L

QAx(v",v')[A 3:E~(v')]

v'=ov"=o
nB

nx

:E :E

~ke(v",v')[X l:Etv"]+

(5.26)

v'=o v"=o
nc

nB

:E :E

nB

v'=o v"=o
nc

v'=o v"=o

ABA (V" ,v')[B 3II g v"]

V'=O v"=O

nx

:E :E

nA

:E :E

ACB(V",V')[C 3IIu v']

nc

ike(v",v')[X l:Et v"]

=

nB

:E L

ACB(v",V')[C 3II u v'], (5.27)

v'=o v"=o

is similar to equations 5.16- 5.18, but expanded to include the important vibra-
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tional levels for each electronic state. This expansion is expressed by the summations over nX,nA,nB and nc, which represent the number of vibrational levels to
be included for the X, A, Band C electronic states, respectively. The number of
vibrational levels chosen for each state is dependent on several criteria. Consideration is given to the behavior of the Condon parabola in the Franck-Condon overlap
integrals, and the probability that a given state will deviate significantly from the
local thermal conditions. In either case, enough vibrational levels must be included
to ensure that the majority of the energy in a particular state is accounted for.
The matrix. representation of the vibrational model expands to sizes which are
not amenable to printing even for cases where relatively few vibrational levels
for each state are included in the calculations. In general, a column is needed
in the model matrix. for each vibrational level to be included. Each row then
corresponds to a detailed balance equation for each vibrational level. In order to
simplify the expression of a given model, with sufficient detail to avoid ambiguity,
the representation in table 5.1 is adopted for the remainder of this dissertation.
Vibrational levels are not explicitly expressed but are included in the model.

5.7

Mass balance revisited

In section 5.1 I presented the mass balance equation in equation 5.3. This form of
the mass balance equation is always valid, but requires that every state be included
in the forward model. In many practical applications, there may be a species which
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Table 5.1: Simplistic cascade model for N2 triplet states. Entries are loss channels
from the initial state (left) to the final state (top). Vibrational effects are implied,
but not shown.
final

X 1 ~+

A 3~t B 3IIg C 3IIu
e- I

initial

e I

e I

-hv,NR
-hv
-hv
e- I == Electron impact
- hv == Spontaneous emissk.'ll
+hv == Absorption
NR== Non-radiative

is virtually unaffected by the changes in other states. In these cases a steady state
assumption may be applied.

2

For example, the N X l~t number density and vibrational population distribution will not be appreciably altered by the electron impact losses to higher states,
or by the relaxation of the N2A 3~t vibronic states. Inclusion of the large number
of X 1 ~t vibrational levels involved in the Vegard-Kaplan bands (X 1 ~t - A 3~t)
would introduce many degrees of freedom which serve no practical purpose. The
X 1 ~t number gensity and vibrational population distribution should remain constant. Assuming that the vibrational population distribution is Boltzman at the
ambient neutral temperature,
(5.28)

where E( v) is the energy of the vibrational level v above that of v=O. This as-
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sumption sets the vibrational population of each level in the X l~t manifold.
The number density of a given state may be specified in a manner analogous
to the application of the total mass balance outlined in equations 5.3-5.5. The
difference is that the population of an individual level is set to the expected number
density predicted by equation 5.28. The appropriate system of equations describing
this constraint

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

[X l~t(v
[X l~t(v
[X l~t(v
[A 3~t(v

= 0)]
= 1)]
= 2)] =
= 0)]

[X l~t(V
[X l~t(V
[X l~t(v
0

= O)]eq
= 1)]eq
= 2)]eq

(5.29)

may be added into the forward model after preparing the row vectors describing
the detailed balance of the X 1 ~t vibrational states as in equations 5.8 and 5.20 .

5.8

Dayglow N2 triplet model

The developmental tools for building vibrational cascade models described above
and in appendices G and H are applied in this chapter to produce the computer
model in appendix 1. This model includes electron impact excitation from the
ground state neutral N2 X 1 ~t state into the A 3~t, B 3119 and C 311u vibronic
manifolds. The spontaneous emission transitions included are the Second Positive,
First Positive and Vegard-Kaplan bands. The First Positive bands are considered
in absorption, using the spontaneous emission transition probability and the solar
flux to determine the rate of absorption. Non-radiative channels are considered
only for the A 3~t vibronic states. No vibration ally specific quenching channels
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are included. All non-radiative loss mechanisms are considered to have equal rates
for all vibrational levels. My model treats loss from the A 3l:~ state as a total loss
rate, which is the sum of all calculated rates. This total is referred to as a chemical
loss or quenching rate. My model is
nA

nx

2: 2:

AAX(V",V') [A 3l:~v']

(5.30)
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+
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=
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ike(v",v') [X ll:tv"]

v'=ov"=o
nB
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+ 2: 2:

~ke(v",v') [X ll:tv"]

v'=ov"=o
nc

nx

+ 2: 2:

~ke(v",v') [X ll:tv"]

v'=ov"=o
nA
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L L
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+
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nB
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L L

~ke(v",v') [X ll:tv"]

(5.32)

v'=ov"=o
nB

+

nA

L L

B~B(V",v')[A 3l:~v']

v'=ov"=o
nc

+

nB

L L
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nB
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nc

nX

l:l:

nc

~ke(v",v')

nB

IX l:Et v"] = l: l:

ABC (v",v')[C

3I1 uv']

(5.33)

v'=ov"=o

v'=ov"=o

L:IX l:Et(v)]t = IX 1:Et(V)]0
"
IX lL:t(V)]t
(-E(V))
IX l:Et(V)]o = exp ~
where absorption of solar radiation is represented by

B~B

(5.34)
(5.35)

= 7rFfBAB . The total

non-radiative loss rate for the A 3:Et state is given by QAX. Equations 5.31-5.34
represent the detailed balance equations for the X 1 :Et, A 3:Et, B 311g and C 311u
states respectively. Equations 5.35 and 5.35 describe the equilibrium vibrational
distribution of the X l:Et state under the assumption stated by equation 5.21.
Production and loss channels are respectively given on the left and right hand side
of these equations. A synopsis of these equations is provided in table 6.2, the
format of which is discussed in chapter 5.

5.9

Computer programming

The large number of states, all with similar quantities and types of spectroscopic
constants, ne'eded to model the system just described prompted the development
of a new type of variable storage system or data base, which is described in appendices G, Hand 1. The variables employed in the calculations are similar to
directory files, in that a directory can contain very specific information about files
contained in that directory, but can also contain subdirectories. The variables em-
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ployed constitute the basis of a new programming language developed specifically
for spectroscopic applications. The computer algorithms developed constitute a
"tool box" which allowed the development of state specific models which are completely compatible with the rovibronic synthetic spectra routines used to evaluate
the vibrational population distributions in the observed spectra. These tools were
developed to simplify the storage and retrieval of the vast quantity of information
required to complete this task, allowing me to focus more on the chemistry and
physics of the system, by reducing the time and effort expended on the minutiae of
the computations. Regardless of the "scientific" value of the computer programming required to create this language, it has proven to be of great value in creating
the many models and the synthetic spectra used in this work, in terms of the time
required to build and debug each model.
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Chapter 6
Results
This chapter presents a sequence of theoretical dayglow results leading to a comparison of theoretical column emission rates to column emission rates measured
from limb observations. These results will be interpreted in chapter 7. Theoretical results must account for variations in conditions along the line of sight when
compared to results from limb observations. Sufficient background is provided in
appendices A and B to appreciate the minutiae which must be addressed in order
to make a theoretical prediction of the vibrational distribution determined from
such measurements. I discuss here the vibrational model, the line of sight calculations, modifications to the Solomon GLOW[5] model, and modifications of the
input to the vibrational cascade model at each segment of the line of sight.

6.1

Solar resonance scattering

A comparison of the pseudo-first order absorption constants for the First Positive
and Vegard-Kaplan bands is shown in table 6.1. The values supplied in this ta-
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ble were calculated according to equation 2.2 using the Einstein A coefficients of
Shemansky[l, tab. 4.12,4.13] and Werner et al.[66]. The solar flux used is from
Allen[50] (200 nm::::; ). <300 nm, 1300 nm< ). :::;10000 nm), Kurucz et al.[49] (300
nm:::; ). :::;1300 nm) and Vanhoosier et al.[67] (120

nm~

). :::;200 nm) as needed.

Absorption through the Vegard-Kaplan bands was not included in my model.
The effects of solar resonance scattering of the 1PG bands on the vibrational
distribution of the A 32:~ and B 3IIg manifolds are shown by contrasting the predicted effects without and with solar resonance scattering. The predicted effects
without solar resonance scattering are shown in figures 6.1-6.4. The predicted
effects of solar resonance scattering are shown in in figures 6.5-6.8.
These figures were prepared using conditions typical for an
malized to the dayglow excitation

e 3IIu excitation rate.

IBe II aurora nor-

This choice was made as

a initial gue!?s. The N2 triplet states are excited by secondary electrons, which have
the same energy spectrum no matter what the original electron source is [68]. A
N2 number density of lOB em -3 was chosen. The ratio of excitation into the A 32:~,
B 3IIg and

e 3IIu manifolds was 5 :

3 : 1, respectively, as taken from Jones[l, p.

113]. The excitation rates were then calculated relative to the

e 3IIu

excitation

rate calculated by the Solomon GLOW model for mid-latitude sunlit conditions at
200 km. The input for these figures is given in table 6.3.
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Table 6.1: The pseudo-first order absorption rates calculated by the author according to equation 2.2 using the Einstein A coefficients of Shemansky and Broadfoot [1,
tab. 4.12,4.13J (lPG, VK) and Werner et al.[66J (lPG). The Solar Flux is taken
from Astrophysical Quantities[50J, the National Solar Observatory Atlas[49J and
Vanhoosier et al.[67J as needed.

v"
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Lv' 7rFf. Bv'v"
VK
1PG
Shemansky
Werner
Shemansky
1.56 X 10- 1 1.14 X 10- 1 1.12 X 10- 13
1.35 X 10- 1 9.81 X 10- 2 8.31 X 10- 14
1.38 X 10- 1 1.02 X 10- 1 3.71 X 10- 12
1.31 X 10- 1 9.26 X 10- 2 4.73 X 10- 12
1.11 X 10- 1 8.51 X 10- 2 1.61 X 10- 11
1.08 X 10- 1 8.63 X 10-2 5.01 X 10- 11
9.42 X 10- 2 8.22 X 10-2 1.34 X 10- 10
6.48 X 10- 2 7.74 X 10- 2 3.73 X 10- 10
5.78 X 10- 2 6.24 X 10- 2 7.67 X 10- 10
4.38 X 10- 2 4.54 X 10-2 1.60 X 10- 9
4.15 X 10- 2 4.25 X 10- 2 2.63 X 10- 9
3.86 X 10- 2 3.40 X 10- 2 4.11 X 10- 9
2.81 x 10- 2 3.17 X 10- 2
2.14 x 10- 2
1.59 x 10- 2
1.69 x 10- 2
1.49 x 10- 2
7.13 x 10- 3
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Table 6.2: Solar cascade model for N2 triplet states. Entries are loss channels from
the initial state (left) to the final state (top). Vibrational effects are implied, but
not shown.
final
A3~+

e I"

initial

-hv+NR

e I
+hv

e I

-hv
-hv
e- I == Electron impact
-hv == Spontaneous emission
+hv == Absorption
NR== Non-radiative

Table 6.3: Model input parameters used to generate the vibrational distributions
in figures 6.5-6.8. Electron impact excitation for A 3:E~, B 311g and C 311" states
are representative of!BC II auroral conditions, see V. Jones[l, p. 113]
Parameter
[N2 X l:Etl
nA
nx
L:V/=O
L: V"=O
A ke (v" ,v')
X

value units
3.68xlO8 cm 3
5.03x 10- 7 cm 3 S-l

nB
3.57xlO- 7 cm 3 S-l
L:V/=O
L: nx
B k (v" v')
V"=O X e
,
nc
nx C k (v" v') l.40x 10- 7 cm3 S-l
L:V/=O
:E V"=O
X e
,

Tn

800

K
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Figure 6.1: Vibrational distribution of A 3:E;t(v=O-5) as a function of total removal
rate of that state. The effects of solar resonance are excluded. Electron impact
excitation rates are for the auroral case (cf. tab. 6.3). A) Vibrational distribution
relative to total population of A 3:E;t. B) Absolute number density in cm- 3.
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Figure 6.2 : Vibrational distribution of A 3:E~(v=6-11) as a function of total removal rate of that state. The effects of solar resonance scattering are excluded.
Electron impact excitation rates are for the auroral case(cf. tab. 6.3). A) Vibrational distribution relative to total population of A 3:E~. B) Absolute number
density in cm- 3.
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cm- 3 .
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N2 A state relative vibrational distribution
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Figure 6.5 : Vibrational distribution of A 3~t(v=0-5) as a function of total removal rate of that state. The effects of solar resonance scattering are included.
The distribution corresponding to heavy quenching approximates the distribution
expected without of solar resonance scattering. Electron impact excitation rates
are for the auroral case (cf. tab. 6.3). A) Vibrational distribution relative to total
population of A 3~t. B) Absolute number density in cm- 3.
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Figure 6.6 : Vibrational distribution of A 3li;(v=6-11) as a function of total removal rate of that state. The effects of solar resonance scattering are included.
The distribution corresponding to heavy quenching approximates the distribution
expected without the inclusion of solar resonance scattering. Electron impact excitation rates are for the auroral case( cf. tab. 6.3). A) Vibrational distribution
relative to total population of A 3li;. B) Absolute number density in cm- 3.
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N2 B state relative vibrational distribution
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Figure 6.7 : Vibrational distribution of B 3IIg (v=O-4) as a function oftotal removal
rate of A 32:;. The effects of solar resonance scattering are included. The distribution corresponding to heavy quenching of A 32:; approximates the distribution
expected without the inclusion of solar resonance scattering. Electron impact excitation rates are for the auroral case (cf. tab. 6.3). A) Vibrational distribution
relative to total population of B 3II g • B) Absolute number density in cm- 3 .
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N2 B state relative vibrational distribution
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Figure 6.8 : Vibrational distribution ofB aIl g (v=5-9) as a function of total removal
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Figure 6.9 : Relative vibrational distribution including solar resonance scattering,
normalized to v=O, as a function of quenching rate of the A 3~~ state using auroral
electron impact excitation rates (cf. tab. 6.3), with X 1 ~t number density of 108
cm- 3. A) A 3~t(v=O-5). B) B 3TI g (v=O-5).
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6.2

Corrections and adjustments

The model described in chapter 6 is known to be deficient in its accounting for
the contributions of the W 3 t::.,., B'3~; and A 3~~(v~14) vibronic states. Each of
these contributions is estimated to produce a final result. In addition, the observed
2PG(O,O) band is used to adjust the calculated electron impact excitation rates.
These corrections are discussed in this section.

6.2.1

Electron impact excitation rate correction

The N2 Second Positive bands, which originate from the C 311,. state, are an excellent indicator of the electron impact excitation rate. It is reasonable to adjust the
electron impact rates generated by the Solomon model according to the ratio between observation and initial model results. This correction amounts to a blanket
factor of 1.3 for these rates into the A 3~~, B 311g and C 311,. states.
This factor is the ratio of observed 2PG(O,O) to the predicted 2PG(O,O) intensities. This is valid because of relation between the C 311,. excitation and emission
rates. The similar energy of the A 3~~, B 311g and C 311,. states relative to X 1~;
and the similarity of their excitation cross sections also justifies this approximation. Figure 6.19B shows the result ofthis factor on the predicted C 311,. vibrational·
distribution.
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6.2.2

Unaccounted energy in A 3:E~(14:::;v<19)

Electron impact produces a vibrational distribution with significant population
being deposited into the A 3~t state up to about v=19. My model includes vibrational levels in the A 3~t state up to v=13. This limit is imposed due to a
limited number of available IPG spontaneous emission transition probabilities for
the lower state (A 3~tv"). Exclusion of these vibrational levels effectively removes
about 30% of the electron impact excitation energy from the A 3~~ state. This
quantity is calculated using the Frank-Condon approximation to electron impact
excitation. This energy should be included either directly into the A 3~t state or
into the B 3IIg state. The observations clearly demonstrate that the energy from
the upper levels is transferred to A 3~t v=O,l by some mechanism.

6.2.3

Corrections for cascade from W 3Au and B' 3:E;;

I originally excluded the contribution to the B 3IIg vibronic states from the W 3 ~u
and B' 3~~ manifolds. Cartwright[25] included these states into his auroral model.
His results, shown in figure 2.2 show that these cascade mechanisms contribute to
the B 3IIg vibronic manifold in a way which leaves no signature on the vibrational
population distribution. This characteristic suggests that the contribution due to
these states may be included by increasing the electron impact excitation rate of
the B 3IIg by a factor.
A comparison of the data in figure 2.2 and table 2.3 shows that the relative
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contribution to the B 3TIg vibrational distribution from the W 3f::J. u and B,3:E;
states follows the electron impact excitation rates into each of theses states. The
W 3f::J. u and B,3:E; states have no loss channels other than transfer into the B 3TIg

manifold. The total rate of transfer into the B 3TIg manifold from these states must
be equal to the electron impact excitation rates as production and loss channels
must balance at equilibrium.
The electron impact excitation cross sections into the B 3TIg, W 3f::J. u and B,3:E;
states all extend over a similar region of electron energy. It is reasonable to assume
that the total rate of excitation into each of these states will remain proportional
to each other for any given electron flux.
The correction of the contributions due to W 3f::J. u and B' 3:E; may be applied as
a simple multiplicative factor to the B 3TIg electron excitation rate. This is a valid
approximation as the cascade contribution from these states is indistinguishable
from electron impact and the proportionality of the cascade rate to the electron
impact excitation rate into the B 3TIg state, A factor of2.5 is used based on the data
in table 2.3, and represents the ratio of the sum of W 3f::J. u and B,3:E; excitation
rates to the B 3TIg excitation rate,

ke(B 3TIg) + ke(B :TIg) + ke(B 3TIg) ~ 2.5.
ke(B TIg)

(6.1 )

The combined effects of the corrections is displayed in figures 6.10- 6.15. These
figures display the model predictions as a function of total A 3:Et quenching rates,
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using the same initial conditions used to prepare figures 6.1-6.8.
The effects of these corrections on the line of sight predictions is shown in
figure 6.18A and B. The effect of the each correction in producing the final line of
sight comparison is discussed in chapter 7.
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 demonstrate the effects of the corrections on the A 3~t
and B 3U g relative vibrational population distribution as a function oftotal quenching rate. The effects with and without the inclusion of solar resonance scattering
are contrasted in each figure.
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 demonstrate the effects of the corrections on the A 3~t
and B 3U g absolute number densities as a function of total quenching rate. The
effects with and without the inclusion of solar resonance scattering are contrasted
in each figure.
Figures 6.14 and 6.15 contrast the vibrational population distribution relative
to the v=O vibronic state in each manifold.

6.3

Line of sight calculations

The line of sight calculations were made using a FORTRAN driver, written by
Stone[69]' for the Solomon GLOW model. The author made minor modifications
to obtain the parameters needed to run the vibrational model. Shuttle attitude and
position are recorded during the flight, which are later transformed into pointing
parameters including altitude, latitude and longitude for the orbiter and tangent
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Figure 6.10 : The effects of the combined corrections on the relative A 3I:t vibrational distribution as a function of quenching rate of the A 3I:t state using auroral
electron impact excitation rates (cf. tab. 6.3). Data are normalized to the total
A 3I:t population. A) without solar resonance scattering. B) with solar resonance
scattering.
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Figure 6.11 : The effects of the combined corrections on the relative B 3il g vibrational distribution as a function of quenching rate of the A 32:~ state using auroral
electron impact excitation rates (cf. tab. 6.3). Data are normalized to the total
A 32:~ population. A) without solar resonance scattering. B) with solar resonance
scattering.
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point. The position of the orbiter and tangent point are defined by these parameters. These loci define the line of sight. This line of sight is then imposed on the
altitude grid used in the Solomon GLOW model to identify a latitude, longitude,
path length and solar local time corresponding to a given segment along the line
of sight. The conditions at each segment along the line of sight are referred to
as local to differentiate these conditions from the conjugate point. The neutral
composition for local and conjugate points is estimated using the MSIS (Mass
Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter) atmospheric model. The major ion components
and electron temperature are estimated using the IRl (International Reference
Ionosphere) model. The solar flux parameters input into the IRl and GLOW models are given in table 6.5. These parameters are used to correct for the appropriate
solar conditions.
A vertical profile of the atmosphere was calculated for each point along the line
of sight and at the magnetic conjugate point. The effect of conjugate point photoelectrons was accounted for by running the GLOW model at local point, taking
the upward photoelectron flux to be the downward flux at the conjugate point,
then running the GLOW model at the conjugate point to determine the escaping
electron flux to use as the incoming local flux. This process was repeated a total
of three times. The locus of the conjugate point was determined using a model
prepared by Ron Vervack [70] using a 10 th order spherical harmonic approximation. This approximation of the geomagnetic field is a more accurate description
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than the dipole approximation. Accuracy is required in locating the geomagnetic
conjugate point, as the magnitude of the conjugate point photo-electron flux will
vary according to the insolation at the conjugate point.
The original GLOW model as supplied by Solomon lumped the A 3~~, B 3Ilg
and W 3~1L states together for calculation of the electron impact excitation rate of
the A 3~~. Solomon uses the parameterized electron impact cross section of Green
and Stolarski[63] along with a calculated electron energy spectrum at each altitude
to compute the excitation rate at that altitude. It was necessary to modify the
Fortran code "exsect.f" to produce the excitation rates for the A 3~~ and B 3ng
states separately. The parameters chosen are from Green and Stolarski. Table 6.4
gives the parameters included in the modified GLOW model.
Table 6.4: Model cross section parameters added to "exsectJ" Fortran code in
Solomon GLOW model. Parameterization of Green and Stolarski
Parameter

value
B3Il9

A3~+
1L

A
w
v
'Y
W

0.226
3.0
1.0
1.0
6.14

0.1786
3.0
1.0
3.0
7.30

A vibrational distribution was determined for each segment along the line of
sight using the input shown in figure 6.16A (see figure A.2). My results for the line
of sight described by the first entry in table 4.1 are shown in table 6.6. This table
presents the sum over all path length increments of the product of the number
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LOS profiles : Production and Loss of N2 triplets
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Figure 6.16: A) Input parameters for vibrational model along the line of sight. B)
Results from the summation of vibrational contributions along the line of sight.
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Table 6.5: The solar flux parameters used as input to IRl and GLOW models,
applicable to December 5,1992. Data taken from Coffey[71]
Index
FIO.7
F10.7A
FlO.7P
AP

value
116.3
133.0
119.8
8.0

comment
Flux at 10.7 cm
90 day average of F10.7
FlO.7 of previous day
Geomagnetic activity index

density and path length for each vibrational level.
The total column brightnesses I measured are shown in table 6.8. The column
emission rate for each vibrational level was summed to produce a total column
emission rate for each electronic state. Figure 6.16B plots the total emission rate
for each electronic state along the line of sight.
The observed and predicted integrated band intensities for the Vegard-Kaplan,
First Positive and Second Positive bands are given in table 6.9. This data is needed
to evaluate the total excitation rate predicted by the Solomon GLOW model.
Table 6.7 presents column density required for an optical depth of 0.1 for each
state. The Einstein B coefficients given are order of magnitude estimates. These
are estimates needed to evaluate the assumption of small optical depth invoked in
the analysis of observed emission intensities.
The total A 3Et quenching rate is calculated using the GLOW model, which
treats the loss of A 3Et due to 0 and O 2 using two rate constants with no altitude
dependence. The second order rate constants are 3.1 x 10- 11 and 4.1 x 10- 12 for

o and O2 respectively.

Solomon cites the work of Piper et al.[72, 73] as the source
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N2 X density (cml\-2) along the line of sight.
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Figure 6.17: Column densities for the N2 A) Xl~t and B) A3~:, B3IIg and
C 3IIu states along the line of sight.
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Table 6.6: Integrated column densities computed using my model for a limb observation with a 200 km tangent height. Conditions are for entry 1 in table 4.1.
Ni and P.i represent the number density and path length for path length interval i.
State

v

Xl~+

A3~+

~i

NiP.i
cm-2

State
normalized

0
1
2

1.2 xlO+17
1.7 x10+15
2.5 xlO+13

0.99
0.01
<0.01

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

6.8
6.2
4.5
3.5
2.4
2.1
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.6
1.3
1.1
9.6

x10+ 8
xlO+8
x 10+8
xlO+8
x 10+8
x10+ 8
xlO+8
xlO+ 8
x 10+ 8
x10+8
xlO+8
xlO+ 8
xlO+ 7

0.19
0.17
0.12
0.10
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03

VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK

B 3n9

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3.4
3.0
2.7
2.2
1.5
1.0
6.1
3.5
1.9
1.0

xlO+ 3
xlO+ 3
x10+ 3
x 10+ 3
xlO+ 3
xlO+ 3
x10+ 2
xlO+ 2
xlO+ 2
x 10+2

0.23
0.20
0.18
0.14
0.10
0.07
0.04
0.02
0.01
<0.01

IPG
1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG

c 3nu

0
1
2
3

1.7
9.3
3.4
9.9

x 10+1
xlO+ o
x 10+ 0
xlO- 1

0.56
0.30
0.11
0.03

2PG
2PG
2PG
2PG

9

u

System
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Table 6.7: Critical values of column density (Ni) for the lower states of the observable N2 triplet band emissions. The critical value is based on a 90% transmission.
The Einstein B coefficients are order of magnitude estimates.
lower
state
X l 2:+
9
A 32:+
u
B 3ll 9

A Anm
Bmn
nm sec- 1 cm 2 erg- 1 s-l cm- 1
300
1040
400

10-1
105
108

10- 11
10- 3
10- 1

Ni
cm2

band

1020
1014
1012

VK
IPG
2PG

of these rate constants. The sum of the calculated loss rate is used as input to the
vibrational model for each line of sight segment. Figure 6.16A shows the sum of
these contributions along the line of sight.
Figure 6.19A compares the results ofthe line of sight model to the observations.
Figure 6.19B compares the observations to model results for cases when the calculated electron impact excitation rates for the A 32:; state are modified to correct
for unmodeled upper vibrational levels, A 32:~(14::;;v::;;19) prior to application of
the vibrational model. The correction factor applied is 1.3.
Figure 6.19C is similar but compensates for the effect of the W 3/),.u and B,32:;;
states cascading into the B 3llg levels. The origin of this factor is described in
section 6.2.3 and is the ratio of the sum of all B 3llg excitation channels to the
electron impact excitation rate of B 3ll!}.
Figure 6.19D compares the sum of all additional corrections to the calculated
electron impact excitation rates including an increase of the total excitation rates
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Table 6.8: Integrated column densities for a limb observation with a 200 km tangent
height. Data compares to that in table 6.6.Av'v" is the Einstein A coefficient for
a given v" i-v'transition.
State

v'

Band
normalized

System

5.3 xlO+ 3
4.5 x10+ 3
3.3 xlO+ 3
2.7 x10+ 3
1.8 x 10+ 3
1.6 x 10+ 3
1.4 xlO+ 3
1.2 x10+ 3
1.2 x10+ 3
1.2 x10+ 3
1.1 x 10+3
1.0 x 10+ 3
8.8 xlO+ 2
2.71 x10 H

0.20
0.16
0.12
0.10
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03

VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK
VK

334 X 10+ 3
3.5 xlO+ 3
3.7 x10+ 3
3.3 x 10+ 3
2.5 x10+ 3
1.7 x 10+ 3
1.1 x 10+ 3
6.3 x 10+ 2
3.5 x 10+ 2
1.9 x 10+2
2.03 xlO H

0.16
0.17
0.18
0.18
0.12
0.08
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.01

1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG
1PG

3.0 x10+ 3
1.7 x10+ 3
6.0 xlO+ 2
1.7 X 10+ 2
5.51 X 10+ 3

0.55
0.30
0.11
0.03

2PG
2PG
2PG
2PG

L:i L: v"

Av'v"N/.i

cm-2

A3~+
u

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

L: v'
B 3n9

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

L: v'

c 3n

u

0
1
2
3

L: v'
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Table 6.9: The integrated column brightness of VK, IPG and 2PG bands are
shown for my model predictions and observations.

Band
Vegard-Kaplan
First Positive
Second Positive

kRayleigh::;
Observed Predicted
28 ± 3
27 ± 3
20 ± 2
5.6 ± 0.7 5.5 ± 0.7

of all states according to the ratio between the predicted and observed Second
Positive emissions. This blanket factor is 1.3 for the A 3~;, B 3IIg and C 3IIu
excitation rates.
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Absolute column emission rates for N2 A and C states
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of observations to line of sight vibrational model. A) Results from electron impact excitation rates obtained from modified GLOW model.
B) Comparison after corrections for known defects in model.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
In this chapter I discuss the attributes of the vibrational model developed in chapter 6 and evaluate its accuracy it by comparing my model predictions to observations. This comparison takes into account the observational geometry. The results
of this work are discussed in terms of their implications on future thermospheric
studies, and on the evaluation of previously acquired data. Model predictions
based on corrections of known deficiencies in my model are discussed relative to
the initial predictions.
My model is a compromise between the simplicity of the Shemansky model
model and the extensive Cartwright model. While my model includes the absorption of solar radiation in the red and infrared, some other excitation channels
have been excluded. The assumptions made in developing this model must be
addressed. Particular attention is given to the preliminary exclusion of the W 3 ~u
and B' 3~~ states from the detailed model, and to the technique used to account
for their contribution. The contributions of vibrational levels A 3~~(v;::::14) are
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discussed in a similar manner.
The discussion of the results follows the presentation in chapter 6. I judge the
effects due to the inclusion of a given channel or correction against the initial model
run with the resonance scattering turned off. In essence, this amounts to using
the Shemansky auroral model as the standard for comparisons. The mechanisms
involved in producing the Shemansky model effects have been well characterized.
These mechanisms are accepted as significant contributions to development of N2
triplet emissions.
This work represents the first step in a re-examination of the relationship between the observable dayglow N2 triplet bands and the photoelectron flux. Present
knowledge about the sunlit thermosphere has been combined with new work to produce a model of N2 in the sunlit terrestrial thermosphere. A critical analysis of
my work must address are mass and energy conservation within the triplet system,
stability of the vibrational population distributions and accuracy in predicting
observed integrated vibronic emission rates.
The system being investigated is assumed to be in a steady state, therefore
the mass and energy balance constraints must apply. The 2PG bands can serve
as a measure of the total energy entering the C 3nu state. This is because the
C 3n u state has but one excitation source and one loss channel. The analysis of
Vegard-Kaplan and First Positive band emissions are more complicated than for
the Second Positive emissions due to cascade processes. All of the energy entering
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the B 3IIg states must be balanced by the loss through the First Positive bands.
Similarly, all of the energy entering the A 32:~ state must be balanced by loss
through the Vegard-Kaplan bands and all absorptive and non-radiative channels.
The primary spectroscopic signature of the C 3IIu state is the 2PG(O,O) band.
This feature is blended with the VK(O,9) band. An accurate determination of
"the electron flux using a measurement of the 2PG(O,O) brightness requires that
the contribution due to the VK(O,9) band be known. This may be obtained by
measuring another VK band originating from A 32:~(v=O). Relating the measured
intensity of a few bands in the VK and 2PG systems to the electron flux by
this method requires that the energy cascade through the triplet system be well
characterized.
Many of the processes transferring energy within the triplet manifold impart
a spectroscopic signature (see appendix B). The variability of these signatures
through out the thermospheric is of interest. The signatures of auroral N2 emissions do not appear to be valid for the dayglow N2 emissions where collisional
considerations become less significant.

7.1

Magnitude of resonance scattering effect

My work demonstrates that resonance scattering of sunlight has a small effect on
the total equilibrium population of the A 32:; and B 3IIg states. This is expected,
to a first order, by the small pseudo-first order absorption rate compared to the
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Vegard-Kaplan spontaneous emission rate (cf fig. 2.3). The total equilibrium population within the A 3I:~ state remains fixed and the distribution of population
among the A 3~~ vibrational levels varies in a predictable manner under the influence of resonance scattering. The net effects of resonance scattering on the A 3~~
and B 311g vibrational distributions are small, but noteworthy.

7.1.1

Control case: No solar resonance

The initial phase of my investigation compared the effects of solar resonance scattering against a control model excluding these effects. This study approximated
altitude variability in the region of 200 km by predicting the effects as a function
of the total non-radiative A 3I:~ removal rate, maintaining a constant N2X l~:
number density and electron impact excitation rates. The total removal rate was
given equal weight for all vibrational levels. The electron impact excitation rates
used were based on an C 311 u excitation rate predicted by the Solomon GLOW
model under dayglow conditions at 200 km. The excitation rates for the A 3I:~,
B 311g states were calculated relative to the C 311 u excitation rate using theoretical
auroral excitation rates[l, p. 113].
These conditions are shown in table 6.3. This choice was made to provide
a direct comparison to auroral emissions, which have been studied extensively.
This initial investigation is comparable to the auroral model of Shemansky[9] (cf.
tab. 2.2).
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The initial results of the model run without solar resonance scattering are
shown in figures 6.1-6.4. These figures contrast the effects of solar scattering in
the A 3:E~ and B 3ITg states as a function of total A 3:E~ quenching rate. Relative
and absolute vibrational populations are presented. Figures 6.1A and 6.2A show
that the A 3:E~ vibronic distribution is sensitive to total quenching rate. Figures
6.1B and 6.2B show that the A 3:Et total number density is inversely proportional
to the quenching rate.
As expected, the B 3ITg population shows no variation with respect to quenching
rate on the A 3:E~ vibronic levels. The relative and absolute populations for these
vibronic levels are insensitive to the A 3:E~ state. This is expected because the
A 3:E~ state is a source for B 3ITg only through absorption.

7.1.2

Test case: solar resonance included

The effects of solar resonance scattering on the A 3:E~ and B 3ITg states are shown
in figures 6.5-6.8. The effects of solar resonance scattering are seen by comparing
figures 6.1-6.4 to figures 6.5-6.8. In these and following figures, the non-solar case
is approximated by the distribution when the quenching rate is large.
Resonance scattering of solar radiation acts like an additional quenching channel on the A 3:E~ population distribution, which prevents the A 3:E~ vibrational
distribution from being dominated by spontaneous emission in the sunlit thermosphere. It is interesting to note that absolute population of the A 3:E~ states
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changes very little when solar resonance scattering is included, implying that the
total integrated Vegard-Kaplan band intensity will not change appreciably, regardless of the changes in the vibrational distribution.
The changes in the B 311g vibronic levels are more noticeable. The opening of a
feed-back channel from the A 3:E! state by resonance scattering alters the relative
and absolute population distributions. This effect is shown in figure 6.7. In the
low quenching limit, the B 3I1g(v=O) population increases by a few percent relative
to B 3I1g(v=1). There is a general increase in the B 311g absolute number density
related to solar resonance scattering. This rise is expected due to the pumping of
energy from A 3:E!.
The effects of solar resonance scattering on the A 3:E! and B 311g relative to
the first vibrational level in each manifold is shown in figure 6.9. It is important
to remember that large quenching rates alter the vibrational distribution of the
A 3:E! state. This implies that the population distribution in the A 3:E! manifold
is disturbed by quenching as well as solar resonance scattering.

7.2

Magnitude of solar resonance scattering, revisited

A second investigation of the effects of solar resonance scattering on the equilibrium vibrational population distribution of observable N2 triplet states follows the
treatment in section 7.1 but includes the corrections for known model defects dis-
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cussed in section 6.2. The initial conditions in this study are identical to those
used in section 7.1.

7.2.1

Control case: no solar resonance scattering

The effects of the modifications on the predicted populations of the A 3I:;; and
B 3I1g states as a function of quenching rate are shown in figures 6.10-6.15. Each
of these figures contrasts the effect of the corrections with and with out solar resonance scattering. The distribution is shown relative to the total state population,
in absolute number density and relative to the v=O level in the A 3I:;; and B 3I1g
manifolds. Each of these presentations demonstrates a particular aspect of the
predicted distribution.

7.2.2

Test case: solar resonance included

The effects of the modifications on the predicted populations of the A 3I:;; and
B 3I1g states as a function of quenching rate are shown in figures 6.12-6.13. Each
of these figures contrasts the effect of the corrections with and with out solar resonance scattering. The distribution is shown relative to the total state population,
in absolute number density and .relative to the v=O level in the A 3I:t and B 3I1g
manifolds. Each of these presentations demonstrates a particular aspect of the
predicted distribution.
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7.2.3

Comparisons

The A 3I:t relative population distribution is shown in figure 6.10. The most
noticeable effect of the corrections is the reversal of the A 3I:t(v=0,1) states at for
low quenching rates. This effect is more significant in absence of solar scattering.
As previously stated, the net effect of solar resonance scattering on the A 3I:t state
is to mimic the effects of quenching.
The effects of the corrections on the B 3IIg state are more interesting than
for the A 3I:t case. Figure 6.11 shows the change when resonance scattering is
included. The first effect that is noticed is a reordering of the relative contributions
of the vibrational levels within B 3II g . The corrections shift energy into the higher
vibrational levels (cf. fig 6.3). This is not surprising when the additional electron
excitation rate due to the W 3D.u and B' 3I:;; states is considered (cf. fig. 2.2).
The inclusion of solar resonance scattering shifts the distribution of the B 3IIg
vibronic levels. The reversal of the relative population of the B 3IIg (v=0) and
B 3II g (v=3) levels is characteristic of the change between the competing removal
mechanisms. The quenching rate used in this work is not vibrationally specific,
making this result too general to be employed as a spectroscopic signature.
The corrections do not substantially alter the equilibrium number densities of
the A 3I:t vibrational levels as shown in figure 6.12. This can be attributed to
the dominance of the Vegard-Kaplan spontaneous emission when quenching is low
(cf fig. 2.3). The increase in the absolute number density of the B 3IIg state also
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small. Neither change in absolute number density is likely to be observable.
Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show the populations relative to the v=o level in the
A 3~~ and B 3IIg manifolds, respectively. Theses graphs complement figures 6.10
and 6.11 but provide the predicted number densities relative to a single vibrational
level. This presentation is useful for the interpretation of spectra, when only a few
of the upper levels are measurable.

7.2.4

Implications

Important conclusions can be drawn from these two studies. First is that resonance
scattering of solar radiation through the First Positive bands produces a small
effect and that it leaves a signature in the B 3I1g(v) vibronic levels rather than
in A 3:Et(v). Secondly, the W3~u and B,3 :E; contributions to the excitation of
the B 3I1g(v) levels can alter the equilibrium vibrational population distribution
within the B 311g manifold. The third conclusion is that the channels included in
my model do not adequately predict the observed A 3~t vibrational distribution.
It is this discrepancy between observations and predictions which is most in-

teresting. The observed vibrational distribution in the A 3:E~ manifold is weighted
heavily in v=O,1 while the model, even with all corrections included, does not
match any distribution predicted in these studies. The measured column densities
are shown in table 4.2. These measurements do not correspond to my model predictions, even when integrated along the line of sight. It is clear that my model is
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deficient in some aspect.
The conclusions about the effect of solar resonance scattering on the A 3:E~ and
B 3n g vibronic population distribution are rendered moot by the lack of agreement
between the predicted and observed Vegard-Kaplan bands. The spectral signatures
predicted by these studies may not be valid after the missing channels are found.
Solar resonance scattering should be retained in future models of this system for
the sake of completeness.

7.3
7.3.1

Optical depth
Atmospheric extinction of solar flux

The solar flux used to compute resonance scattering was not corrected for extinction by atmospheric constituents. This is based on the assumption that the optical
depth for all observed regions

(z~200

km) is small. This assumption is justified by

the data in tables 6.7 and 6.6, where the column density is shown to be many orders
of magnitude less than that required for a 10% reduction in the solar flux for the
First Positive bands. The number density throughout the thermosphere is quite
small, generally being less than is attainable in a good vacuum system. The bands
of interest are in the near ultraviolet, between 300 and 400 nm. Broadfoot [26]
gives 40 km as the screening height for the 391.4 nm

Nt

1N(0,0) band. Assuming

that the atmospheric excinction at 391 nm is similar to that of the VK and 2PG
bands measured here, I conclude that the atmospheric extinction is small between
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the sun and each segment along the line of sight. Further, the solar flux acting on
the A 3~t through the First Positive bands is in the red to infrared region of the
spectrum. These wavelengths are generally attenuated at lower altitudes than the
UV and violet regions.

7.3.2

Extinction along LOS for observed emissions

A primary assumption used in evaluation ofthe observations is that the atmosphere
is optically thin for the observed emissions along the line of sight. The observations
described in chapter 4 were obtained using a limb geometry. This geometry samples
all atmospheric regions between the instrument and the tangent point, and from
the tangent point to infinity. The relationship between an observed intensity and
the column density of emitters is dependent on the optical depth.
The linear approximation, I ex N£, is valid while the optical depth remains
small, where I is the observed intensity, N is the average number density along
the line of sight and £ is the path length. Table 6.7 shows the column density of
each lower state needed to produce an optical depth of 0.1 due to self absorption.
The small atmospheric extinction along the line of sight for limb observations
is verified by comparing these values to the data presented in figures 6.17A and B,
which show the column densities for the X l~:, A 3~t, B 3IIg and C 3IIu states for
each segment along the line of sight. Table 6.6 shows the column densities of each
vibrational state predicted by my model.
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The A 3~;, B 3ng and C 3n,. states are optically thin, with regard to self absorption. Dayglow excitation of these states is restricted to the thermosphere as
shown in figure A.6. Self absorption for these states should not significantly reduce
the observed intensity originating from these states.
The X l~: state is optically thin for the Vegard-Kaplan bands in absorption
for a 200 km tangent point observation. Table 6.1 shows the absorption rate and
pathlengths for this band when the solar flux is considered as the source. Most
of the thermospheric N2 exists in the X l~t(v=O) level, so the absorption rate
constant of this level is the most important for atmospheric studies.
Emissions from the lower thermosphere and low altitude sunlit aurora may be
affected by an increase in the A 3~; excitation rate by the absorption of solar
radiation through the Vegard-Kaplan bands. The magnitude of this excitation can
be estimated using the data in table 6.1 and the N2 number density near 100 km
(10 13 cm- 3 ). As X l~:(v=O) is the only vibrational level which has a significant
population, the excitation rate at 100 km is approximately 1 cm -3 sec- l .
This channel may not be observable as the increased excitation may be masked
by the larger quenching rates at this altitude. There may not be a residual spectroscopic signature due to this process, as the electron impact excitation and VegardKaplan bands are dependent on the same Franck-Condon factors.
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7.4

Line of sight predictions

A comparison is needed to contrast the observed and predicted line of sight column
emission rates. I generated model atmospheres for the geometry of one of the limb
observations. My vibrational model was applied at altitude segment along the
line of sight. The results are corrected for the path length of each segment and
summed to give a total column density and column emission rate for each vibronic
level included in the model.

7.4.1

Variability of quenching along LOS

The quenching channels predicted by the Solomon GLOW model, which were
applied to the line of sight model as vibration ally non-specific rates, reach a maximum at the tangent point. This is shown in figure 6.16A. As mentioned above,
the majority of the emissions observed occurred between the orbiter and the tangent point, with a heavy weighting on the conditions at the tangent point due to
the path length of that segment. The total quenching predicted at this point is
approximately equal to the A 3I:~ loss rate due to resonance scattering.
This poses some serious questions regarding the disagreement between the observations and predictions, especially using the line of sight model. If quenching
is minimal throughout the emitting regions, then the missing channel(s) must be
radiative in nature or our understanding of collisional deactivation and collisionally
induced disproportionation (energy pooling) may be insufficient.
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The probability ofthe unaccounted channel(s) being collisional in nature can be
given a lower precedence than the possibility of an unaccounted radiative channel.
The collision frequency at 200 km(tangent point) is approximately 1

S-I.

The

collision frequency decreases to 0.1 s-1 at 280 km. Clearly a collisional process must
have unit efficiency to produce any significant change in local number densities.
This is supported by evidence from a first order analysis of spectra performed
on a data set representing a 300 km tangent height at 85 degrees solar zenith
angle. The relative integrated band intensities for the VK and 2PG systems were
virtually identical to those obtained from the data at 200 km and 95 degrees SZA.
The spectra from this altitude can be expected to have no influence from collisional
processes, as the mean time between collisions is much greater than the radiative
lifetime of A 3~t state through the VK bands.

7.4.2

Vibrational distributions

The comparison between my predicted and measured vibrational distributions are
shown in figure 6.18B, where the predicted and observed vibrational distribution
are contrasted, including the corrections described above. Figure 6.19A shows
the comparison between the line of sight calculations and the observations before
any corrections were made to the model. These calculations used the modified
Solomon model output as input to the vibrational model at each point along the
line of sight.
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This comparison of emission rates demonstrates that solar resonance scattering
does not adequately explain the observed vibrational distribution of the A 3I:~
state, while the prediction for C 3IIu compares quite favorably. The difference
between the predicted and observed line of sight emission rates raises an important
question. It is uncertain how the population in the A 3I:~ vibronic manifold is being
shifted to the A 3I:~(v=0,1) levels from levels with a larger vibtational quantum
number.
Despite the lack of agreement between the observed and predicted vibrational
distribution, the corrected model output compares favorably to the observations in
terms of the integrated column brightness. This comparison is shown in table 6.9.
The comparison between the VK and 2PG brightness is quite good.
The column brightness for the VK bands should equal the sum of the excitation
rates for the entire triplet manifold, regardless of the distribution of vibrational
states within the A 3I:~ state. Table 6.9 shows that the corrections applied to
the vibrational cascade model adequately predict the total emission rate of the
VK bands. This result is significant, as it validates the simplistic addition of the
W 3 ~u and B' 3I:~ contribution to the total excitation rate.
Based on the data in table 6.9, I predict that the column brightness of the
First Positive bands will agree with predictions, when measured. Unfortunately,
the lack of observable emissions from the B 3IT g (v=0-2) levels in the current data
set precludes an estimate of the integrated band intensity.
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Figures 6.19C-D compare these adjustments to the observations for each adjustment made to the vibrational model input. The effect of the different corrections on the results of the line of sight model demonstrates the importance of
including the excitation contribution from the W 3Au and B' 3~; states. It would
appear that the inclusion of the extra 30% of the predicted excitation into the
A 3~~(14:::;v:::;19) has little effect on the resultant A 3~~(v=0,1), where the largest
difference between predicted and observed emission rate is found.
Comparison of N2 A vibrational populations for aurora and dayglow
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Figure 7.1 : Observed and theoretical auroral A 3~~ relative vibrational distribution compared to dayglow observations. Auroral theoretical cases (Shemansky and
Cartwright) are taken from Vallance Jones[l, p. 129]. Measured values (V-Jones)
are taken from Vallance Jones and Gattinger[74].
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7.4.3

Steady state and mass balance

The total excitation rate into the triplet manifold must equal the total loss rate
from it, resulting in a steady state condtion. My model represents a steady state
system which closely resembles the atmospheric processes expected to be active in
the thermosphere. I chose to return all A 3I:t quenched to the X lI:t manifold.
This is not entirely accurate, as shown by the equations in table B.5, which describe
known quenching channels. The assumption that production ofnon-N 2 species will
not appredably alter the Xl I:t number density seems valid due to the 8 orders of
magnitude difference between the equilibrium X lI:; and A 3I:t states. The total
loss rate from the XlI:; manifold is on the order of 1 per second, further justifying
this assumption.
The A 3I:t state acts as a reservoir for the vast majority of molecules excited
into the triplet manifold. As discussed previously, the collision frequency in the
upper thermosphere is quite small, therefore minimizing the significance of collisional processes from all states, including A 3I:t. Under these conditions the loss
rate by the Vegard-Kaplan emission bands should equal the sum of all electron
impact excitation rates.
The excitation of the C 3IIu state is equal to the 2PG emission rate, as no other
loss or production channels are significant.
The total emission rate of the 1PG band system is equal to the sum of the
electron impact excitation rates into the W 3f::l. u, B' 3I:; and C 3IIustates. This
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is because these states have no significant loss mechanisms other than loss to the
B 30 g manifold. Under the restriction of equilibrium, the total production and loss
rates must be equal, regardless of the equilibrium number density and transition
probability. This holds even with the reverse transiti.ons from the B 30g to the
W 3 ~u and B' 3~~ states.
Assuming quenching is negligible, then the total excitation rate into the triplet
manifold should be equal to the emission rate of the Vegard-Kaplan bands. The
difference between the VK and 2PG integrated band emission rates should equal
the excitation rate into the B 30 g , W 3 Au and B' 3~~ states. Table 6.9 gives the
sum of all observed and all predicted band intensities for the VK and 2PG systems.
The agreement between these total rates is quite good.
This agreement implies that my model adequately predicts the total excitation
rates into A 3~:, B 30g and C 30u states, and adequately accounts for the excitation of the W 3 Au and B' 3~~ states. This suggests that the missing channels
merely redistribute population among the A 3~: vibronic levels.

7.5

Comment on observations

This work reports the integrated band intensities for the N2 A 3~: and C 30 u
vibronic levels under dayglow conditions. This is the first time these data have been
reported. The significance ofthese measurements to previous dayglow observations
is the measured contribution of the VK(O,9) to the 2PG(O,O) band based on the
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ratio of A 3E~(v=0) to A 3Et(v=0).
The observed intensity ratio is 1.0 : 0.75 : 0.23 for the VK bands originating
from the A 3E~(v:::;2) levels. This information is needed to correct the 2PG(O,0)
emission at 337.1 nm for the influence of the VK(1,9) emission, based on the
VK(0,5) or VK(0,6) emission intensity.
The observed intensity ratio for the 2PG bands originating from C 3IIu (v:::; 2)
is 1.0 : 0.6 : 0.2. This agreement between the observed and theoretical intensity
ratio is excellent for this band system.
The integrated column brightness determined from the observations for the
vibrational levels of the Vegard-Kaplan and Second Positive bands is reported in
table 4.2. The main source of error for these determinations is from estimating the
individual contribution of specific levels to the total intensity of the blended lines.
My analysis of the observations was rough and approximate. The uncertainties
reported are subjective, and I consider them to be conservative. Before the integrated intensities reported here can be used with confidence, my analysis should
be revisited, using more quantifiable criteria for the determination of best fit, and
incorporating a statistical evaluation of the errors. My first order evaluation is
sufficient to demonstrate that the observations do not match my model prediction.
A more careful analysis of this data is unlikely to alter this conclusion.
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7.6

Questions answered and raised

One goal of this work has been to determine the significance of solar resonance
scattering on the N2 triplet emissions originating in the Earth's thermosphere.
An ancillary question with equal weight was the determination of the ratio of
dayglow emission rates for the vibrational levels of A 32i~. Both questions have
been answered through my work.
The net effect of solar resonance scattering on the A 32i~ state is to provide a
uniform loss mechanism throughout the sunlit thermosphere. This loss channel is
secundary to the spontaneous emission through the Vegard-Kaplan Bands. The
effect on the ratio of emissions from the prominent A 32i~(v=O,1) dayglow bands
may not be measurable, being on the order of 5-7% (cf. fig. 6.14). The net effect
on the B 311g state is much more significant, resulting in a predicted reversal in
relative population for B 311g (v=O) and B 311g (v=3}.
The most important question raised by this work is the between the predicted
and observed integrated emission rates for the A 32i~ state. Some unaccounted
mechanism is responsible for shifting energy from the upper vibrational levels primarily to v=O,l. One mechanism not included in this work is the reverse First
Positive bands. Cartwright included this set of transitions for his auroral model.
He cites them as being responsible for this transfer of energy within the A 32i~
manifold.
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These emissions, to my knowledge, have never been observed in the laboratory
or in aurora. The infrared region of aurora has been studied without ever finding
a trace of these emissions. It is conceivable that these emissions will be observed
in the thermosphere, where the collision rate is small enough to preclude the collisional transfer mechanisms suggested by Thrush; Broadfoot and Shemansky; and
Benesch.

7.6.1

Vibrational relaxation in A 3~; manifold

Vibrational relaxation by infrared emission within the A 3~~ manifold has not
been measured however, investigations of collision induced[75] and electric field
induced[76] vibrational transitions within the X l~t manifold suggest that both
mechanisms would be insignificant under thermospheric conditions. This is not
surprising because the N2 molecule is homonuclear.
Collision induced vibrational relaxation within the A 3~~ manifold should be
considered. This channel seems unlikely as the emissions are produced in an environment with a mean time between collisions greater than or equal to the radiative
lifetime of the A 3~~ state.
An analysis of the First Positive emission and the infrared afterglow bands concomitant with the data used in this work would prove most fruitful in establishing
a consistent model of this system. Such an analysis would establish a value for the
all the spectroscopic observables linked to this system. The First Positive bands
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would be the most useful in providing a "snapshot" of the A 3~~, B 3IIg and C 3IIu
vibrational population distribution.

7.6.2

Radiative transfer of emissions

One intriguing possibility is that the First Positive emission bands generated by
electron impact and cascade from higher energy levels, may cause self absorption in the A 3~~ vibronic states. This may explain the low measured values of
A 3~~(v~2). This question is raised by contrasting the magnitude of the solar flux
in the infrared (10 3 photons cm- 2 s-1) and the anticipated brightness of the entire
1PG system (1010 photons cm- 2 S-1).
The First Positive emissions occur as rovibronic lines with exactly the same
frequencies in emission and absorption. The integrated brightness of the First
Positive bands is concentrated near these wavelengths.
The effect being considered is self absorption. In order for this process to
be effective, the frequency emitted must be the same as the frequency absorbed.
Considerations are the Doppler effect, rotational distributions of the emitters and
absorbers and the Stokes shift.
The Doppler effect in shifting the frequency can be neglected as the emitter and
absorbers are all at nearly the same temperature above 200 km. This distribution is
probably not altered by the radiative cascade through the triple manifold because
species within the triplet manifold decay before the rotational distribution can be
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altered by collision.
The differences between the potential wells of the A 3:Et and B 3IIg states will
shift the frequency of the emitted radiation relative to that of the absorbed frequency. This shift is known as the Stokes shift. The absorption will be limited
to the frequency overlap region. Further calculations are needed to estimate the
magnitude of this contribution.
This mechanism seems plausible as demonstrated by a first order calculation
of the brightness of a single rovibronic line in the 1PG bands, and the number
of A 3:Et molecules able to absorb at that frequency. This calculation proceeds
by estimating the contribution from any given B 3TI g (v') level as being 10% of the
total 1PG brightness.
There is a further branching ratio to consider within the given B 3TIg (v') upper
state. Radiation is lost to all possible lower levels. On average, 10% or less of the
available energy is transferred by any single 1PG(v' ,v") band. This reduces the
total 1PG brightness by a factor of 100.
The maximum in the rotational distributions of the A 3:Et and B 3TIg states is
estimated using a rotational constant of 2 cm- 1 for both states. The rotational
level with maximum population is then calculated to be Nmaz =l1 at 800 K. At
this temperature approximately 5% of the total population will have N=l1. As
emission and absorption are both proportional to the population in the upper and
lower states, respectively, the maximum emission rate and absorption rate will
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occur near N=l1, with approximately 1/20 of the total population in that state.
This reduces the probability of self absorption by a factor of 202 or 400.
The linestrength of a particular branch from a particular rotational level or
to a particular rotational level is on the order of 10% of the total emission or
absorption allowed for that initial state. Compensating for this branching ratio in
the absorber and emitter produces another factor of 100 in reducing the effective
photon flux.
The combined factor for all these effects is approximately 4x106 • Dividing the
1PG column emission rate by this factor produces an flux on the same order as
the solar flux in the same wavelength region. The solar flux is a continuum and
the emitted 1PG bands are discrete line sources. There are a large number of
considerations not included in this estimate, and only the most probable emitters
and absorbers were addressed, but this estimate does not preclude this effect.
Self absorption of the dayglow 1PG bands could transfer energy between the
A 3~~ and B 3TIg manifolds, but could also result in the observation of a rotational
temperature different from the ambient neutral temperature. This could result
from a preferential absorption from the most populated rotational levels. The
resultant band emission could appear "flattened". Such an effect is seen in the Nt
first Negative bands, where the observed rotational temperature is approximately
1600 K. This effect has not been adequately explained. The Nt IN bands are
extremely bright dayglow features.
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This effect may also be feasible for the VK bands acting on the X l~:(v=O)
ground state. The pseudo-first order absorption rate constants were calculated
using solar fluxes on the order of 7rF :::;10 photons cm- 2 sec- 1 Hz- 1 The emitted
radiation is on the order of 10 lD photons cm- 2 sec-lover the entire band system.
The calculations follow those applied to the 1PG system above. The X l~: number
density increases with decreasing altitude, implying that this effect may become
significant for limb observations of the lower thermosphere.
The type of calculations needed to investigate this possible channel preclude an
absolute judgement of the feasibility of these mechanisms. It is important to note
that the simple calculations demonstrated here do not fully discount the possibility
of their significance.

7.6.3

Nt - electron recombinative emission

An extra excitation rate for A 3~t(v=0,1) on the order of 1 S-l is needed to explain
the observed A 3~t(V/) relative vibrational distribution. The production of Nt in
the thermosphere is dominated by direct photoionization of N2 and by charge
exchange of N2 with 0+(2 D). Both channels have production rates on the order
of 1-10 cm- 3 sec- 1 for altitudes between 200 and 400 km. The total production
rate for

Nt

at these altitudes is 2-20 cm- 3 sec-I.

If the recombination mechanism was

(7.1 )
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excess energy from the recombination could be lost via the 2PG bands. This
additional energy could cascade into the A 3I)~(v=0,1). This could explain the
difference between the observed and predicted 2PG intensities which I treated as
an increase in the electron impact excitation rate. A branching ratio on the order
of 0.1 to A 3I)~(v=0,1) is needed to make this ~hannel a candidate.
Recombination of Nt is known to proceed most efficiently by dissociative recombination, leaving this channel as highly improbable.
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Chapter 8
Summary
My investigations into the effects of solar resonance scattering on the equilibrium
vibrational population distribution of N2 triplet states in the sunlit thermosphere
of Earth have provided insight into the significance of this process relative to the
dominant effects of electron impact excitation radiative cascade and quenching.
I have modeled this process by explicitly including the N2 Xl 'Et, A 3'Et, B 3IIg
and C 3IIu vibronic levels, and estimating the contributions of the W 3 ~u and
B' 3'E;;- states as an increase in the B 3IIg electron impact excitation rate. I have
compared recent limb observations from an orbital platform to model predictions
for specific line of sight conditions equivalent to the observational line of sight.
This comparison conclusively demonstrates that the current understanding of the
processes controlling the equilibrium vibrational population distribution in the
sunlit thermosphere of Earth is incomplete.
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8.1
8.1.1

Conclusions
Predicted and measured vibrational distribution

The dayglow integrated column brightness for Second Positive and Vegard-Kaplan
bands originating from the C 3IIu{0::;:v::;:2) and from the A 3:E;{0::;:3) levels were
measured and are reported here for the first time. These column brightnesses are
3.2 ± 0.2, 1.8 ± 0.2 and 0.6+0,-0.4 kiloRayleighs from C 3IIu{O::;:v::;:2) and 13.3 ±
0.2, 10.0 ± 0.2, 3 +0,-2, and 2 +0,-1 kiloRayleighs for A 3:E;(0::;:v::;:3). It was not
possible to measure the column density of A 3:E; (4::;: v::;: 13), To my knowledge, this
is the first time that the vibrational distribution or column emission rates for the
C 3IIu{O::;:v::;:2) and A 3:E;(0::;:v::;:3) have been reported for dayglow conditions.
The line of sight model predictions of integrated column brightness compared
favorably with the measured values. The predicted values are 3.0, 1.7 and 0.6
kRayleighs for the C 3IIu(0::;:v::;:2) states and 5.3, 4.5, 3.3 and 2.7 kRayleighs for
the A 3:E;(O::;:v::;:3) states. The predicted intensity for A 3:E;{4::;:v::;:13) is 11.3
kRayleighs. These predictions clearly do not match the observations.

8.1.2

The A 3~t vibrational population distribution

The small change in the A 3:E; vibrational distribution due to extremes in quenching and illumination conditions has important implications for the analysis of auroral N2 Vegard-Kaplan emissions, namely that the measured vibrational population
distribution can be used for sunlit aurora. This is important as this knowledge
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reduces the number of considerations in the analysis of auroral emissions. The
same conclusions can be drawn for dayglow conditions.

8.1.3

Consequences for probing of photo-electron flux

The 2PG(O,O) emission bands are a good measure of photo-electron flux in the
10-50 eV energy range. The uncertainty in electron fluxes inferred from this emission band are reduced by knowing the blended contribution from the VK(0,9)
band. This contribution can be estimated using the ratio of populations in the
A 32:~(v=0,1) levels. This ratio was measured during the course of this work. A
simultaneous measurement of the dayglow VK(1,9) and 2PG(0,0) bands can now
be used to more accurately infer the C 3TIu electron impact excitation rate.
The disagreement between theoretical and measured vibrational population distributions implies that further study of the dayglow N2 band systems is needed,
however the availability of the measured values can be used regardless of the inadequacies of theory.

8.2
8.2.1

Future directions
Analysis of the First Positive emission bands

A similar analysis of the First Positive emission bands in this data can provide insight into the processes at work in the N2 triplet manifold, as all indirect excitation
of the A 32:~ state must pass through the B 3TIg state. This analysis is important
now more than ever, as fewer possible channels are now available to explain the ob-
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served intensity ratios in the Vegard-Kaplan bands. The sunlit thermosphere is a
region of low collision rates, therefore the mechanism responsible for this intensity
ratio is most likely radiative in nature.

8.2.2

Search for "reverse First Positive"

This reverse First Positive emission bands suggested by Cartwright bands have
never been observed, either in the laboratory or in aurora. A measured upper
limit for the reverse First Positive bands between 1 and 10 /Lm in the thermosphere
should provide definitive proof of the relative significance of this mechanism, as
the integrated intensity of these bands should be on the order of one half of the
electron impact excitation rate into the A 3Et state.

8.2.3

Extension to sunlit aurora

This work treated the specific case where quenching is negligible. Auroral N2
emissions studied in this work are prominent near 120 km, where quenching is
much stronger than at 200 km. Sunlit aurora provide an excellent opportunity to
test for the predictions of B 3II g (v=0) enhancement by observing the First Positive
emission bands. My model should be expanded to include the many quenching
and chemical channels known to exist. The signature of solar reson<.tnce scattering
on the B 3IIg state may allow the IPG bands may be a useful indicator of the
magnitude of quenching of the A 3Et rate.
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8.2.4

Self-Absorption

The intensity of the First Positive bands in dayglow is expected to be on the order
of tens of kiloRayleighs. This is equivalent to some 1010 photons cm- 2 s-l passing
through in the atmosphere. The thermosphere is optically thin to the First Pos.itive
bands, but this does not preclude interaction.
The emitter, B 3n g , and the absorber, A 3~:, are both at similar temperatures (800 K). The First positive emission bands emit at the same frequency that
is needed for absorption. It is conceivable that the intensity of the First Positive emissions originating from the peak in the rotational distribution may be
sufficiently intense to cause absorption in the peak of the rotational population
distribution of the absorber. This may result in flattened rotational distributions
in the A 3~: manifold. This could cause a poor measurement of the integrated
intensity using the technique described in this work. A proper analysis of this
system is a serious undertaking, however first order analysis does not preclude this
mechanism.

8.2.5

Radiative recombination

An unlikely candidate for the missing channel is emission resulting from the recombination of Nt and electrons. Steady state reached in the sunlit thermosphere
requires that total ionization of N2 be balanced by recombination to N2 or chemical loss to other species. The total ionization rate between 200 and 300 km is on
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the order of 10-20 cm- 3 sec-I. The branching ratio into A 3~~(v=0,1) required
to increase the A 3~~ excitation rate enough to reconcile the differences between
observations and predictions is on the order of 0.05-0.1. This branching ratio is
much too large as dissociative recombination can account for the

8.2.6

Nt loss.

Closing note

The tree structures developed for computer modeling during the course of this
work have proven to be useful tools for managing the large number of states and
constants required for work involving diatomic molecules. In particular, less time
was spent trying to remember what variable contained what piece of information.
and the development and debugging of the computer model was greatly simplified. This type of approach may be applied to the modeling of processes involving
atoms, diatomic and polyatomic molecules, using a single "state" variable type to
manage data storage and retrieval. The concept of a "transition" can be successfully expanded to include chemical reactions with the ability to handle complex
stoichiometry and reaction kinetics which go beyond binary systems.
The ability to link the constants needed for calculations to tree, with an organizational hierarchy similar to the tree of states structures simplifies the task of
locating a desired datum. I found that the development of this cascade model was
much easier as a direct result of the use of these variable structures. I built the
basic cascade in about three days, beginning with the electronic approximation,
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then adding in the vibrational approximations and solar cascade in less than a
week total time.
Tree structures have been employed as programming tools for a long time, yet
I have found a reluctance on the part of the scientific community to embrace the
idea. It is my hope that the application of this powerful tool to the modeling
of complex physical interactions in this work may evoke interest in adding tree
structures to the scientists "tool kit" in the near future.
The state, transition and molecular constant trees can provide a useful tool in
the development of object oriented programming tools. I suggest that a "build
as you go" modeling environment for photochemical models can be implemented
with minimal effort, allowing a researcher the freedom to expand and contract
the model to encompass the physics and chemistry of a particular problem more
readily than has previously been possible.
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Appendix A
Spectroscopy and the Earth's
atmosphere
The Earth's atmosphere is a complex chemical system with a variable structure and
composition which is difficult to probe. Spectroscopic observations from ground
based or orbital platforms involve large path lengths through regions

wher~

the

composition and excitation conditions vary over many orders of magnitude. Spectroscopic observations may be made in emission or absorption, but the extraction
of usable information from spectra frequently requires a knowledge of the magnitude of the solar flux and vertical profiles of the atmospheric composition and
temperature along the line of sight of the observation. Figure A.l illustrates the
variability in composition and local conditions along the line of sight for a typical
limb geometry from a satellite. Figure A.2 illustrates the most common viewing
geometries. The laboratory experiment which would be equivalent to atmospheric
spectroscopy would be to determine the structure and composition of the contents
of a test tube, from the inside, with little or no prior knowledge of the conditions
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--------------------~-----.;--

----------------..:-------------.;.--;:.;.~----------------------.

-To Sun

Figure A.l : Variability of conditions along the line of sight (LOS) for limb geometry from an orbital observation platform. The solar zenith angle (SZA) is shown
as the angle between the zenith at the limb tangent point and the negative of the
solar flux vector.
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outside of the test tube. For any of these viewing geometries, the total signal
recorded at the instrument is a column emission rate along the line of sight. Atmospheric emissions are broadly classified as airglow (day and night) and aurora.
The spectral signatures for each are unique. Figures A.3 and AA provide examples
of dayglow originating in Earth's thermosphere. This spectrum was obtained by
the shuttle based spectrometer of Bruadfoot et al. [55] during a flight in December,
1992.
Restricting the determination of the composition the Earth's atmosphere to
data which was obtained from within the Earth's atmosphere produces a dilemma.
Retrieval of information requires assumptions about structure and composition,
therefore any information extracted may be biased by the initial assumptions.
Early investigations relied on simple one-dimensional (altitude) atmospheric models. As confidence in the initial assumptions was gained, the models were extended
to include more details and grew to three-dimensions (latitude, longitude and altitude). The increasing complexity and scope of atmospheric models has prompted
the development of "standard" atmospheres, which allow the results of different
workers to be compared using consistent assumptions.
Models such as MS1S [2, 77, 78], 1RI [3] have been well received and are frequently used to estimate atmospheric composition. The GLOW [5, 79] model
written by Stanley C. Solomon is global model for atmospheric emissions which is
gaining acceptance among workers as a "standard" emissions model in much the
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same vein as the MSIS and IRI models are used for composition. The Earth's
thermosphere is a region of increasing temperature bounded below by the highest
temperature minimum (Mesopause) and extending into outer space. Figure A.5A
illustrates a typical vertical composition profile of the Earth's day-side thermosphere, generated using the MSIS model of Hedin [2],while figure A.5B illustrates
electron conditions from IRI [3]. Figure A.6 illustrates the a typical vertical profile
of electron impact excitation rates for the A, Band C states of the N2 molecule,
as calculated by the Solomon GLOW model. These excitation rates are needed to
calculated the intensity of N2 molecular band emissions. The GLOW model relies
on the MSIS model for neutrals and IRI for the ion and electron compositions.
Any meaningful probe of atmospheric conditions must satisfy several criteria.
First, an observable must produce a significant signal at the detector, which can
be traced to the atmospheric region of interest. Second, that observable must be
related to a local condition which is of interest. Third, quantitation of an atmospheric condition of interest must be possible through the observable. The extent
of coupling between thermospheric processes severely limits the amount of information which can be extracted from a single observable. This limitation is compounded by constraints imposed by observation geometries {cf. fig. A.2}. While in

situ measurements by mass spectrometers are possible, These measurements are
limited by low number densities and aperture considerations.
The path lengths required to produce a significant signal are on the order of
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tens of kilometers. Even if an instrument could be built with a path length of this
magnitude, this path length is on the same order of magnitude as the atmospheric
scale height(cf. fig A.5}. The local number density can vary significantly along a
line of sight. For practical remote sensing applications the geometric considerations
require total path lengths on the order of hundreds of kilometers.
Extraction of information about atmospheric conditions from spectroscopic
measurements is therefore quite dependent on a priori information about the structure and composition of the atmosphere. Most often this information is supplied
by a mathematical model of the atmosphere. In order to fulfill all three criteria
mentioned above, the model used must include the major contributions to the
sources of the observed emissions.
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Vertical profile of N2 electron imapct excitation rates
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Appendix B
Spectroscopy of N 2

Table B.l: A partial list of the radiative channels known to exist within the N2
triplet manifold are associated with common identifiers used in the literature.
Compiled from the work of Herzberg & Huber[41, pp. 415-425]. The asterisk
signifies bands observed in the Earth's atmosphere

Lower
B 3rr g
Xl~+
g

A3~~
XI~+
g

XI~+
g

E3~+
g

B 3rr g
c 3rr u
B 3rr

g

A3~+
u

Xl~+
g

B 3rr g
B 3rr g
Xl~+
g

B 3rr g
Xl~+
!l

----------

Upper

c 3rr u
c 3rr u
B 3rr g
B 3rr g

*

A3~+

*

u

D3~+

*

Name

Abbrev. iioo
(em-I)

Second Positive (Group)
Tanaka
First Positive (Group)
Wilkinson
Vegard-Kaplan

2PG
IPG
W
VK

49763

Fourth Positive (Group)

4PG

44264

29691
88998
951.6

u

D3~+
u

E3~+
g

E3~+

36467

g

E3~+

Herman -Kaplan

g

HK

E3~+
g

A3~+

reverse First Positive

u

(v/~7)

W3.6. u
W 3 .6. u
B/3~u

B/3~u

*

Wu-Benesch
Saum-Benesch
Infrared Afterglow
"Y"
Ogawa-Tanaka-Wilkinson

WB
SB
IRA
Y
OTW

73
59380
6545
6545
65852
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The diatomic nitrogen molecule, N2 , is a major constituent of the Earth's atmosphere and a large percentage of thermospheric energy released as visible, ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) radiation originates from N2 species (cf. figs A.3, A.4).
This is all the more remarkable considering the small amount of radiant energy
absorbed by N2 in these spectral regions. The fact that nitrogen is used as a purge
gas for UV and IR studies belies its weak absorption characteristics.
Transitions from the N2 ground state (X 1~:) to low lying excited states (a 1II,
A 3~;;) are forbidden under the electric dipole approximation, making the alII
and A 3~;; states metastable. Excitation of these states occurs by electron impact.
The early mis-assignment of the triplet manifold (A 3~;;, B 311 g , C 311 u ,

••• )

as

having the same spin as the ground state (X 1~:) is evidence of the importance
of N2 triplet states in nitrogen plasmas. Studies of emission originating from
atmospheric N2 species can provide insight into the prevailing electron flux and
energy spectrum in the regions where those emissions occur.
Emissions of long lived thermospheric species are often altered by resonance
scattering of sunlight. N2 emissions have previously been considered to be relatively
insensitive to the presence of solar radiation.

B.l

Excitation mechanism

The primary excitation mechanism for all states in the N2 triplet manifold is via
electron impact. Electron flux is available from local photoionization processes
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and from electrons produced at the magnetic conjugate point [80], which may be
transported along the magnetic field lines. Photoelectrons are classified as local
and conjugate photoelectrons, according to their source.
Energetic electrons lose energy through elastic and inelastic collisions, often
creating secondary electrons by ionizing another species. The low energy portion
(0 keV::;E::;50 keY) of the thermospheric electron energy spectrum is determined
by atmospheric composition more than by the energy spectrum of the incident
electron flux[81].
Energy is transferred within the triplet manifold by a radiative cascade. The
redistribution of energy by cascade adds complexity to the task of retrieving information about the incident electron flux, as some states have more than one
excitation channel. It is important to remember that all the energy present in a
given state was originally deposited into the triplet manifold by the electron impact
excitation.
The rate of emission from the Second Positive band system of N2 is, to a first
approximation, proportional to the electron impact excitation rate from the ground
state to the C 3TIu state. Emissions from the First Positive and Vegard-Kaplan
band systems are complicated by cascade mechanisms. Figure 1.1 illustrates a
simple version of this cascade process, and figure B.1 relates this simple model to
the other states in the triplet manifold.
Molecules are excited into the A 3Et, B 3TIg and C 3TIu states by electron im-
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pact,

v" + e*
X lI:+
9

(B.l)

Where e* represents an energetic electron. The cascade proceeds by the Second
Positive emission transferring population to the B 3llg state. The First Positive
emission then transfers population to the metastable A 3I:~ state. The VegardKaplan emission then acts as a sink for the triplet manifold, returning molecules
to the ground state XII:: state. This process is described by table B.2, where
Table B.2: A simple cascade, comparable to that shown in figure 1.1. Entries in
the table are loss channels from the initial states (left) to the final states (top).
Individual vibrational channels are not shown, but implied.

Xl I:+
initial

final
A 3I:~ B 3ll g C 3ll u
e I
e I
e I

-hv,NR
-hv
-hv
e- I == Electron impact
- hv == Spontaneous emission
+hv == Absorption
NR== Non-radiative

the loss mechanisms from the initial states to the final states are shown. Electron
impact excitation, spontaneous emission and non-radiative decay are denoted by

e- I, -hv and N R respectively. A steady state is established when the rate ofloss
from a given state is balanced by the rate of population for that same state. this
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occurs when the sum of all rates along a row equals the sum of all rates along the
corresponding column, as shown in table B.2.
The rate of excitation by electron impact is determined by the integral of the
product of the electron energy spectrum and the excitation cross section. Electron impact excitation cross sections of optically forbidden (dipole approximation)
transitions tend to exhibit a unique profile with respect to increasing electron energy. These cross sections are zero until near the threshold energy, where after
rising sharply over a fl;w eV, the cross section decays with a inverse cube energy
dependence [62]. This is the case for the A 3:E~, B 3IIg and C 3IIu states[52].
The measurement of electron impact excitation cross sections for the triplet
states of N2 poses some difficulty in that the cross sections for these states are quite
similar in form and energy dependence. Cartwright [52] and Chutjian et al.[54,
82, 83, 84] measured the cross sections using electron energy loss spectroscopy.
Cross sections inferred by energy loss may be inaccurate when several states have
a significant differential cross section at the same electron energy. Cartwright.
reported comparisons of their measurements to those of other workers. In this
comparison, only the cross sections for the C 3IIu state compared favorably.
This uncertainty in assigning an accurate cross section in the energy region
where the A 3:E~(v~8) and the B 3IIg manifolds overlap poses a serious question as
to which state is populated directly. While it is evident that energy transfer occurs
between theses vibronic levels [33, 85, 86, 35]' it is uncertain what fraction of the
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excited states is initially deposited into each state. A similar argument holds for
excitation into the W 3 Llu and B,3:E; manifolds.

B.2

Vibronic band emissions

The observed atmospheric emissions of N2 species extend over a broad range of
energies, ranging from the far UV to the infrared. Figure B.IA, shows potential
energy diagrams for N2 species as a function of internuclear distance. A relative
gauge of transition energies is provided in figure B.IB which separates the singlet
and triplet manifolds of neutral N2. The potential energy diagrams provide a
wealth of information about the stable molecular nitrogen species. In particular,
the bound states, as defined by wells in the potential, posses vibrational states.
Transitions between bound states proceed, to a first approximation by the
Franck-Condon principle. One consequence of the Franck-Condon principle is that
electronic states which have similar potential wells will have maximum overlap for
vibrational states with the same vibrational quantum number. Stated another way,
electronic states which share the same bonding character will transfer energy most
efficiently from a given vibrational level in the upper state to the same vibrational
level in the lower state. This effect produces the Condon parabola in a table of
Franck-Condon factors.
The First Negative (IN) transition of the

Nt

molecule is a good example of a

transition between states with similar bonding characteristics. The Franck-Condon
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Potential energy Curves for N2 triplet states
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factors for this transition show a maximum overlap between the upper and lower
states along the main diagonal of table B.3. This behavior is indicative of a transit ion which involves a electron moving between non-bonding orbitals.
The Franck-Condon factors for the Vegard Kaplan bands exhibit quite different
behavior, as shown in table B.4, where the Condon parabola is broad and diffuse.
Figure B.1A shows that the bonding character of the X l~~ and A 3~t states are
quite different. Figure B.2 compares the Franck-Condon factors of the

Nt

IN and

N2 VK bands. Energy deposited in a given upper vibrational level can find many
paths of nearly equal probability in the VK bands (cf. fig. B.2A) but is confined
to a few channels in the IN transition (cf. fig. B.2B).
Table B.3: A partial listing ofthe Franck-Condon factors for the Nt First Negative
bands bands system. The Condon Parabola is narrow, and is concentrated along
the main diagonal. Data from Nicholls[53]
v"

0

1

0
1
2

0.8919
0.0170
0.0018

0.09304
0.7133
0.1827

2

3

v'
0.01474 0.0009
0.1492 0.0242
0.5990 0.1728

The IN(O,O) transition is a good measure of the electron impact ionization
for the

Nt

molecule and the VK(O,O) transition is a poor choice to monitor the

electron impact excitation of A 3~~. The cascade process described above will
produce a vibrational distribution in each electronic state which corresponds to
the combined effects of electron impact excitation from the ground state plus any
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Table B.4: A partial listing of the Franck-Condon factors for the Vegard-Kaplan
bands system. The Condon Parabola is broad, and is not concentrated along the
main diagonal. Data from Nicholls[53]
V"

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

v'
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.0006
0.0033
0.0098
0.0213
0.0364
0.0529
0.0679
0.0794

0.0053
0.0228
0.0508
0.0785
0.0933
0.0896
0.0708
0.0454

0.0230
0.0669
0.1348
0.0333
0.0001
0.0201
0.0001
0.0005

0.0617
0.1931
0.0973
0.0025
0.0576
0.0147
0.0423
0.0515

0.1764
0.1216
0.0292
0.0562
0.0005
0.0586
0.0340
0.0005

0.1668
0.0638
0.0021
0.0639
0.0255
0.0122
0.0026
0.0280

0.1894
0.0063
0.0547
0.0009
0.0633
0.0169
0.0478
0.0327

0.1703
0.0139
0.0892
0.0117
0.0192
0.0546
0.0164
0.0002

cascade effects from other states. The vibrational degree of freedom provides an
added level of complexity in extracting information from spectral data. The added
level of complexity is actually useful, as it provides a means to observe the effects
of atmospheric processes which are otherwise difficult to quantify.

B.3

Spectral signatures in cascade processes

Figure B.3 contrasts the expected vibrational distribution for each production
mechanism described by table B.2. Figure B.3A clearly shows that the electron
impact excitation into the A 3Et state will populate vibrational levels greater than
6. Figure B.3C demonstrates that the electron impact excitation excitation into
the C 3IIu state will cascade into the A 3Et state. This cascade will preferential
populate A 3Et(v=0,1) Figure B.4 shows that the predicted emission rates for the
various transitions are of the same order of magnitude for the (0,0) transitions of
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each band.
The 2PG bands are relatively clean indicators of the N2 C 3IIu electron impact excitation rate, as there is only one production and one loss mechanism (cf.
fig 1.1). The relations between th VK emission intensities and the A 3~~ electron
impact excitation rate are confounded by the cascade through the B 3IIg state and
quenching effects (cf. tab. B.2). The 2PG(0,0) band at 337.1 nm is a measure of
electron flux, but is is blended with the Vegard-Kaplan (0,9) band. An accurate
measure of the 2PG(0,0) intensity can only be made when the intensity of the
VK(0,9) band is known. The intensity of the VK(0,9) band is related to the intensity of other bands arising from A 3~~(V=0), and the VK(0,5) band is often used to
estimate the intensity of the VK(0,9). If the relationship between the A 3~~(v=1)
and A 3~~(v=0) levels is known, then the VK(1,9) band at 320.0 nm can be used
to estimate the contribution of the VK(0,9) to the 2PG(0,0). The VK(1,9) band is
a strong emission feature, which is less blended and has better background characteristics than any bands originating from A 3~~(v=0). This increases the desire
for a quantitative understanding of the relationship between the populations of the
v=O and v=11evels of A 3~~.
Fortunately, the VK bands have significant intensity spread across the UV
and visible spectral region. These can have appreciable intensity, allowing a large
number of checks and balances. The intensities of the VK bands are dependent
on the total lifetime of the A 3~t state, which can be efficiently quenched by
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Figure B.3: Contributions to the vibrational distribution of the A 3~t, B 311g
and C 3n'lL states of the N2 molecule when electron impact excitation is considered
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followed by radiative cascade through lower levels.
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many atmospheric species. The VK emissions are therefore quite dependent on
atmospheric composition and pressure. The same species which can quench the
A 3:E~ state are also important in the quenching of other atmospheric species.
Therefore, if the total quenching rate for the A 3:E: state can be determined from
the decay of the VK bands, an upper limit to the number density of quenchers can
be set.
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Figure B.4 : Predicted band intensities for vibrational levels in N2 triplet manifold.
Cascade involving the A 3:E~, B 3ll g and C 3llu states of N2 • Describes the expected
intensity from a line of sight 83.9 km long through a volume element between 302
and 315 km at a solar Zenith angle of 85 degrees.

B.4

Quenching

The Second Positive (B 3ll g _C 3llu ), First Positive (A 3:E: -B 3ll g ) bands are both
dipole allowed transitions, while the Vegard-Kaplan (X l:Et-A 3:E~) bands are
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spin forbidden, and have a radiative lifetime on the order of several seconds[88].
The A 3~t state is therefore metastable and acts as a trap for most of the molecules
excited into the triplet manifold. Electron impact populates the upper states,
which then decay rapidly to populate the A 3~t state, the only exit channels from
which are the VK emission bands and non-radiative channels.
VK emissions vary as a function of altitude because of competing processes at
work in the atmosphere. At high altitudes, where the collision frequency is low
and therefore quenching is negligible, the intensity of the VK bands follows the
energy available as energetic electrons. Sequential monitoring of the VK intensities through at increasingly lower tangent heights provides a measure of the total
quenching rate for the A 3~t state. The total A 3~t quenching rate is a useful
quantity, as it constrains the total number density of quenchers. The primary
quenching channels for the A 3~~ state are given by equations B.2-B.5. Atomic
oxygen is the dominant quenching agent in the upper thermosphere, being an
efficient quencher and a major atmospheric constituent (cf figs. A.5 and 2.1)
One of the most persistent problems in thermospheric studies is the determination of atomic oxygen number densities [6]. Atomic oxygen is an efficient quencher
of A 3~~, therefore the intensity variation ofthe Vegard-Kaplan bands with respect
to altitude in the thermosphere can provide a needed constraint for the atomic oxygen number density. This technique has been used on aurora by Sharp [89] and
Lummerzheim et al. [7], but cannot be applied to dayglow until the dayglow N2
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Table B.5: List of A 32:~ quenching channels of atmospheric importance. N2 and
N on N2 from Dreyer and Perner[43], 0 and O2 on N2 from Dreyer et al. [44],
Piper et al. [72, 73]
N2X 12::
N2X 12::
N2X 12::
N0 2XII
N02XII

+O( 3p) +6.2 eV
+O( ID) +4.2 eV
+O( 18) +2.0 eV
+N( 48) +2.9 eV
+N( 2D) +0.5 eV
N2X 12:: +0 2 32:; +6.2 eV
N2X 12:: +2 O( 3p) +1.1 eV
N20
+O( 3p)
+3.0 eV
N20
+O(ID)
+1.0eV
2 N02XII
+4.2 eV

N2A 32:~ + O( 3p) _

N2A 32:~ + O2 _

N2A 32:~(v

~

0) + N( 2D) _

N2A 32:~(v') + N2(v") -

{N2X 12::(V ~ 0) +N( 4S)
N2X 12::(V ~ 0) +N( 2p)
N2A 32:~(v' - 2) + N2(v" + 1)

bands have been properly characterized.

(B.2)

(B.3)

(B.4)
(B.5)
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Appendix C

Synthetic Spectra
The symhetic spectra used in this work are prepared from computer models at
the rotational level of approximation including effects such as intensity alteration,
lambda and sigma doubling when the effect on line position reached the order
of one tenth of a pixel (cf. tab. 3.1) These programs are written by the author
and Jeff Jonston and are described in detail by Johnston [90] and Johnston et.
al. [91] Each spectral line is initially inserted into a spectrum with dispersion of
1

A per

pixel by convolving it with a Gaussian instrument function of 1

A full

width at half maximum. This gaussian function is applied using 10 sub-pixels
per pixel to locate the line center in the pixel and to distribute the intensity
accordingly. Once in this form, each vector spectrum is rebinned to match the
individual instrument spectrograph dispersion and wavelength offset, each of which
has a dispersion greater than 1 A per pixel (cf table 3.1).
The spectroscopic constants used to prepare the synthetic spectra are given in
table C.l. References to the linestrengths formulae and Franck-Condon factors are
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supplied in table C.2
Table C.1: Spectroscopic constants for the various N2 emission bands studied in
this work.
Constant
(cm- I )
Te
We
WeXe
WeYe
WeZe
Be

C¥e
Ie
De

Xl~+

A3~+

0.00
2358.57
14.234
-2.26 (-3)
-2.4 (-4)
1.9982
1.732 (-2)
-3.3 (-5)
5.76 (-6)

59619.35
1733.39
14.122
-5.69 (-2)
3.61 (-2)
1.6374
1.79 (-2)
-7.7 (-5)
5.90 (-6)
42.24
Herzberg & Huber [41]

9

A
references

B3ll9

u

50203.63
1460.64
13.872
1.03 (-2)
-1.97 (-3)
1.4546
1.8 (-2)
-8.8 (-5)
6.15 (-6)

C3llu
89142.7
2035.7
17.08
-2.15
1.0 (-6)
1.8247
1.87 (-2)

39.2

Table C.2: References to transition probability parameters for the various N2 emission bands studied in this work.
Transition

X l~+f-A
3~+
9
u
A 32::+
u f-B 3ll 9
B 3llgf-C 3llu
A 3~+f-X
l~++eu
9
B 3ll 9 f-X l~++e9
C 3ll uf-Xl~++e!l

Linestrengths
factor

S(D.J, N)
Shemansky [88]
Budo [92]
Budo [92]

Spontaneous
Emission
Probability
Ay'Y"
Vallance Jones [1]
Vallance Jones [1]
Vallance Jones [1]

FranckCondon
factor
qy'y"

Nicholls [53]
Nicholls [53]
Nicholls [53]
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Appendix D
Interconversion of transition
probabilities
The calculation of the intensity of emissions requires a quantitative knowledge of
the transition probability of the transition(s) being studied. This is true for absorption as well as emission. The transition probability is expressed by various
parameters, depending on the preference of the worker reporting the value. Values may be reported in atomic units, as oscillator strengths, integrated absorption
coefficients, cross sections or as Einstein coefficients. The calculation of the integrated absorption coefficients from Einstein coefficients or oscillator strengths is
often presented using units of frequency or wavenumber by different authors. This
can lead to a discrepancy between comparable relati'.llls from different sources. The
following discussion is an effort to reconcile the various sources. For simplicity this
discussion will use Einstein coefficients defined in terms of the mean intensity,

lo(v) after the treatment by Rybicki and Lightman[93]. The conversion between
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the mean intensity and the specific intensity,
-

= -471"1 Io(v)

-

= 471"

Jo(v)

(D.1)

, and the energy density,

Jo(v)

e

(D.2)

p(v)

, is described more fully in appendix E.2. The conversion from the mean intensity
in terms of energy to photons is
hv

(erg) T
(cm 2 )
"0 ( v ) ---.!.-~
(photon)
(erg s Hz)

=

2

l'()
(cm )
o v (photon s Hz)

(D.3)

where the photon energy hv may also be replaced by heD. The expressions given
in this appendix are in cgs units. The work of Tatum[94] contains a comprehensive set of conversion factors for the mks system. The fundamental constants
and wavelengths to calculate specific cases from these expressions should have
the appropriate units. Table D.l presents the fundamental constants needed the
conversions provided.
Table D.1: Fundimental constants for the interconversion of transition probabilities
in the egs system.
Constant
Speed of light
Planck constant
electron rest mass
electron charge

Symbol
e
h
me
e

Value
2.9979 x 1010
6.626 x 10- 27
9.109 X 10- 28
4.803 x 10- 10

Units
cm S-1
erg s
g
esu (electrostatic units)
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Table D.2: Conversion factors between differential spectral intervals for flux and
transition probability parameters

From

Tol

d)'
dv
diJ
(£-1)
(cm- l )
(Hz)
dv
d)'
diJ

D.l

1
c

\2
;-

c

If

1
).2

c
1

>.2

1

Einstein coefficients

In the simplest form, the transition probabilities between a pair of lower and upper
quantized states, m and n respectively, are expressed as the Einstein coefficients.
These are the spontaneous emission probability Anm (8- 1), and the induced absorption and emission probabilities Bmn (cm 2 erg- l

8- 1 )

and Bnm (em 2 erg- l

8- 1 ),

respectively. These coefficients are completely determined. That is, if anyone of
these coefficients is known, all of the coefficients are known. The following relations
hold;

gmBmn (cm 2 erg-18- 1)

gnAnm

(8- 1)
(erg 8) (em s-1) (cm- 3 )

=

2heii~m

=

gnBnm (em 2 erg-18- 1 )

m == Lower quantized state.
gm
n

gn

== Degeneracy of lower quantized state.

== Upper quantized state.
== Degeneracy of upper quantized state.

(DA)
(D.5)
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iinm

== Wavenumber of transition m + hv ~ n.

These relations serve to completely define all of the transition parameters if anyone
is specified. The Einstein coefficients defined above express the energy absorbed
from, and released in, all directions.
The relationships for the Einstein B coefficients for work involving the specific
intensity are

=

2

2h -3 (erg scm) B 9m
(cm )
cv (cm3 s)
mn 9n (erg s ster Hz)

(D.6)
, where the spontaneous emission coefficient,
duced coefficients,

Bmn

and

Bnm

A nm ,

is over all angles, but the in-

are per sterradian.

The absolute transition rate between two states has units of cm- 3 S-l. The rate
for spontaneous emission from state n to m is simply

which is a first order rate constant. The induced transition probabilities are related
to the incident radiation by

with the incident radiation, Jo(v), in units of ergcm- 2 S-l Hz-I, as defined by
Rybicki and Lightman[93, p.6, 28].
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D.2

Integrated absorption coefficient

The absorption coefficient, O:v, is a measure of the ability of a given number density
of molecules to absorb radiation at a given frequency, v. The primary definition
of the integrated absorption coefficient is

1(£, v)

= Io(v)eQ"l

(D.7)

where the path length is f. It is important to recognize that this definition does not
provide the number density of the absorbers as a variable quantity. The integrated
absorption coefficient,
0:

= 10

00

O:v

(D.B)

dv,

is a measure of the total energy absorbed by an ensemble of molecules over all
frequencies. This is a useful concept as it allows the factors concerned with line
width to be folded into a simple expression. The integration over frequency requires
that the absorption coefficient (O:v) have the units of cm- 1

HZ-l.

It is sometimes

convenient to expresses in terms of unit wavenumber instead of unit frequency.
The conversion is given in table D.2.
The relation between the integrated absorption coefficient and the Einstein
induced absorption coefficient is found by examining the definition of the number
of transitions from the lower state to the upper state in the presence of a given
energy density at a given wavenumber,p(ii). The total number of transitions per
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second per unit path length

-) B
N n (em- 4 s-l) = p (V

N
mn

m

(erg) (em 2) (absorber)
(em3) (erg s)
(em3)

(0.9)

The intensity of radiation at a given wavenumber is J(i/) = ep(i/), with energy

hei/. this leads to the relations between the intensity of the radiation the energy
per photon
J(i/)

=

hi/ (erg)
(em 2 s)

(0.10)

this allows the substitution of hD where the intensity of radiation is called for.
roOC>

io

Q;ji

(em- 2)di/ (em-I)

=

hi/BmnNm

(ergs)(em2)(absorber) SD.ll)
(photonem)(erg sem- 1 )(em )

h == Planck's constant.
N m == Number of absorbers in state m.

(0.12)
The absorption coefficient for Bmn in units of Hz- 1 instead of (cm- 1 )-1 is.

(0.13)
Anm glower
--2- - 87rV

D.3

(D.14)

gupper

Oscillator strength

the Oscillator strength is a measure which is frequently found in the older literature.
It is a correction the classical calculation of the interaction of radiation with the
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harmonic motion of electrostatically bound charged particles. It is useful when
the Frank-Condon factors are not accurately known, as it is a measure of the
electronic transition moment. To convert the oscillator strength,

fI2 to the Einstein

A coefficient
(D.15)
2

where the fundamental constants are in cgs units (1I'
e
m.e

= 2.654 x 10- 2 ) References

for these conversions may be found in Rybicki and Lightman [93, p. 30, 268-276]
Tatum[94, p. 42] and Okabe[95, p. 24-26, 38-40]

D.4

Cross section

The cross section is defined as a collision parameter which has carried over into
photochemical reactions. The relations,
411'B

hv

m

=

n

7re 2

= --fnm
me C

87rv

2

/o'XJ

O'mn(v) dv

(D.16)

The relation between the integrated absorption coefficient and the integrated cross
section is

(D.17)
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Appendix E
Solar flux for photochemical
calculations
Modeling of photochemical processes in the Earth's atmosphere requires the use of
a measured or estimated solar flux. The solar flux is available from a wide variety
of sources, from small tabulations such in Astrophysical Quantities[50j, to ext ensive tabulations such as the Solar Flux Atlas[49] produced by the National Solar
Observatory. The frequency or wavelength ranges from the extreme ultraviolet to
the far infrared and radio. Historically, work in each spectral region has evolved
a set of units which are comfortable or 'natural' for the processes dominant in
that spectral region. This leads to a number of different units describing the solar
flux. While each set of units may be appropriate for a particular tabulation or
application, this diversity produces confusion in the literature and increases the
time required to retrieve a particular datum. In an effort to minimize future expenditures of time on the retrieval and conversion of various solar flux quantities,
a compilation of useful bits of information and conversion factors is assembled.
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E.l

Solar flux

The primary quantity sought for atmospheric photochemical calculations is the
solar flux,

1f.r~

in units of photons cm- 2 s-1 H Z-1 [96, p.3j[97, p.424]. The prime

denotes the units of photons rather than energy. This flux, 1f.r>., is in terms of
energycm- 2 S-1 ).-1 rather than photons.

This definition can be confusing, as

it includes a factor of 1fl. For the sake of comparability to other authors, the
terminology is continued here. The reader is referred to appendix F for a detailed
discussion of the origin and use of this terminology. For this discussion the flux
describes the integrated intensity (erg S-1 cm- 2 H Z-1 ster- l ) over the solar disk.
The 'flux' as normally tabulated is a differential expression,

=

87r.r

8>:

(erg)
2
(cm s {A, nm, ... })

(E.1)

The formal definition of flux is that it is the first moment of the specific intensity,
III. This is a standard definition, and all references to solar flux should be assumed

to include the factor of

7r,

unless otherwise indicated by a unit of ster-l. The

angular dependence is included in order to compensate for contributions from the
entire surface of the sun visible to the observer. The factor of 1f comes from the
integration of the dot product of the flux from in a differential solid angle element,
with the normal vector of a surface of unit area. The flux exhibits an inverse square
dependence with respect to distance of the observer from the source. For a more
IThe factor of 11" results from integration over the entire solar disk. See Rybicki [93, p. 8]
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rigorous explanation the reader is referred to Rybicki and Lightman[93].
As stated above, the working units of choice for the modeling of quantum
process are photonem- 2 5- 1 Hz-I. Most compilations report the flux (7rFII ) in
terms of energy em- 2 5- 1 >.-1, where>. has units of length. The units of photons
are superior for processes involving transitions between quantized energy states.
The proper conversion factor between energy and photons being provided by the
relation E = hv,

=

7rF>.
(erg)
(photon)
-----7~~--7
2
hv (em 5 A, nm, ... ) (erg)

where h is Plancks constant. As iJ

(E.2)

= v / e, the energy of a photon is also heiJ, which

may be simpler to use.
The choice of H z-1 as opposed to >.-1 is based on the requirement that the
flux represent the flux at a particular transition frequency. The wavelength units
normally used in tabulations of solar flux are nanometers(nm), Angstroms(A) and
micrometers(J-Lm). These units are much too coarse to adequately describe the
flux at a particular line center. One may calculate the doppler broadening of a
line at a given temperature, or the natural line width of a spectral line, but these
devices merely spread the intensity at the central frequency over some frequency
interval. It is important to realize that the quantity of interest is the flux at
the central transition frequency, regardless of how it is smeared across a frequency
range. The flux per unit frequency is a 'natural' unit to describe this quantity. The
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conversion between wavelength and frequency interval is provided by the relation
C

= All, where c is the speed of light.

Separating the variables and differentiating,

produces equation E.3
dA
dll

(E.3)

The desired flux, eqn E.4, is found by application of the chain rule for derivatives,
after correcting the units for the case at hand.

7r;:'
v

=

7r 6:F' d A

(photons)

6A dll

(cm 2 s{A,nm

({A,nm ... })
... })

(E.4)

(Hz)

Taking dll to be unity, the appropriate intergrated flux over a give spectral line is
merely 7r.r~, as given by eqn E.4. If the flux is given in terms of A-I it is necessary
to convert the flux from units of A-1 to em-lor to convert the factor of c (cms- 1 ) to
units of A (A, nm . .. ). Another shortcut is to use the relation ii

= 1/ A.

Replacing

the factor of 1/ A by ;; in d 1I / d A produces compatible units for a given transition.

(E.5)
({A,nm, ... }s)
(photon)
{A, nm, ... }) (cm 2 cm- 2 )

--..:=.-.-----.:--,--

(cm 2 s

Combining the results, the needed flux can be found by using the energy of the
transition in wavenumbers.

(E.6)
units:

(erg) {photon{A, nm, ... } cm 3 )
(ergcmcm 2 Hz) {cm 2 s {A, nm, ... })

(E.7)
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It is important to recognize the two different factors hccm and

C~.

The factor of C~

includes a conversion factor to take the wavelength in units of A to units of cm.
The following conversion factors are useful for most cases.

Conversion Factors

C

2.997x10 1O

(ems-I)

CA

2.997x102

(cm 2A- l s-l)

Cnm

2.997x10 3

(cm 2nm- l S-I)

Cllm

2.997x 106

(cm 2J-Lm- l S-I)

h

6.626 x 10- 27

(erg s)

hCcm

1.9858xlO- 16 (erg cm)

hCcmcA

5.9515 X 10- 14 (ergcm2 A-I)

hCcmcnm

5.9515 X 10- 13 (erg cm 2 nm- l )

hCcmcllm

5.9515 X 10- 10 (erg cm 2 J-Lm- l )

E.2

Computer access of National Solar Observatory Atlas

The Solar flux tabulation published by the National Solar Observatory[49] is available on magnetic tape. This tape contains the data and a fortran code to read
and reduce the data into usable units in a binary file. The binary file is named
'solong_bin.dat' and contains the flux, 7rF, in units of (J-LWattscm- 2 S-1 nm- l )
which is numerically equivalent to (ergcm- 2 s-1 A-I). These data are in IEEE
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floating point format, with 4 bytes per record. The records are ordered by wavelength, based on two evenly spaced intervals. The first set of records provides
the flux from 296 nm up to 800 nm with a wavelength resolution of 0.0005nm
(IEEE floating records 0-1007999). The remaining records begin with 800 nm and

continue with an interval of O.OOlnm to 1300 nm (IEEE floating point records
1008000-1508000). The wavelengths used to index the flux are wavelengths in air.

Code to retrieve these data has been written in the

'c'

language. In the

'c'

Language one record of a binary file is one byte, therefore an intrinsic factor of
4 is required to maintain proper record boundaries. The binary data file is accessible to the code by setting the UNIX environment variable 'NSOFLX-DIR' to
/argus/hatfield/nsoflx_bin in the users .login file (use the setenv command). This
has been done to maintain a single copy of the binary file which is accessible to
all potential users. The code itself is found in /asgard/hatfield/src/nsoflx as a file
called'solflux.c'. A test program to retrieve data from the binary file may be found
in the file 'nsoflx.c' in the same directory. In the future, the code will be available
as a linkable library.
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Appendix F
Photochemical kinetics
Photochemical reactions involve a photon as a reactant or product. The inclusion
of light as a chemically reactive substance in kinetic models requires the treatment
of light on a macroscopic and microscopic level. The amount of light is usually
expressed in terms of an energy field, whereas the inclusion of light as a photochemical reactant or product requires that the light be treated as an individual
photon. Chemical reactions rates between two species may be expressed as reactive
cross sections in units of em 2 • This analogy is also successful for photochemical
processes, and many reaction rates are presented as cross sections. While the classical meaning of a collisional cross section losses its precise meaning when applied
to photons, it is still a valid and useful model for the interaction of matter with
radiation.
In order to introduce light as a chemically reactive species within the general
theory of kinetics, radiation must be able to be presented such that a rate of
reaction can be expressed relative to the concentration of all species involved in
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the reaction. Another constraint imposed on the description of light is the quantum
nature of transitions between states of a molecule. Only certain frequencies of light
are permitted as reactants or products. Care must be taken to ensure that allowed
frequencies are included in model calculations. While it is true that a photon is
resonant with a particular transition, the uncertainty principle and motion of the
molecule impart a finite probability for a transition to occur for frequencies near,
but different from the resonant frequency.

F .1

Intensity

The intensity of radiation, I" (erg em- 2 S-1 H z-1 ster- 1), is the most commonly
abused expression of 'amount' of radiation acting on a given region. The intensity,
as usually used, is the rate of energy crossing a unit area per unit time per unit solid
angle per unit frequency. Some workers use an intensity integrated over solid angle,
which can produce a stray factor of 47T into the definition of transition probability
parameters. The following definitions are presented without proof. The reader is
referred to the book by Rybicki and Lightman[93] for details.

(erg)
" (s em 2 Hz ster)

I,

-

Intensity or specific intensity.

(F.1)

I" == Energy per unit frequency
crossing unit area per unit time.

(erg)
I" (sem 2 Hz)

-

1

~phere

I"dO

(F.2)
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(erg
o (scm 2 Hz) (erg)
(scm 2 ,Hzster) (erg)
(s cm 2 Hz ster) I

J
"

l
o

10

00

~
471"
10

(F.3)

I,,¢(v)dv

1

I"dO

(FA)

J" ¢(v) d v

(F.5)

n

00

10 :: Mean intensity per steradian
at central frequency, Vo.

I

¢(v) (HZ-I) dv (Hz)

=1

¢" (H z-I) :: line shape function.

(erg)
Po (cm3 Hz)

=

471" Jo
c

-

(F.6)

Po ::Radiation density at central frequency
This definition of 'amount' of radiation is ambiguous as to whether the radiation
is leaving a source or impinging on a sample region. The Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics[98] defines two different quantities, the exittance and irradiance, both
with the same units as intensity, to distinguish between the intensity of radiation
leaving a source (exittance) and the amount impinging on a sample region (irradiance) per unit solid angle. These definitions serve to enforce the change of
reference frame between the two similar but different cases. Most photochemical
calculations are concerned with the irradiance, as the effect being studied is often
the effect of radiation on a sample. Even absorbance measurements, where the
sample affects the radiation, are usually attempts to measure some property of the
sample rather than a property of the radiation.
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An important variation on the concept of intensity is mean intensity, described
by equation F.4 which describes the average intensity impinging on a region from
all directions. This is relation provides the link between expressing the radiation
as a function as a function of solid angle and the integrated intensities,

III

and 10,

which are the usual quantities used to express the 'amount' of radiation.

F.2

Flux

The flux is defined as the first moment of the intensity with respect to the normal
vector of a surface of unit area.

(erg)
:F.II (scm
2 Hz)

1

nIllcos(O)dn

(F.7)

FII == flux crossing unit area per unit time.

o ==

Angle between III and vector normal

to a surface of unit area.
where 0 is the angle between the differential solid angle and the normal vector of
the surface. This integration over an extended source of constant surface brightness
(exittance is constant) produces

(F.B)
which is important for calculations involving radiation from extended sources, such
as the solar disk. The integration of a point source produces the trivial result
produces the trivial result FII = III.
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The quantity :F is defined here as the flux, but may appear in other presentations, such as Chamberlain [97]. Chamberlain defines the flux as 7r:F in reference
to the integration over the solar disk. In this form :F is actually the intensity,

Jooo Iv¢l(1/)d1/, as described by equations F.7, F.3 and F.9. The factor of7r accounts for intensity from the entire solar disk, and allows the use of Einstein coefficients defined in terms of the integrated intensity, 10 , which is described below.
The total flux intergrated over the width of a spectral line is described by
integration of the product ofthe flux per unit frequency and the line shape function,

(erg)
:Fo (scm 2 H)
z

-

=

1:Fv¢l( 1/)d
v

1/.

(F.9)

This definition of flux is compatible with the Einstein 'B' coefficients defined for
integrated intensity, which will be described below.

F.3

Rate Constants

Conversion of the 'amount' of radiation into a usable form consistent with the
usual kinetic equations requires the use of a transition probability. The transition
probability may be cast into many different forms, each using different parameters
to describe the relation between the amount of radiation and the probability of a
specific transition. The discussion which follows will be in terms of the Einstein
coefficients, but is equally valid for other expressions. For brevity and clarity the
degeneracies, gm and gn of the lower and upper states nand m respectively, are
omitted.
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F .4

Spontaneous Emission

Spontaneous emission is a first order reaction which depends solely on the concentration of the reactant. The appropriate rate for this process is
N

~ M+hv

(F.10)

The isotropic radiation occurs over 47T steradians, which according to equation FA
gives the amount of"radiation per unit frequency as

47T

dJnu
dt

=

hvoklNn

(F.ll)

k1 -

hvoAnm.

(F.12)

Where Jnu is the mean intensity from equation FA. Ogen, the results are desired
in units of photons rather than energy, which is obtained by dividing both sides of
equation F.12 by hvo. The rate of photons produced is also equal to the rate at
which the lower state is populated. The absolute rate at which the number density
of states nand m change is
dNn (1)
dt (cm 3 s)
dNm (1)
dt (cm 3 s)

F.5

=

-NnAnm

(F.13)

=

NnAnm

(F.14)

Stimulated Transitions

The absorption and stimulated emission of light cam be considered to be second
order rates between a photon and its chemical partner. The processes of absorption
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and stimulated emission are
M+hll ~ N
N

+ hll

(F.15)

~ M

+ 2 hll.

(F.16)

Usually the radiation intensity is considered to be constant, and independent of
time, which allows the rate to be expressed as a pseudo first order rate such as

dNm

dt
k2

=

-Nm k2

(F.17)

10 Bmn

(F.18)

for absorption oflight. The rate is negative because the radiation is being absorbed.
The time rate of change for the two states of the chemical species,

dNm

(1)

(F.19)

dt

(cm 3 s)
dNn
(1)
dt (cm 3 s)

=

dN

m
--dt

(F.20)

are related in an inverse manner, and subject to a mass balance constraint N m +
Nn

=

Ntotal.

coeffici~nt

The stimulated emission is teated in a similar manner, except that the

Bnm is used instead of Bmn, and the rate laws follow from equation F.16

The use of the mean intensity as with the Einstein B coefficients places undue
requirements on knowing the intensity as a function of solid angle. As the mean
intensity, 10 , is the average over all solid angles, and the rate, Bmn1o{s-1), is the
total number of photons absorbed over all solid angles, it stands to reason that
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Bmn (as defined by Rybicki and Lightman[93, p. 34]) contains a factor of 47r.

Introducing a new nomenclature,
(F.21)
to relate the mean intensity, Jo, to the integrated intensity, 10 , allows the Einstein B
coefficients to be expressed independent of any angular distribution. Most authors
tend to use this convention without explicitly stating the conversion.
Anm
2hcii3
Anm
87rhcii 3

(F.22)
(F.23)

The pseudo-first order rate constants may now be expressed as,
dNm
dt

=

-Nm k2

(F.24)

k2

=

10 Bmn(Io)

(F.25)

dNn
dt

=

-Nn k3

(F.26)

k3

=

10 Bnm(Io)

(F.27)

for absorption, and,

for stimulated emission. These relations are important as they remove the discrepancies between the presentation of various authors.
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Appendix G
Modeling quantum states and
transitions using Self-Referential
Tree Structures
G.l

Introduction

A mathematical model of thermospheric emissions requires a data base to manage
the number densities, energy levels, spectroscopic constants of all atmospheric
constituents involved in producing emissions. Such a database must not only
accommodate for many tansitions between energy levels of a given chemical species,
but must also accommodate for non-radiative mechanisms and chemical reactions.
It is clear that the data base must allow a neutral or charged species to be treated as

an atom, diatomic or polyatomic molecule, and accommodate for electron, proton
and solar flux. In order for such a database to be useful, generic tools must be
available to store, maintain, retrieve and correlate the information for atmospheric
and spectroscopic applications. Information must be accessible in a clear and
meaningful way.
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To this end, I have developed a novel set of computer variables, based on
the quantum mechanical treatment of material presently taught in undergraduate
chemistry and physics courses, using the standard approximations used to separate
electronic, vibrational, rotatational, kinetic and electronic fine structure. These
variables are tree structures, which are similar to computer directories.
Computer directories are files which contain specific information files associatied, according to some arbitrary scheme, with the directory itself. Some of the
associated files may be directories themselves. Considering a directory as a set,
sub directories are always subsets of a parent directory. The subdivision of any set
can be arbitrary, or result from a precise mathematical description of the members
of a given set.
Quantum mechanics provides a mathematical description of the internal structure of matter which is readily adapted to computer encoding. For example the
fifth rotational level of the first vibrational level of the ground electronic state of
a diatomic molecule can be described the set of numbers 0,1,5, with the number
representing the electronic, vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, respectively: Such a set of ordered integers can be considered a vector, which gives the
precise coordinates of a particular energy level within the vector space of a diatomic
molecule.
An example of a tree strucutre is a computer directory, which is a file which
contains information about other files - some of which may be directories them-
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selves. This example demonstrates the concept of a recursive variable, one which
can reference itself or another similar variable. Tree structures are used to manage information which is similar, but has a heirarchial organization. The internal
structure of atoms and molecules has a heirarchial organization, and therfore is well
suited to this type of data structure. I present a set of tree data structures, which I
developed for modeling of atmospheric emissions and which I have found useful to
create and expand mathematical models of emissions resulting from atmospheric
processes.

G.2

Tree strucutres

Tree structures are built from unit data structures which are self-referential. The
basic tree configuration is shown in figure G.1, where the construction of a tree
structure from unit data structures is shown.
Information contained at any point in the tree can be accessed via any node
in the tree. If additional information about the tree is tied to the root node, then
it is also accessible throughout the entire tree. This minimizes duplication, and
provides a means for a function to find the parameters needed for a calculation
without implicitly passing them as arguments. A generic set of molecular constant

structures is described in appendix H, and will not be discussed here. It is sufficient
at this point to recognize the functional behavior of these constants, and their
relation to tree structures.
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Node

(-1,-1,-1,-1)

Node ...

Root

Node ...

(0,-1,-1,-1)

(6,-1,-1,-1)

Node ...
Node

Node ...

Node ...

'--._-

Node ...

Node ...
Node ...
Node ...
Node ...

Node
Node

$

--Node ...
--Node ...
-Node ...
----Node ...
---A. Structure Tree

B. Self-Referential Structure

Figure G.1 : Tree Structure A. Each structural unit (node) has a logical address
in computer memeory and an index representing its location in the heirarchy.
Open circles denote undefined nodes, filled circles denote defined nodes. B. Unit
structure used in the tree, A, which references other similar structures through a
linear array of logical adresses (pointers) to other nodes. The variable type, node*,
denotes that the variable conatins the address of a node in memeory.
All that has been said of trees of states may also be said for trees of transitions,
however a transition is indexed by the quantum descriptors of an upper and lower
state. A state may exist without any predefined transitions, but a transition
cannot exist without states. A state may have many types of transitions, while a
transition links only two states. As a transition is linked by address to its upper
and lower states, any reference to a transition structure has by default access to
all the physical attributes of both the upper and lower states. A function which is
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a e
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Int. Energy
float
Kin. Energy
float
Population
float
Manifold
State -Node Vecto
Inte erParent
State -

Int. Energy
float
Kin. Energy
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Population
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Manifold
State _.
Node Vecto
Inte er Parent
State -

Parent

Branch
State State State State State State ..

Figure G.2 : A node in a state tree is shown. The parent state references a 1dimensional array of pointers to other states which occur lower in the tree. The
parent state is referenced by each state contained in its 'manifold' array of pointers
to states. Each node referenced in the manifold is a branch (sub-state) of the
parent state
designed to operate on a tree of transition structures, can use or alter the physical
attributes of either state linked to it. This is a powerful tool for the modeler,
especially as a transition may link states in different molecules.
The application to molecular modeling may be seen, in a global sense, as a
way of providing trees of molecular states. These states are tied together by a
second type of tree which describes the transitions between states. There is an
inherent separation of information in the two trees. The minimum information
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about a molecular state needed to be useful is the internal energy, kinetic energy
and population of the state. The minimum information needed to make a useful
structure to describe a transition is; the transition probability, the change in energy
and the change in population which has occurred over a set interval of time. As
stated previously, all the information contained in a tree is available to a function
accessing the tree by climbing around in that tree. A transition structure may tie
states within a single tree (emission or absorption) or may tie states in different
trees (non-radiative or chemical). This organization is parallel to the way that
spectroscopy and kinetics are discussed and taught. This parallel aspect is further
enhanced by the ability to write generic functions to operate on trees. An example
of such a function is provided in this appendix. Appendices H and I provide further
examples of the treatment of atomic and diatomic state trees.
This appendix is intended to serve two purposes, first, to describe the concept
of Self-Referential Tree Structures and their application to molecular modeling,
Secondly, to provide a detailed description for their implementation. The reader
interested in a general overview ofthe subject is best served by making the analogy
between a structure tree and a computer directory. Replacing the word 'tree' with
'directory' in the following discussions may help clarify the subject.
The code presented is written in ANSI[99] standard

'e'. The choice oflanguage

was based on its treatment of structures and addressing through pointers. Every
attempt was made to maintain conformity with the ANSI standard in order to
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retain portability. A rudimentary understanding of the treatment of addresses as
pointers in the

'e'

language is assumed in the discussions which follow. A very

good description of pointers and indirection is found in the book by Kernighan
and Ritchie[99]. The interested reader will find it most rewarding. A firm grasp of
these topics are required to utilize these functions created for molecular modeling.

G.3

Principles

An atom is a mulecule composed of a single nucleus. Electrons and bare nuclei can
also be considered to be molecules. This provides a loose set, within which there
is much diversity. The justification for this generality stems from the attributes
shared among the members of this set, rather than the differences between them.
For example, all molecules may have kinetic and internal energy. From a statistical
mechanical view point, quantized energy levels may be populated according to a
given distribution. The fact that atoms, diatomic and polyatomic species have
different quantum descriptors is irrelevant compared to the fact that they have
quantum descriptors. The fact that electrons and protons (to the common approximation) have negligible internal energy is just an example of non-degenerate
behavior, of a species with no internal structure. What remains is the development
of a generic organization which provides a simple, but unique description of a given
molecular state.
Each state has a specific locus within a tree. This locus is given as a node
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vector. Figure G.1 shows a generic tree and indicates several nodes by their node
vector loci. The use of node vectors is similar to the use of array indices. The node
vector is composed of an ordered set of integers which describe the path taken to
a given node. Each component of the vector represents a specific level in the tree.
In order to reach a given node from the root a specific node is chosen at each level
of the tree. For example a tree of diatomic states could have a node;
0,
0,
3,
2,

node-vector =

1,
25,

Kinetic
Electronic
Vibrational
Spin Multiplet
Z Compo Orbital A.M.
Rotational

(G.1)

There is a relation between the integer components of the node vector and the
quantum descriptor of a given state. When a quantum descriptor is non-integral,
an ordered hierarchy of states is defined using integer values. Different types of
trees can have different designations for the levels within a tree. An atom has
no vibrational or rotational levels, so those levels are omitted, leaving a labeling
system suitable for atoms;
0,

node-vector =

{

!:
2,

KinetiC}
Electronic
SpinM ultiplet
Z compo Orbital A.M.

(G.2)

For polyatomic molecules, there needs to be an extra level to describe vibrational
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modes,

o,
node-vector =

1,
3,
3,
2,
1,
25,

Kinetic
Electronic
Vibrational Mode
vibrational Q N
Spin Multiplet
Z Compo Orbital A.M.
Rotational

(G.3)

Inclusion of an extra level poses no difficulty. Keeping track of the level designations is as simple as keeping track of the number of nuclear centers in the system.
An atom has one nucleus, a diatomic has two and a polyatomic has three or more
nuclear centers. Free charges such as protons or electrons may be considered as a
atom with no internal degrees of freedom.
For all these cases, each node represents a certain approximation to the Hamiltonian for the molecule. As such, each node represents a distinct state in the
molecule. The most important aspects of a molecular state are its internal energy,
kinetic energy and population. Any of these may be zero or undefined, but it is
important to have a variable allocated to hold them. Important aspects of transitions between states are the transition probability, the change in energy between
the states and the change in population which has occurred over a given period of
time. These provide the fundmental set of information required to make the systern usable. There is no reason to limit the list of member elements of transitions
and state to this set, as the actual addressing of structure members is transparent
to the programmer in

"e'.

This allows additional structure members to be added
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or removed at will.
The organization of the atomic and diatomic states is taken from the work
of Herzberg[100, 101]. There is really no new material here to master. The importance of this concept lies in the ability to store and access data in a manner
analogous to the way the subject is discussed. The structures presented here are
merely an attempt to overcome the restrictions imposed on computer modeling
of molecular species by the degenerate nature of the species being modeled. The
structures themselves are only a part of a larger scheme, and are not an answer in
themselves. The following discussion is presented separately from the information
in appendices H and I, as the details in those apppendices rely on a thorough understandin of the treatment of these tree structures. A comprehensive discussion
of tree structures would only serve to dilute the description of the applications
presented in appenices H and I.
In order to sImplify the description of how a Self-Referential Tree Structure
is implemented in a computer code, several terms need to be defined. These are
definitely jargon, but once understood, they reduce the ambiguous nature of the
subject. The following terms will be used throughout this following discussion.

Ascend Move towards the root of the tree.
Address A specific location in computer memory.
Base Address A location in computer memory, which serves as a starting point
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for a data structure (see offset).

Branch Any node in the tree which points to another level in the tree.
Common Node A node in a tree, from which two other nodes are directly accessible by descending the tree.

Depth The number of levels into the tree, or the total number of levels allowed
in the tree.

Descend Move away from the root of the tree.
Indirection A reference to what is contained at a specific address by the use of
the address itself.

Leaf A node which occurs at the farthest point possible from the root, beyond
which no other node exist. All other nodes in the tree are accessible only
after climbing to a higher node.

Manifold An array of pointers to nodes of a deeper level, which constitute the
branches of the node containing the manifold. A feature is a 2-Dimensional
array of pointers to transitions.

N ode Any member of the tree.
Offset An integer value which represents the number of memory locations from a
base address, at which a specific datum is found within a structure. When
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an offset is added to the base address of the structure, the result is a pointer
to the desired data.

Parent The node from which any particular node stems.
Po'inter An integer variable or expression which is treated as an address.
Root The highest level or node in the tree, from which all other nodes may be
accessed by descending to a lower node.

Source The node from which a search through a tree is initiated.
Structure A set of variables, grouped together as an entity. Members of structure
are identified by an offset from a base address.

Target The node sought in a search through a tree.

G.4

Self-Referential Structure Trees

G.4.1

Background

While the term Self-Referential Tree Structure tends to scare a great many people,
the concept is actually quite common. In fact, there are many examples in everyday
life. Examples, such as a dictionary, a thesaurus or computer directories serve to
illustrate this point. The actual implementation of a Self-Referential Tree Structure can be tricky, but if access to a tree can be made invisible to the user, then
there is no reason not to use them. It must be remembered that the use of directory
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trees is common enough, and that even 'standard' data structures, such as arrays,
require tricks that are hidden from the user. By dissecting the term self-referential
structure tree from the noun 'tree' backwards through the modifiers;

Tree An organizational hierarchy.
Structure A collection of variables with a predefined alignment.
Self-Referential A thing that is defined by itself, or some aspect of itself.
we find that a Self-Referential Tree Structure is merely an organization of building
blocks, each of which can point to themselves or similar objects. Figure G.1 depicts
a tree composed of structures which are capable of pointing to similar structures,
ie. are self-referential. The circles in figure G.1 A. represent nodes, which may
be full or empty, depending on whether or not memory for lower nodes stemming
from it has been allocated. Each node can point to one or more lower nodes. The
structure shown in figure G.1 B 'points' to another structure of the same type by
keeping the base address of the referenced structure in an integer variable within
the structure.
An array of integers is in itself a structure, with its own protocols for defining
and accessing the data contained within it. A linear array is composed of a base
address, which is linked to the 'name' ofthe array. Individual elements are accessed
by adding an offset to this base address. The base address is calculated by a simple
relation between the element requested and the number of bytes required for the
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the type of data stored in the array. Multi-dimensional arrays require some further
tricks to convert a linear array of memory into a form that appears to be of higher
dimensions. In most cases, the allocation of memory and the determination of
offset for a given element within an array is transparent to the user. The utility
of a data structure for general programming purposes is dependent not on the
complexity of the implementation, but on the strengths of the defining protocols
in providing a transparent and user friendly interface to the data.

G.4.2

Computer protocol

Generic Trees

Criteria for Self-Referential Tree Structures are given as a recipe. The
protocols are provided in very general terms. The leap from the general to more
specific cases will follow. Of primary importance in this section are the growth and
termination ofthe tree. It is crucial that the protocol be viable from a programming
standpoint. The tree structure must have the following attributes:
• Have a discernible root
• Each node must know the address of its parent.
• Allow for more than one branch to stem from a given node.
• The number or arrangement of branches contained within a node is not to have
a pre-defined value. The number of branches must be able to be determined,
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or changed at any time.
• Each node must contain a reference to its depth or position within the tree,
with respect to the root.
• Have a mechanism to discern a leaf from a branch.
• Allow for empty or undefined branches stemming from a node which also contains defined branches to higher levels.

Implementation of Self-Referential Tree Structure The identification
of these attributes enables the following protocol to be designated as the basis for
all the trees used in the molecular modeling libraries. This designation is rather
technical in nature, and may be skipped if desired.

Designation of Root node.
1. A node has a member which points to its parent node.

2. The root node of a tree is defined as a node which points to itself as its
own parent.
Characterization of Branch and Leaf nodes
1. Each node contains a pointer to an array of pointers to other nodes.

This pointer is designated as the manifold pointer.
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2. A leaf node is designated by the value of the manifold pointer being set
to NULL (zero).
3. A node is a leaf by default, until the base address of array of pointers
is allocated and assigned to the node as the manifold pointer.
4. A branch is designated by a non-zero (non-NULL) value contained in
any member of the array of pointers. By default, a non-zero value of
the manifold pointer indicates the existence of branches.
5. The manifold may contain any number of members. A valid branch is
deemed to exist when a member of the manifold is non-zero. Any of the
manifold members may be NULL.
6. The end of the array of pointers is designated by a value of which is
either not a valid memory location or is highly improbable. This value
is hereafter referred to as ENDPTR.

Identification of position within the tree.

1. Each node will contain an array of integers which designate the branch
taken at each level as the tree is ascended from the root. This array is
called a Node Vector.
2. Any number greater than or equal to zero is a valid number for each
element of the Node Vector.
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3. The position of the current level within the tree is determined from the
number of valid nodes occupied in the node vector.
4. Node vectors are used to reference or any node within the tree.
5. Each node contains a variable referencing its level within the tree. This
is called the Node Count.

G.4.3

State structures

Figure G.2 depicts the arrangement of state structures that compose a single node
of a tree. The tree may be climbed in either direction. this is permitted by
the pair of structure members manifold and parent, both of which reference state
structures. The parent of a state is the state which contains the current state in its
manifold, ie. is at the next higher level. A special designation is required for the
root node. The root node points to itself as its own parent. this is a completely
unambiguous test for the highest level in the tree. An second criterion for the
root node involves the node vector, in that the root node is not a node of any
higher state. The node vector of the root node is defined as having a node count of
zero. That is to say that no elements of the node vector may be valid. Table G.1
contains a listing of the members of a state structure. Each member is a variable
which is accessible once the base address or 'pointer' of the' structure is known.
Some of the structure members have special attributes which allow the tree to be
traversed. The information contained in these members must be updated as the
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tree is built to ensure the integrity of the tree.
Table G.1: The definition of a STATE structure, using ANSI standard

Ie'.

/*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*/

typedef struct state {
/* Required structure elements */
float ie; /* Internal Energy */
float ke; /* Kinetic Energy */
float pop; 1* population */
float oldpop; /* previous population */
/* for convergence checks */
int nvp[TREE_DEPTH + 1];
int nc;
struct state * * man; /* STATE *man[] */
struct state * psp;
int type;

1* useful additional structure elements*/

struct mol_const * mcp; /* Molecular constants */
struct elec_const * elcp; /* Electronic constants */
struct vib_const * vcp; /* Vibrational constants*/
float expiebt; /* exp(-ie/k) */
float expkebt; /* exp(-ke/k) */
float fiqc; /* Fraction ie Q */
float fkqc; /* Fraction ke Q */
int msz; 1* # pointers in 'man' */
} STATE;

/* end 'state' structure definition */

/*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*/
Every state in a tree has its own unique locus, stated as a node vector. Node

vectors have some peculiar properties. First, any integer value greater than or
equal to zero is a valid node. Second, the current level in the tree is determined by
the number of consecutive valid nodes in the node vector, starting from the root
node (node

#

zero). This number is called the 'node count'. The node count is a

useful tool in the identification of what the current level in the tree is.
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Each state structure has a member called a 'manifold', which is a pointer to
a pointer to a state (state **). This is a variable which holds an address which
points to a memory location which holds the base address of a state structure.
As the manifold element of the structure holds an address, it can hold the base
address of an array. Each element of the array is offset from the base address by a
simple relation between the index of the element and the number of bytes required
to store an address. This is a common implementation of a linear array and is
usually transparent to the user. As there is no a priori means to determine the
length of the array, there is a need to devise a scheme to know when the end of
the array has been reached. This difficulty is overcome by allocating one more
element to the array than is required, and setting its value to either an improper
or an improbable value for a pointer. This value is defined to be the preprocessor
macro 'ENDPTR'.
The manifold structure member also has some peculiar properties. If the value
contained in it is NULL (0), then the node is a leaf node, with no other states
existing below it. The same is true if its value is ENDPTR (-1). Any other
value is assumed to be a valid address. When the value contained in the manifold
structure member is void, the path is open for sub-states of the current state. The
current state is then considered to be the parent state of the states contained in its
manifold. The rules which apply to the validity of the manifold array apply to the
elements of the manifold array, except that ENDPTR designates the end of the
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array. This construction allows the arrays to be traversed by a function without
carrying around the extra information of the manifold size. A structure member
'msz' may be used to retain this information, but its use is cumbersome. The ease
of traversing a tree using the ENDPTR criterion is demonstrated in the function
'emit'.

Transition structures The transition structures follow the same rules for the
designation of branch, root and leaf nodes as do state structures. The main difference is in the fact that it has a two dimensional array of sub-structures. This
array is called a 'feature' with regard to its spectroscopic significance. This added
level of indirection is shown in figure G.3, by referencing the sub-transitions by
feature[upper ][lower]. The two dimensional array is needed to specify the upper
and lower states of the sub-transition.
The states referenced in a transition are required to be at the same level in
their respective trees. This allows the node vectors and node counts of the state
to be used in reference to the transition. The locus of a transition within a tree
is determined by the node vectors of the upper and lower state referenced by a
particular transition. The transitions and states carry complimentary information.
The use of transition trees relies heavily on the information contained in the upper
and lower states of a given transition. The states, however, may exist and be
operated upon completely independent of any transitions which may be tied to
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Figure G.3 : Tree of TRANSITION structures A node of a transition tree is shown.
The transition references an upper and lower state, and a 2-dimensional array of
pointers to transitions which occur lower in the tree. The parent node is referenced
by the transitions contained in its array of sub-transitions called a 'feature'.
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Table G.2: The definition of a TRANSITION structure, using ANSI standard

'e'.

1*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*1
typedef struct transition
{
/*
Basic unit for description of change of state
*1
1* Required elements for tree
*1
float
de;
/* Delta Energy between states
*1
float
prob
/* transition probability
*/
float
quanta
1* number of transitions *1
struct state * usp;
1* pointer to initial state
*1
struct state * lsp;
1* pointer to final state
*1
struct transition * ptp;
1* Pointer to parent transition *1
int
tnvp[2] [TREE_DEPTH +1]; 1* Trans. Node Vector Pointer
*1
int
type ;
1* type of tr~~sition
*1
struct transition * * * f3p;
1* 'Feature' pointer to 2-D array *1
} TRANSITION ;
1* end of 'transition' definition *1
typedef struct transition TRANS; 1* short hand definition*/
/*----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+-- --+----*1

them.

G.5

Algorithms

The modeler is really interested in knowing three things about any state in a tree; if
the state exists, what its base address is, and whether or not the needed constants
are available. The task is to make these pieces of information available in a manner
that is self-consistent and follows a simple syntax. The modeler need not know
the esoteric details of how a tree is built, as long as the implementation provides a
transparent interface to the structures. The modeler does need to understand the
general flow involved in creating or finding a state, as it applies to the use of the
data associated with that state.
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A tree of state structures is constructed by first creating a root node. The
branches stemming from this root are then created using a single recursive function, 'set.llode', which creates a branch node in the manifold of the current state.
The flow of this function is described in figure G.4. The integrity of the tree is
based on the information needed to traverse the tree. The function updates this
information as each node is created. Also, a check is made to verify the existence
of the required constant structures. This process is described elsewhere[102]. This
validation ensures that data structures for molecular constants will be available
when required. The fundamental limitation of this function is that the base address of the parent node must be passed into the function. This requires that the
states be allocated in a progression from the root to the leaf nodes. This function
is not transparent enough to be directly usable.
The users interface to a tree of state structures is implemented in the function
'verify ..statep'. Its purpose is to verify that a given state exists within the tree.
Figure G.5 shows the basic flow of this function. The base address of a node
(source) in a tree is passed into the function along with the node vector of the
state sought (target). If the state exists, its base address is returned. If it does
not exist, every attempt is made to create the state. If a state cannot be found
or created, the function returns NULL. This function will traverse the tree, from
any node in that tree, looking for the target node. If an intermediate node does
not exist, then the target node cannot exist. The function therefore attempts to
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Figure GA ; Flow Diagram for the SeLnode function. This routine is used to
create a node in the manifold of a specific state in a tree of STATE structures,
once the root node of the tree has been set.
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YES

Figure G.5 : Flow Diagram for the Verify_statep function. This routine is used to
create any node in a tree of STATE structures, from any node in the tree. It is
a recursive function, in that is calls itself. Any node in the tree may be accessed
from any other node in less than 2n + 1 steps, where n is the number of levels
allowed in the tree.
created all the intermediate nodes needed to support the existence of the target
state.
Trees of transitions are created in a similar manner, except for the requirement
that both the upper and lower states must exist. The basic flow of the function
'set_tnode' is shO\yn in figure G.6. Another difference is that the transitions have a
two dimensional manifold of sub-transitions. The 'seLtnode' function is analogous
to the 'setJlode' function for state trees. The user interface for transition trees is
a function 'verify _transp'. The flow of this function is so similar to the flow of the
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function 'verify ...statep' that it is not included here. A transition is meaningless
without having initial and final states. For this reason, the procedure used to create
the transition also verifys that the state exists before creating the transition. The
end result of this is that the needed nodes of the state and transition trees may be
built at the same time by using the 'verify_transp' function.
Consider a of tree of state structures into which a population of a molecule is
distributed according to some rule. Several different trees of transition structures
may be defined to link the states together. A single function may be written to
act upon the transition trees, simulating the emission of photons. This function is
used to 'collect' the photons according to the rules embedded in the transition tree.
The number of photons emitted can immediately be removed from the population
of the upper state and added to the population of the lower state. It is easy to
see how the decay of a complex system can be simulated in this manner. A simple
function to simulate emission transitions is shown in table G.3.
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FUNCTION

SeLtnode

Figure G.6 : Flow Diagram for the SeUnode function. This routine is used to
create a node in the feature array of a specific state in a tree of TRANSITION
structures, once the root node of the tree has been set.
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The 'emit' function is generic in that it will act on any tree. The selection
rules governing the transitions between the upper and lower states are implicitly
contained in the transition tree. The function simply skips over branches which
do not exist in the tree. The modeler is free to chose the number and types of
transitions allowed. The desired emission, be it from within a single electronic
level, between electronic levels, a single branch or a single line are all available
from a single function. Another aspect of the 'emit' function, as written, is that it
acts on the transition tree from a specified node down the tree.
Table G.3: A simple demonstration of the use of functions acting on trees of states
via trees of transition structures.

<stdio.h>
#include
#include
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>
#include
#include
<string.h>
#ifdef M_I86
<stddef.h>
#include
#endif
"tree.h"
#include
"errs.h"
#include
"branch.h"
#include
VERBOSE 0
VERFP
stdout

#define
#define

1* verbosity level >=0 *1

1***************************************************** ****** *1
1*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*1
float

emit( TRANSITION

*

tp, float time, FILE

*

fp)

{

1*---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+ ---+--<emit>
D. B. Hatfield

<nogam.c>
<date> Lunar and Planetary Laboratory-West
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Description:
Outputs an ASCII file containing the energy of transition in
Kaysers (cm -1) and an intensity in number of transitions
per cubic centimeter.
A

Implementation:
Loop through the 2-D array of transitions at the geiven node
until ENDPTR is encountered.
Arguments:
TRANSITION
int
float
FILE

* tp
node
time
* fp

-

dn

- Cumulative intensity from all higher
levels in the tree. (above passed node)

Pointer to the transition of interest.
Level in tree to scan.
Intevval of time to emit.
Pointer to the File for output.

Returns:
float

Called Functions:
Caveats:
Improvements:

<name>

Revisions <date>:

<name>

---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+-- -+---*1

I*extern
float Trot, ND;*I
char
func[] = "emit : II , garb[MAXLINE] = {"\O"};
char
string[MAXLINE];
static int
depth =0;
TRANSITION * ctp = NULL, * * ct2p = NULL, * * *ct3p = NULL;
int
tunvp[TREE_DEPTH] , tlnvp[TREE_DEPTH);
int
i = 0, j= O,k = O,leaflag = FALSE, recursive = TRUE;
float
dn = O.Of, N_upper =O.Of, tprob =O.Of;
float
newval =O.Of;
double tmpvar =0.0;

#if

VERBOSE == 1

i f (depth ==0)

entermsg(VERFP,func,"I);
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#endi£
#i£

VERBOSE >= 2
sprint£(garb,"depth = %d",depth);
ontermsg(VERFP,£unc,garb);

#endif
#if VERBOSE >= 1
fprintf (VERFP ,"# [dR] form [dJ] [Fup] [Flw] ( [Rlw] ) \n ") ;
if(depth ==0)
fprintf(VERFP,"# (cm~-l) \t (dN/cm~-3)\n");
if(depth ==0)
#endif
fprintf(fp,"# [dR] form [dJ][Fup][Flw]([Rlw])\n");
if (depth ==0)
fprintf(fp,"# (cm~-l) \t (dN/cm~-3)\n");
if(depth ==0)
i£(

null_pointer(tp,£unc," as transition pointer")
null_pointer(fp,£unc," as FILE *"
)
!pos_non_zero(time,func,"time")
exit(FALSE);

II
II
){

}

#if

VERBOSE >= 3
fprintf(VERFP,"tp->f3p = %p\n",tp->f3p);

#endif
if (null_pointer(tp->£3p,func, lias f3p"))
return( -1. Of);
i£( tp->f3p == ENDPTR ){/* this is the real thing HERE *1
1* true cal'cns here, all others *1
1* are merely summations of lower nodes *1
branch(tp,string);
fprintf(fp,"#%s\n",string);
£flush(£p) ;
leaf lag = TRUE;
recursive = FALSE;
N_upper = tp->usp->pop;
tprob = tp->prob;
1* tprob = l/tau *1
1* intergral form of lrst order *1
1*
tmpvar = -1.0 * (double)time * (double)tprob; *1
1* double *1
1*
dn = N_upper * ( 1.0f -(float)Exp(tmpvar));*1
1* error chk ver exp *1
1* exp(-t/tau) *1
dn = N_upper * tprob * time;
tp->quanta = dn;
#if VERBOSE >=2
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fprintf(VERFP,"%10.2f\t%7.5e\n",tp->usp->pop,tp->prob);
fprintf(VERFP,"%10.2f\t%7.5e\n",tp->de. dn);
#endif
fprintf(fp,"%10.2f\t%7.6e\n",tp->de, dn);
#if

VERBOSE >= 2
fprintf(VERFP,"# below is: %s\n",string);
printc_transition(tp, VERFP,'"');
fprintf(VERFP,"\n");

#endif

else

1* end if(tp->f3p == ENDPTR)

}
{

depth ++;
k = MAXROT_DIATOMIC * sizeof(TRANSITION *);

#if

for(ct3p = tp->f3p; * ct3p != ENDPTR ; ct3p ++){
VERBOSE >= 3
fprintf(VERFP,"\nct3p = %p \n",ct3p);

#endif
if«

#if

int)(ct3p - tp->f3p) > k)

break;

if( * ct3p == NULL)
continue;
for(ct2p = *ct3p;* ct2p != ENDPTR ; ct2p ++){
VERBOSE >= 2
fprint:f(VERFP,"ct2p = %p \n",ct2p);

#endif

#if

ctp = * ct2p;
VERBOSE >= 2
fprintf(VERFP,"ctp = %p \n",ctp)j

#endif
if(ctp == ENDPTR)
if(ctp == NULL)

#if

#endif

dn += emit(ctp,time,fp)j
VERBOSE >= 1
fprintf(VERFP,"%s\n",func);
printc_transition(ctp, VERFP ,'"') j

break;
continue;
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}
}

1* end for(ct2p
1* end for(ct3p

loop
loop

*1
*1

1* end else(if(tp->f3p •• )

*1

)
)

depth --;
}

tp->quanta = dn;
#if
VERBOSE >= 2
sprintf(garb,"depth = %d \tdN = %5.3e",depth,dn);
exitmsg(VERFP,func,garb);
#endif
#if
VERBOSE == 1
if(depth == oH
sprintf(garb,"dN = %5.3e",dn);
exitmsg(VERFP,func,garb);
}

#endif
return (dn);

1* end 'emit' function
1*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*1

}

The collection of photons by the emit function proceeds by down climbing the
tree from the specified node until a leaf node is encountered. The function scans
the fine structure of the transition, collecting photons and outputting a record for
each spectral line as it goes. The accumulated intensity is passed back up the
tree until the entry point is reached. The accumulated list of spectral lines and
intensities may be for a single rovibronic transition or for an entire band system,
based solely on the level of the transition node passed into the function. As the
intensity accumulated is based on the residual populations of the upper states of
transition, and that population may be altered by the transition, non-Boltzman
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distributions may be sampled and / or created by transitions. Molecular models
can therefore treat the decay of an excited species by following an ensemble of
molecules.
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Appendix H
Generic molecular constant
structures
All models of physical phenomena depend on a set of approximations. The adaptation of a given model to accommodate a higher level of approximation can be
aided by allowing the new approximation to stand on the technology of the previous
model. For computer models, this equates to using the same variable structures
and subroutines as much as is possible. In the fields of spectroscopy and stateto-state reaction dynamics the subtleties of atomic states different from IS and
diatomic states different from l~g often preclude a simple conversion of the existing code. This incompatibility is further confounded by differences in labeling
conventions between applications and those existing from the historical development of nomenclature. The progress in adapting physical models involving the
internal structure of atoms and diatomic molecules may be affected by a change in
the variable structures used in creating the computer models. As more emphasis
is placed on the influence of internal structure, models should be written in a man-
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ner consistent with the expectation that new information will become available.
The ability to incorporate new information into a pre-existing scheme will prove
useful in adapting old models. The acceptance of a "standardized" set of variable
structures will encourage the development of models which can interact with each
other in a manner yet to be achieved.
Certain equations and parameters are so frequently encountered in the modeling of physical attributes of molecular species as to become a nuisance to the
modeler in terms of labeling of variables, repetitive coding and debugging. Variations in labeling conventions between applications is further complicated by the
conflicting labeling conventions in the literature. The greatest confusion stems
from the treatment of the more subtle effects, where there is a dependence on coupling case or on the total orbital angular momentum of the molecule. Frequently,
a desired quantity is dependent on a set of parameters, which may themselves
be dependent on other parameters. This confounding may not be immediately
obvious. The use of "standardized" functions or subroutines is hindered by the
variety of parameters needed to calculate a given quantity for different states of a
given molecule. Consequently, a modeler may resort to recoding a frequently used
equation for each application. Much time may be spent generating confidence a
piece of code which has been written or used several times.
The set of variable structures described here are an attempt to organize the
required information into a self-consistent system which reduces the amount of
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information required by a function call. This is done by providing a mechanism
for all the available information about a molecule to to be accessible from with in
a function by passing the base address of variable structures. This accessibility is
further enhanced by creating a set of data structures which combine to form a tree
with a hierarchy implied by the nature of the data it contains. These molecula.r
constant structure trees were created to be used in conjunction with the selfreferential structure trees described in appendix G for the description of quantum
states and transitions between quantum states of molecules, however they may
be used independently to reduce the time and effort required to code and debug a
given application. The reader is directed to that work for a description of structure
trees and for a glossary of the terminology used in this paper.

H.I

Principles

The molecular constants needed to describe a set of quantum states of a given
molecule have been organized into three distinct groups. Those that are independent of the internal structure of the molecule, those that are dependent on the
electronic structure and those that are dependent on the vibrational characteristics of the molecule. A single structure for each class has been created. These
structures are ordered into a tree, in a manner analogous to the progression of
approximations used to teach and discuss spectroscopy and the internal structure of molecules. The molecular constant structure holds information which is
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independent of the internal structure of the molecule. Electronic constant structures contain the appropriate constants needed to describe a particular electronic
configuration. Vibrational constant structures hold a set of constants for a given
vibrational level of an electronic state. As a molecule may have a manifold of
electronic states, the structure used to hold molecular constants contains an array
of pointers to electronic constant structures. In a similar manner, the electronic
constant structures contain an array of pointers to vibrational constant structures.
This hierarchy is shown in figure H.1. The tree is built dynamically, thereby limiting memory allocation to those states intentionally defined.
A common theme in the empirical description of molecular properties is the
treatment of a parameter as a polynomial in the vibrational quantum number,

1).

The modeler is faced with the problem of deciding how many coefficients is enough.
This decision is often based on available information. To further confuse the issue,
different molecules and indeed different electronic states of the same molecule have
been studied to varying degrees of accuracy, or suffer different degrees of perturbation, producing a conflicting number of coefficients for various electronic states
the same molecule. This is further complicated by the fact that different electronic states may require different parameters, based on the total orbital angular
momentum and/or the particular angular momentum coupling case. The modeler
must always be aware that the coefficients cited by a particular source act as a
balanced set. Truncation of the polynomial in an arbitrary manner can give rise
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to an unstable parameter. Another problem closely related to these issues is the
initialization of the coefficients within the program from an ASCII data file which
contains the parameters and their coefficients.
To this end, a set of ANSI standard 'C'[99] language constant structures has
been devised to aid in organizing the required information into a logical progression
which parallels the contemporary spectroscopic usage and hierarchy of approximations. These structures may be used alone, but their real power is evident when
tied into the Self-Referential Tree Structures described in appendices G and I.
The constant structures described here were designed to be used in conjunction
with the Self-Referential Tree Structures to allow the development of a library of
functions to increase the confidence in spectroscopic models, and reduce the time
required to develop and debug programs. Some of these functions are described in
another appendix I. The result of this fusion between Self-Referential Tree Structures and the the constant structures described here is a 'C' language library for
spectroscopic applications. The code presented here is a subset of that which has
been developed. The full code is available from the author upon request.

H.1.t

Molecular constants

Atoms are really monatomic molecules, and as such, the parameters chosen for
diatomic molecules can be applied to atoms. There is no barrier to using the
same structures for atomic states. If a parameter has no atomic analog, then it
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Figure H.I : Hierarchy of constant structures. The dashed boxes indicate 'constant'
structures for which no memory has been allocated.
is rendered inactive by assigning it a default value of zero. The advantages of a
systematic approach to storage and access of molecular parameters far outweighs
the loss of computer memory due to the allocation of a few unnecessary variables.

H.1.2

Molecular constants

There are some parameters which are valid for the entire molecule, regardless of
which quantum states are populated. The molecular constants serve as a basis
for the electronic constants. The organization of the structures is similar, but not
identical to that set forth in the description of Self-Referential Tree Structures.
There is a definite division between the data which is relevant to the molecule
as a whole, and that which is unique to a given electronic or vibrational state.
The molecular constant structure contains an array of electronic constant struc-
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tures, which are indexed according to their energy relative to the ground state of
the molecule. The resulting configuration is a tree of structures. The hierarchy
parallels the spectroscopic analogy to a manifold of electronic states. While the
direct link between the ordering of electronic states and the quantum numbers n
and 1 (principal quantum number and total orbital angular quantum number, are
respectively), is lost in this designation, generality is maintained, the complexity
of the indexing scheme is reduced tremendously. There is no reason to include
unwanted states in a description of a molecule, and the proposed indexing scheme
allows the modeler to retain flexibility with no loss in generality.
The parameters which are important to a molecule as a whole, are listed in the
preamble of the code describing the 'moLconst' structure in the file 'constdef.h'.
This set is sufficient for most purposes, but is by no means complete. The choice of
units used is arbitrary. As the code is written in ASNI standard 'C'[99j, additional
structure members may be added without affecting the performance of code written
previously.
There is a structure member designed to hold the Einstein 'A' coefficients
describing the spontaneous emission transition probability. It is a four dimension
array of floating point numbers. The design of the array allows dynamic allocation
of array elements, limiting the memory overhead required to run the code, and
reducing the size of the executable file.
typede£ struct mol_const {
char name[30];
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struct state * parent;
int
elc_dim ;
struct elec_const * * elcpp;
float
mass;
int
n_atoms;
float T;
double qce;
double qcv;
double qcr;
double qt;
double Qtot;
long
int
symmetry;
float
* * * * a_ein;
float
* * * * fc;
float
* * * * solar_g;
} MOL_CONST
1* end def 'mol_const'

*1

Where;
parent Pointer to the parent state of this molecule.
elc_dim Integer representing the size of the array of pointers to 'electronic' constant structures.
elcpp A one dimensional array of electronic states, implemented as a pointer to
an array of pointers to Electronic constant structures.
mass The mass of the molecule in kg/mole
n_atoms The number of atoms or nuclear centers in the molecule
homonuclear Y /N; Is the diatomic molecule homonuclear?
symmetry An integer representing the symmetry species of the molecule
Table H.I:

'e' Structure defining molecular parameters.
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o Unassigned.
1 C.inf.h (linear, non-homonuclear.
2 D.inf.h (linear, homonuclear.

T Temperature of ensemble of molecules.
q{ evr} Contribution to the total partition function from the Electronic, Vibrational and Rotational degrees of freedom.
Qtot The total partition function for the ensemble of molecules.
a_einstein A four dimensional array containing the state to state transition prob-

abilities for spontaneous emission between vibronic states.
Probability = a_ein[uppeLelec][loweLelec][uppeLvib][loweLvibl.

H.1.3

Electronic constants
Table H.2:

'e' Structure defining electronic parameters.

typedef struct elec_const {
1* state identifiers
char
name[30];
STATE * parent;
MOL_CONST * molcp;
int
index;
int
vibc_dim;
struct vib_const ** vcpp;
float
T;
int
gs;
int
gl;
1* General Quantum Mechanical Information
float
s;
int
1;
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float

float
float
float
float

omega[2 * MAXORB_ATOMIC + 2];
1* list of possible omega values
omega[O] = 1+s
omega[l] = l+s -1 •.••
i [10J;

t;

red_mass;
rei

1*
1*
1*
1*

*1

nuclear ang. momentum of single nuclei*1
total nuclear ang. momentum of mol.
*1
Reduced mass of molecule
*1
Equilibrium (v=O) internuc. distance *1

1* Symmetry Information for state
char
char
char

homonuclear[10];I* Y.N.NO.YES
molecule homonuclear
parity[10];
1* +.-.plus.minus
inversion[10J; 1* g.u inversion symmetry

double
double
double
double

qce;
qcv;
qcr;
Qtot;

*1

*1
*1
*1

1* Energy level terms ( some as vector elements )
*1
float
Te;
1* Same as 'elec' above
*1
float
dO;
1* dissociation energy from bot om of well *1
float
we[MAXCOEFF];
1* Vector components of "potential well"
boundaries. we.wexe.weye.weze ..
dot_product with vector:
[(v+.5)(v+.5)~2 (v+.5)~3 .•• J give well boundaries for 'v'
*1
:float

be[MAXCOEFF];
1* Vector components of first order
rotational constant. Be. alpha_e. gamma_e •..
dot_product with vector :
[(1) (v+.5) (v+. 5) ~2 ••..•.... ]
gives rotational constant Bv. for vibrational state 'v'

*1

1* Vector components of first order
rotational constant. De. beta_e •...
dot_product with vector :
[(1) (v+.5) (v+.5)~2 ...•.•... J
gives rotational constant Dv. for vibrational state 'v' *1
1* Splitting Information
*1

float

de[MAXCOEFF];

:float

a[MAXCOEFF];

1* vector components of Spin-Coupling
parameter Aj dot_product with vector :
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float

gives spin_splitting parameter A = Y*Bv
*1
q[MAXCOEFF];
1* vector components of parity doubling
parameter 'q'
dot_product with vector :
[(1) (v+.5) (V+.5)A2 ......... ]
gives the needed parity doubling 'q' for states with
LAMBDA != 0
*1

float

lambda[MAXCOEFF];i* vector components of SIGMA (LAMBDA=O)
states. Dot_product with vector:
[(1) (v+.5) (V+.5)A2 ...•.•... ]
gives lm_sv, for the vibrational state 'v,.
*1

float

gamma[MAXCOEFF];I* vector components of SIGMA (LAMBDA=O)
states. Dot_product with vector
[(1) (v+.5) (V+.5)A2 ..•...... ]
gives gm_sv, for the vibrational state 'v,.
*1

} ELEC_CONST

1* end definition of struct elec_const

*1

Where;
parent Pointer to the parent state of this electronic state.

molcp Pointer to the parent molecular constant structure for this electronic state.
vibc_dim Integer representing the size of the I-D array of pointers to vibrational
constant structures.
index Position of this electronic state in the I-D array of electronic states of the

parent molecule.
vcpp One dimensional array of vibrational constant structures, implemented as a

pointer to an array of pointers to vibrational constant structures.
gs Spin angular momentum degeneracy of this state.
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gl Total orbital angular momentum degeneracy of this state.
s Total spin angular momentum.
1 Total orbital angular momentum.
t Total nuclear angular momentum.
i[nucleus ]Nuclear spin angular momentum of each nucleus

red-Illass Reduced mass of the molecular species in kg.
parity Parity of the lowest level in this manifold (+, -,0).
homonuclear Is this diatomic homonuclear (yes/no).
inversion Inversion about the center of symmetry (g, u).
Te Energy of this electronic state, from the bottom of the potential well to the
dissociation limit, in cm- 1 . Energy is considered to be positive, in accordance
with the spectroscopic convention.
we[n ]A vector containing the polynomial coefficients required to calculate the

vibrational constant, W,,' in cm- 1
we[O]

= We

we [1]

= Wexe

we[2]

= weye

be[n ]A vector containing the polynomial coefficients required to calculate the
rotational constant, b", in cm- 1 .
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be[O]

= be

be[l]

=Qe

be[2]

= Ie

de[n ]A vector containing the polynomial coefficients required to calculate the
rotational constant d v , in em -I,
de[O]

= de

de[l]

= (3e

de[2]

= De

a[n ]A vector containing the polynomial coefficients required to calculate the spinorbit coupling constant av, in em-I,
q[n ]A vector containing the polynomial coefficients required to calculate the parity (lambda doubling) constant qv, for states with A i= 0, in em-I,

lambda[n ]A vector containing the polynomial coefficients required to calculate
the splitting constant Av , for states with A = 0, in em-I,

gamma[n ]A vector containing the polynomial coefficients required to calculate
the splitting constant IV' for states with A = 0, in em-I,

H.1.4

Vibrational constants

The vibrational constants may be divided into two major groups, depending on
the form of the polynomial used in calculating the actual parameter needed for
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the chosen vibrational state. The coefficients are considered a vector, whose dot
product is taken with another vector, whose components are the unit vectors for
the given vibrational quantum number. These unit vectors are;

p _

{v + 1/2, -(v + 1/2)2, (v + 1/2)3, .
v-I,
-(v + 1/2), (v + 1/2)2, ..
0

0

0

case a.
case b.

(HoI)
(H.2)

, where case a is used to calculated the vibrational energy term Gv , according to
the equation,

Gv

=

We

(v

+ 1/2) + -WeXe (v + 1/2)2 + WeYe (v + 1/2)3

(H.3)

which may be found on page 92 of Herzberg's[100] treatise on diatomic molecules.
Case b in (I) is used to calculate almost all other vibrationally dependent parameters. For example, the rotational constant bv is calculated using the equation,
bv

=

be (I)

+ -ae (v + 1/2) + Ie {v + 1/2)3

00'

,

(H.4)

as defined on page 106 of Herzberg's[100] book on diatomic molecules. By treating
the coefficients in equations 2 and 3 as vectors with components in the vector
spaces defined by the polynomials in v described in equation 1, the calculation of
the needed parameters may be simplified by;

Cp = Cll
Kv

C2 , C 3 ,

= Cp 0Pv ,

(H.5)
(H.6)

where Cp is the vector of coefficients for the polynomial, and Kv is the parameter
to be calculated. The various quantities needed for diatomic molecules are given
below, along with the polynomial case used, and a reference as to the origin of the
equation. This list serves as a minimal set of parameters needed in a vibrational
constant structure.
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typedef struct vib_const{
1* state and level identifiers
struct state * parent; 1* pointer to parent 'state' *1
struct mol_const * molcp;l* pointer to molecular const struct*1
struct elec_const * elcp;l* pointer to electronic state *1

1* vibrational quantum number *1
1* TEMPERATURE IN KELVIN
*1
1* Vibrational Contribution to
to Partitiion function *1
double qcr;
1* Rotational Contribution to
Partitiion function
*1
1* Energy Level constants
*1
float
gv;
1* vibrational term Gv
*1
by;
float
1* Bv: rotational for 'v,
*1
float
dv;
1* Dv: rotational for 'v,
*1
float
qv;
1* 1!=0; parity splitting for 'v'*1
float
av;
1* Spin splitting parameter for 'v'*1
float
lmv;
1* Sigma state spin splitting lambda
*1
float
gmv;
1* Sigma state spin splitting gamma
*1
float
yv ;
1* spin coupling Y = av Ib~
*1
int
float
double

v'•
T;
qcv;

} VIB_CONST;

1* end definition of struct vib_const *1

Where;
parent Pointer to the parent state of these vibrational constants.
elcp Pointer to the parent electronic constant structure for this vibrational state.
molcp Pointer to the parent molecular constant structure for this vibrational

state.
v Vibrational quantum number of this state. Independent variable in the polynomial expressions
gv Vibrational energy term, in em-I. Case a, found:
Table H.3: IC' Structure defining vibrational parameters.
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1. [100, page 92]

bv Rotational constant for this vibrational state, in em- 1 , Case b, found:
1. [100, page 106]

dv Rotational constant for this Vibrational state, in em- 1• Case b, found:
1. [100, page 107]
av Spin-orbit splitting constant for this state, in em -1. Case b, found:
1. [101, page 178] (Lande Interval Rule)
2. [103, page 44]
3. [100, page 215]
4. [41, page 476]
5. [104, pp 89, 96-116]
qv Parity splitting constant for this states with A i= 0, in em- 1 • Case b, found:

1. [100, pp 228, 254]

2. [104, pp 130, 145, 226-31]
3. [105]
4. [106]

5. [107]
6. [108]

Imv Spin coupling constant for this 1:: state (A

= 0), in em-I, Case b,

and
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gmv Spin coupling constant for Multiplet :E states, (A = 0), in em-I, Case b,
found:
1. [100, page 222~3, 249, 263, 505-501]

2. [104, page 96-117, 223-4]
yv Spin-orbit splitting constant,Y" for this state, Y" = a"/b,,, in em-I. Case b,

found:
1. [100, pp 232, 235, 263]

H.2

Algorithm

A fundamental requirement for any modeling purpose hinges on the availabilty of
the needed constants for a given state. This is a three step process. First, the
needed variables need to be defined. Second, the variables need to be initialized
from an exterior source. Third, any vibration ally dependent parameters need to
be calculated for the particular level of interest. The modeler is freed from the
requirement of explicitly defining a constant structure for a given state by the use
of a single function which determines which constant structures are needed for a
particular state, based on the node vector of that state. The modeler is also freed
from the ubiquitous task of calculating the vibrationally dependent parameters by
ensuring that this task is done every time that the constant structures are verified
by this function. In particular, if this function is called when the state is created,
then the appropriate variables will always be available.
The function 'verify _consts' is shown in figure H.2. The particular flow shown
is for a diatomic molecule. A single function to cover atomic and diatomic cases
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NO

NO

1
(

RETURN )

Figure H.2 : Flow diagram of function which determines which constant structures are needed based on the node vector of the target state. The vibrationally
dependent constants are calculated if a vibrational node exists.
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would involve a branch, depending on the type of state which is passed into the
function. For more details on this type of decision see the appendices GI.
For this process to work smoothly, the modeler need only define the electronic
states desired as the molecular and electronic constants are read in from an exterior file. This process ensures that the data needed to calculate the vibration ally
dependent parameters will be available when the vibrational state is created. If
the electronic constants are present before the tree of state structures is built, then
by default, the proper values will be available when needed, without the modeler
ever having to explicitly calculate the vibrationally dependent parameters. As the
calculations are isolated, debugging is simplified, and confidence in the calculated
energy levels is maximized.
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Appendix I
Programs
1.1

Cascade model

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<ctype.h>
<string.h>
<math.h>
<errno.h>

#include
#include
#include
#include

"utH.h"
"nrutil.h"
"synth4a.h"
"nsoflx.h"

1* Numerical recipes in C utilities *1

1* Franck-Condon Factors *1
#include "n2vkeifc.h"
1* e- + N2 LX -> 3.A *1
#include "n2fpeifc.h"
1* e- + N2 LX -> 3.B *1
#include "n2speifc.h"
1* e- + N2 LX -> 3.C *1
#include "mmath.h"
1* matrix math routines *1
1* subroutines in this code segment */
void
prnt_Adistrib( float * v);
void
prnt_Rdistrib( float * v);
void
reset_vect( float * vp, int start, int size);
void
reset_mtrx( float ** vp, int rs, int rf,int cs,int cf);
#define VERBOSE 0

1* NRC- lower-upper matrix decompostion*1
(void) 0
#define NOP
I * Null Operand
*1
#define NVIB 19
#define N_DS 120
1* number of path length segments allowed
#define Ccm

2.99792458e10

/* J s

* m s~-2 *1

*1
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

HC
HCcm
Kb
HCKcm
PI

6.626e-34 * Ccm
6.626e-27 * Ccm
1.38044e-23
1.43879
3.14159

1100

1*
1*
1*
1*

J s * m s·-2
*1
erg s * cm s·-2*1
Joule mole·-l K·-l*1
cm K(elvin)
*1

#ifdef M_I86
#define PATHCHAR "\\"
#else
#define PATHCHAR "/"
#E:ndif
#define CONSTS_ENV "MOLCONST"
#define N2CONSTFILE I n2.mol"
#c.:..efine
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

CBAXt
BAXt
AXt
BXt
CXt
CAXt
ABXt

#define XO

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
0

1* MAROS to define # vib levels for various cascade models *1
#define
#define
#define
#define

XV
AV
BV
CV

3
13
10
4

1* these macros revert to the following variables *1
int
#define
#define
#define
#define

xvib,avib,bvib,cvib,sz;
XVIB xvib
AVIB avib
BVIB bvib
CVIB cvib

#define NELEC
1* These macros
#define XELEC
#define AELEC
#define BELEC
#define CELEC

4
1* number of electronic states in file *1
serve as array references and tree node locations*1
0
1* position of constants in file for 1.X *1
1
1* position of constants in file for 3.A *1
2
1* position of constants in file for 3.B *1
3
1* position of constants in file for 3.C *1
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1* 2D Matrix locations by macro definition *1
1* start of v=O of X 1.Sigma in 2D array *1

#define XSTART
#define mX(v)
1* start of v=O
#define ASTART
#define mA(v)
1* start of v=O
#define BSTART
#define mB(v)
1* start of v=O
#define CSTART
#define mC(v)
#define SZ

1
XSTART + v
of A 3.Sigma,2D array *1
XSTART + XVIB
ASTART + v
of B 3.Pi in 2D array*1
ASTART+ AVIB
BSTART + v
of C 3.Pi in 2D array*1
BSTART + BVIB
CSTART + v
XVIB + AVIB + BVIB + CVIB

1* ROW for didt various
#define DTSTART 1
#define DTXX(v)
#define DTVKSTART
#define DTVK(v)
#define DTFPSTART
#define DTFP(v)
#define DTSPSTART
#define DTSP(v)
#define TAU

states by vib index of X 1.Sigma(v)

*1

DTSTART + v
DTXX(XVIB)
DTVKSTART + v
DTVK(AVIB)
DTFPSTART + v
DTFP(BVIB)
DTSPSTART + v
DTSP(CVIB)

1* Column Definitions *1
#define VKSTART 0
#define mVK(v) VKSTART +
#define FPSTART VKSTART +
#define mFP(v) FPSTART +
#define SPSTART FPSTART +
#define mSP(v) SPSTART +
#define mTAU
SPSTART +

v
AVIB
v
BVIB
v
CVIB +1

1*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*1

main(int argc, char * argv[] )
{

1*---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+ ---+---+---

<solcascade>
D. B. Hatfield

<solcascade.c>
<12-17-93>
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory-West

Description:
N2 triplet cascaade including solar effects and
a total lifetime. This is set up to determine if a spectroscopic
signature for chemical lifetime of the A 3.Sigma.+.u state
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and if the absorbance of solar radiation from the A state to the B
state will impose a change in the vibrational population
in the A state.
Implementation:
Arguments:
The
model types are
CBAX:
eI->{CBA}, C->B->A->X
BAX:
eI->{BA}, B->A->X
AX:
eI->{A}, A->X
BX:
eI->{B}, B->A-~X
CX:
eI->{B}, C->B->A->X
BAX:
eI->{A},A +hv->B->A->X
The input file is white spare spearated with the following
entries on one line:
alt (km)
1
differential pathlength (cm)
2
Temperature (K)
3
N2 number density (cm~-3)
4
5
EI rate N2 A 3.Sigma
EI rate N2 B 3.Pi
6
EI rate N2 C 3.Pi
7
Chemical removal rate (cm~3 s~-l)
8
Returns:
Called Functions:
_mult_mv
_thermalize
_free_trans_tree
_free_state_tree
_inv_mtrx
_approx_ie
_einstein_A_coeff
_clear_nvp
_set_root
_trn_mtrx
_franck_condon
_set_troot
_matrix
_read_mol_const_ascii
_verify_transp
_verify_statep
_prnt_hvctr
_free_vector
_free_matrix
_vector
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Caveats:
Improvements:
<name>
2-4-94 - Added the ability to integrate line of sight intensities.
This is taken from the older version 'n2cascade'
Revisions <date>:

<name>

---+---+---+--~+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---*/

extern int MXnROT, MXnVIB, MXnEL, MXnKIN;
extern int
xvib,avib,bvib,cvib,sz;
extern int errno;
char
*prog=argv[O];
char
fluxfile[]={l n2fpg.flux"};
char
garb [250] , *envp=NULL, tup='\O';
char
*tmpc=NULL,ec='X';
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char

char
char
char

*FabsND[]={lscXabsNDI,lscAabsNDI,lscBabsNDI,lscCabsND"};
*FrelND[]={lscXrelNDI,lscArelNDI,lscBrelNDI,lscCrelND"};
*FabsCD[]={lscXabsCDI,lscAabsCDI,lscBabsCDI,lscCabsCD"};
*FrelCD[]={l scXrelCD" ,l scArelCD" ,l scBrelCD" , I scCrelCD" };
*FabsEM[]={lscXabsEMI,lscAabsEMI,lscBabsEMI,lscCabsEM"};
*FrelEM[]={lscXrelEMI,lscArelEMI,lscBrelEMI,lscCrelEM"};
*Fsrabs[]={lscXsrabs l ,lscAsrabs l ,lscBsrabs ll ,"scBsrabs ll ,\
IIscCsrabs"};
*Fei[]={lIscXeil,lIscAeill,lIscBeill,"scBeill,lIscCeill};
*Fse[]={lIscXsell,lIscAsel,lscBsel,lIscBsell,"scCsell};
*Fsr[]={lIscXsrll,lIscAsrll,lscBsrll,lscBsrll,"scCsrll};
*Fttau[]={lIscXttau",lIscAttaull ,l sc Bttau ll ,lIscBttau", \
IIscCttau ll };
Fabsem[]={lIscem"};
FN[] ={lscN"};
Xttau[]={lIscttau ll } ,Xotau[]={lIscXotau ll } ,\
Xo2tau[]={lI scXo2tau"};
Attau []={lscAttau"} ,Aotau[] ={l scAotau"}, \
Ao2tau[]={lI scAo2tau ll };
Bttau[]={lscBttaul},Botau[]={lIscBotau"},\
Bo2tau[]={lI scBo2tau"};
Cttau []={" scCttau"} ,Cotau [] ={lIscCotau"}, \
Co2tau[]={"scCo2tau"};
*fnamr=NULL,infnamr[100] .*castype=NULL;
*model=NULL, *type [] ={"CBAX", "BAX", "AX". "BX", "CX",
"CAX","ABX"};
*tc=NULL,ts[100];
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int
int
int
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
FILE
FILE
FILE
FILE
FILE

i=O, j=O, k=O, altidx=O,idx=O,ctype=O, ncas=6j
nr=O,flag,xcnt=O,solflag=-l,firstflag=l;
nNVIB [NELEC] ={XV,AV,BV,CV};
af=1.0f, bf=1.0f, cf=1.0f;
Su=O.Of, Sl=O.Of, Lu=O.Of,Ll=O.Of, degen=O.Of;
dn=O.Of,tmp=O.Of,sumtot=O.Of;
sumcd=O.Of, sumcem=O.Of;
suma=O.Of,sumb=O.Of,sumc=O.Of;
sumabs=O.Of, sumrel=O.Of, sumei=O.Of;
sumsrr=O.Of, sumtau=O.Of, sumse=O.Of,sumsrabs=O.Of;
*tautot=NULL, *dectot=NULL;
pop=1.0f,fracpop=0.Of, tk = 100.0f,~prod=0.Of;
*X=NULL,*A=NULL, *B=NULL, *C=NULL;
pX=1.0f, pA=1.0f, pB=1.0f, pl=O.Of;
1* production
lX=O.Of, lA=O.Of, IB=O.Of, lC=O.Of;
1* loss
dX=O.Of, dA=O.Of, dB=O.Of, dC=O.Of;
1* delta
*N=NULL, *R=NULL, **M=NULL;
1* MN = R,
**Minv=NULL, **G=NULL; 1* intermed. matrices
*1
**Gundr=NULL, **Govr=NULL;
**SRM=NULL, **EIM=NULL, **TAUM=NULL, **SEM=NULL;
**SEXM=NULL, **SEAM=NULL, **SEBM=NULL, **SECM=NULL;
*SRR=NULL, *EIR=NULL, *TAUR=NULL, *SER=NULL;
*SEXR=NULL, *SEAR=NULL, *SEBR=NULL, *SECR=NULL;
*UNIT =NULL, *SRRU=NULL;
** ABSM=NULL, *ABSR=NULL;
* cold=NULL ,*colb=NULL;
*zn2=NULL, *z=NULL, *ds=NULL, *t=NULL;
alt =O.Of,nd=O.Of;
*Av=NULL;
eiprod[5]={le-16f,le-16f, le-16f, le-16f, le-16f};
10ss[5]={le-16f,le-16f, le-16f, le-16f, le-16f};
vI =O.Of, vlintval=O.Of, flux=O.Of, Avv=O.Of,Bvv=O.Of;
* infp=NULL, *ffp=NULL;
*andfp=NULL,*rndfp=NULL,*acdfp=NULL,*rcdfp=NULL,*refp=NULL;
*eifp=NULL,*srfp=NULL, *sefp=NULL,*srabsfp=NULL;
*fnfp=NULL, *femfp=NULL;
*aemfp=NULL, *remfp=NULL;

1* definitions from synth4a *1

int
int
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE
STATE

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

unvp[TREE_DEPTH+l], Invp[TREE_DEPTH+l];/* node vectors */
runvp[TREE_DEPTH+l], rlnvp[TREE_DEPTH+l];I* node vectors *1
N2=NULL;
1* molecule: Root level of tree *1
X1N2=NULL;
1* Ground state electronic manifold *1
A3N2=NULL;
1* Lovest triplet state VKupper state *1
B3N2=NULL;
1* First Positive Upper state *1
C3N2=NULL;
1* Second Positive upper state *1
csp=NULL;
usp=NULL;
lsp=NULL;
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TRANSITION * EI=NULL;
1* electron impact excitation
TRANSITION * SE=NULL;
1* Spontaneous Emission decay
TRANSITION * SEC=NULL; 1* Spontaneous Emission decay
TRANSITION * ABS=NULL; 1* Absorbance
TRANSITION * NR=NULL;
1* Non-Radiative Channels
TRANSITION * VK=NULL;
TRANSITION * FP=NULL;
TRANSITION * SP~NULL;
TRANSITION * AB_ABS=NULL;
TRANSITION * ctp=NULL;
TRANSITION * rtp=NULL;
FILE
*fnp=NULL, *femp=NULL;
TRANSITION * utp=NULL;
TRANSITION * Itp=NULL;
MOL_CONST *cN2=NULL;
ELEC_CONST *cXl=NULL;
ELEC_CONST *cA3=NULL;
ELEC_CONST *cB3=NULL;
ELEC_CONST *cC3=NULL;
MXnROT=100;
MXnVIB= 30;
MXnEL =5;
MXnKIN =N_DS;

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

1* Molecular constants for N2 molecule
constants for 1.X.Sigma
1* Electronic
II
II
II
3.A.Sigma
1*
II
II
II
3.B.Pi
1*
II
II
II
3.C.Pi
1*
1* global manifold limits *1

*1
*1
"*1
"*1
"*1

1* use Kinetic node for diff pathlengths *1

strcpy(infnamr ,N2CONSTFILE);
infp = fopen(infnamr,"r");
if(errno == 2) errno= 0;
if (infp==NULL) {
envp = getenv(CONSTS_ENV);
if(envp == NULL){
fprintf(stderr,\
II'loS environment variable'los not found \n",\
argv[O] ,CONSTS_ENV);
}

else{
strcpy(infnamr, envp);
strcat(infnamr,PATHCHAR);
strcat(infnamr,N2CONSTFILE);
infp = fopen(infnamr,"r");
}

if(infp ==NULL){

1* «« *1

1* still not found *1

printf(II'los File 'los or 'los not found\n",N2CONSTFILE,infnamr);
printf("Check enviromnent variable 'los for proper path\n",\
CONSTS_ENV);
exiteD);
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}

1* »» *1
1* get rid of nasty errno=2 *1

if(ferror(infp»clearerr(infp);
1* end if infp ==NULL *1
fclose(infp);

}

printf(lI%s Reading info from %s \nll,prog,infnamr);
if(argc < 3){
fprintf(stderr,lIuseage: %s cascade fnamr [-s]\nll,prog);
fprintf(stderr,lI\tcascade\t- type of cascade desired\nll);
fprintf(stderr,\
"\tfnamr\t- File name of alt- ND rate data\nll);
fprintf(stderr.\
lI\t-S\t- Remove Solar scattering from A state\n");
fprintf(stderr, \
"\t-{abc} F.ff\t- Additional factor for {ABC} ei rate\n");
fprintf(stderr,"valid model types\n");
fprintf(stderr,"CBAX:
eI->{CBA}, C->B->A->X\n");
fprintf(stderr,"BAX:
eI->{BA}. B->A->X\n");
fprintf(stderr,"AX:
eI->{A}, A->X\n");
fprintf(stderr,"BX:
eI->{B}, B->A->X\n");
fprintf(stderr,"CX:
eI->{B}, C->B->A->X\n");
fprintf(stderr,"BAX:
eI->{A}.A +hv->B->A->X\n");
fprintf(stderr.\
liThe input file is vhite spare spearated. on each line:\n");
fprintf (stderr , II al t (km) \n ") ;
fprintf(stderr."differential pathlength (cm)\n");
fprintf(stderr."Temperature (K) \n");
fprintf(stderr,"N2 number density (cm~-3)\n");
fprintf(stderr."EI rate N2 A 3.Sigma (cm~3 s~-l)\n");
fprintf(stderr,"EI rate N2 B 3.Pi (cm~3 s~-l)\n");
fprintf(stderr."EI rate N2 C 3.Pi (cm~3 s~-l)\n");
fprintf(stderr,"Chemical removal rate (cm~3 s~-l)\n");
exit(O);
}

else{

fnamr = argv[2];
castype = argv[l];
i = strlen(castype);
for(j=O; j< i; j++){
1* make upper case *1
tup = castype[j];
castype[j] = islover(tup) ? toupper(tup)

tup;

}

/* determine the cascade type here */
for(ctype=O; ctype<ncas;ctype++){
if(!strcmp(castype.type[ctype]» break;
}
1* ctype=index of cascade type in array *1
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model = type[ctype]i 1* pointer to model type string
printf("%s running %s model\n",prog,model);
svitch(ctype){
case (CBAXt):
xvib= XVi
avib= AV;
bvib= BVi
cvib= CV;
break;
case (BAXt):
xvib= XV;
avib= AV;
bvib= BV;
cvib= 0;
break;
case (AXt):
xvib= XV;
avib= AV;
bvib= cvib= 0;
printf("Solar resonance effects OFF\tuse: 'ABX' to turn ON\n");
solflag=O;
break;
case (ABXt):
xvib= XV;
avib= AV;
bvib= BV;
cvib= 0;
break;
case (BXt):
xvib= XV;
avib= AV;
bvib= BV;
cvib= 0;
break;
case (CXt):
xvib= XV;
avib= AV;
bvib= BV;
cvib= CV;
break;
case (CAXt):
xvib= XV;
avib= AV;
bvib= BV;
cvib= CV;
eiprod[BELEC] =O.Of;
break;
default:
fprintf(stderr,\
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"y's cascade type Y.s not alloved\n",prog,castype);
exit(1) ;
break;
} /* end of svitch on i */
sz = xvib + avib +bvib +cvib;
}/* end of if argc== .. ) */
/* get the remaining svitches here */
solflag = -1;
if« xcnt = argc ,- 3) >OH
do{
printf("xcnt=Y.d argc = Y.d\n" ,xcnt ,argc);
tmpc=argv[argc-xcnt];
/* get rid of 1_, */
tmpc++;
svitch(*tmpcH
case('s'):
solflag = 0;
/* remove solar effects */
printf("No Solar resonance scattering from N2 A3.Sigma\n");
break;
case( 'a'):
xcnt--;
sscanf(argv[argc-xcnt],"Y.g",&:af);
printf("A ei factor = Y.g\n" ,af);
break;
case('b'):
xcnt--;
sscanf(argv[argc-xcnt],"Y.g",&:bf);
printf("B ei factor = Y.g\n",bf);
break;
case('c'):
xcnt--;
sscanf (argv [argc-xcnt] ,"Y.g",&:cf);
printf("C ei factor = Y.g\n",cf);
break;
default:
break;
}
/* end of svitch(*tmpc) */
xcnt--;
}vhile (xcnt>O) ;
/* end if(xcnt ... ) */
}

#if VERBOSE >= 0
printf("# CASCADE= Y.s, CVIB= Y.d, BVIB= Y.d , AVIB= Y.d, XVIB= Y.d\n",\
" ",CVIB,BVIB.AVIB.XVIB);
#endif
/* test for the presence of the needed input file here */
infp = fopen(fnamr,"r");
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if (infp == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr,\
"%s input file %s not found\n",prog, fnamr);
exit(O);
}

1* * -- ** -- ** -- **
#if VERBOSE >= 1
if (solflag)
#endif
1* * -- ** -- ** -- **

--

**

--

**

--

**

--

**

--

**

--

**

-- *1

**

--

**

-- *1

ffp=fopen(fluxfile, "v") ;

--

**

--

**

--

**

--

**

--

N2 = set_root(DIATOMIC_TYPE);
read_mol_const_ascii( N2,infnamr);
cN2 = N2->mcp;
1* Molecular Constants for N2 molecule

*1

1* set up the C-> B-> A-> X spontaneous emission Cascade*1
SE = set_troot(N2, N2, EMISSION);
SEC = SE;
1* set up the electron impact excitation transitions
EI = set_troot(N2, N2, EI_EXCITE);

*1

1* set up the Absorbance trans. betveen A and B states
ABS = set_troot(N2, N2, ABSORPTION);
1* read the input file, and continue to loop through vhile
X=vector(l,sz);
1* Numerical Recipes in C routines
A=vector(l,sz);
B=vector(l,sz);
C=vector(l,sz);
N=vector(l,sz);
R=vector(l,sz);
Av=vector (1, sz) ;
UNIT= vector(l,sz);
cold=vector(l,sz);
1* coumn density
colb=vector(l,sz);
1* coumn brightness
z=vector(O,N_DS);
zn2=vector(O,N_DS);
ds=vector(O,N_DS);
t=vector(O,N_DS);
tautot=vector(O,N_DS);
dectot=vector(O,N_DS);
for(i=l;i<=sz;i++) UNIT[i] = 1. Of ;

1* set up the N2 tree and read in the constants here *1
1* Numerical Recipes in C routines */
M = matrix(l,sz,l,sz);
1* Model matrix

*1

*1
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SRM = matrix(l.sz.l.sz);
ElM = matrix(l.sz.l.sz);
TAUM = matrix(1.sz.1.sz);
SEM = matrix(1.sz.1.sz);
SEXM = matrix(l.sz.l.sz);
SEAM = matrix(l.sz.l.sz);
SEBM = matrix(l.sz.l.sz);
SEeM = matrix(l.sz.l.sz);
ABSM = matrix(l.sz.l.sz);
for(i=l;i<sz;i++){

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

Solar resonance scat. Matrix
Electron impact matrix
Lifetime (tau) matrix
Cascade matrix
Cascade matrix
Cascade matrix
Cascade matrix
Cascade matrix
Cascade matrix
initialize these matrices

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

}

altidx = 0;
flag =-1;
vhile(!feof(infp) I I «altidx +1) < N_DS)){
for(i=l;i<=sz;i++){
1* initialize these matrices
R[i] =O.Of;
for(j=l;j<=sz;j++){
M[i] [j] =0. Of ;
SRM [i] [j] =0. Of;
ABSM[i] [j] =O.Of;
ElM [i] [j] =0. Of;
TAUM[i] [j] =O.Of;
SEM[i] [j] =O.Of;
SEXM[i][j] =O.Of;
SEAM [i] [j] =0. Of;
SEBM [i] [j] =0. Of;
SECM[i] [j] =O.Of;
}
}

1* ««< *1

svitch(altidx){
case (0):
break;
default
flag = -1;
do {
if(fgets(garb.250.infp)==NULL ) break;
'if(*garb=='\n'll*garb=='#') continue;
1* test the scan for validity *1
strcpy (ts,garb);
if(strtok(ts,OI\t OI)!=NULL){
nr=l;
vhile«tc=strtok(NULL. "\t OI))!= NULL) nr++;
}

if(nr !=8){
printf(OIgarbage:\n'l.s\nOl.garb);

*1
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flag = -1;
continue;
}

else flag =0;
sscanf(garb,IIYog Yog Yog Yog Yog Yog Yog YoglI,\
&z[altidx],&ds[altidx] ,&t[altidx],&zn2[altidx],\
&eiprod[AELEC],&eiprod[BELEC] , &eiprod[CELEC] ,\
&loss [AELEC]);
/* loss[AELEC] is the total lifetime of the A state */
/*
1
alt (km)
*/
/*
2
differential pathlength (cm)
*/
/*
3
Temperature (K)
*/
/*
4
N2 number density (cm~-3)
*/
/*
5
EI rate N2 A 3.Sigma
*/
/*
6
EI rate N2 B 3.Pi
*/
/*
7
EI rate N2 C 3.Pi
*/
/*
8
Chemical Lifetime (seconds)
*/
#if VERBOSE >=0
printf(lI#read Yo2d alt_index Yo3d\n# Yo72s\n ll ,nr,altidx,garb);
#endif
pop = zn2[altidx]; /*number density (pop.) */
tk = t[altidx];
/* temperature */
/* test 2-8-94 */
eiprod[AELEC] *= af;
eiprod[BELEC] *= bf;
eiprod[CELEC] *= cf;
switch(ctype){
case(BXt):
eiprod[AELEC] =O.Of;
eiprod[CELEC] =O.Of;
break;
case(CXt):
eiprod[AELEC] =O.Of;
eiprod[BELEC] =O.Of;
break;
case(CAXt):
eiprod[BELEC] =O.Of;
break;
case(ABXt):
eiprod[BELEC] =O.Of;
eiprod[CELEC] =O.Of;
break;
default:
break;
}
/* end switch (ctype): */
/* >>>>> */
} while (nr != 8 && !feof(infp));
}
/* end switch(altidx)
*/
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if(feof(infp))

break;

/* only electronic state *1

1* set the state pointers to the electronic manifolds */

clear_nvp(unvp);
unvp[O] =altidx;
/* kinetic node = altitude index*/
for(i=O; i<NELEC; i++){
/* only electronic state */
unvp[1] = i;
csp = verify_statep(N2, unvp);
svitch(i){
case (XELEC):
X1N2 = csp;
break;
case (AELEC):
A3N2 = csp;
break;
case (BELEC):
B3N2 = csp;
break;
case (CELEC) :
C3N2 = csp;
break;
default:
break;
}
1* end svitch(i) */
}
/* end for(i) loop *1
/* NVIB vibrational levels for every electronic state
clear_nvp(unvp);
/* reset unvp to -1's
unvp[O] = altidx;
/* extra level 'blank
for(i=O; i< NELEC; i++){
unvp[1] = i;
/* Electronic levels
for(j=O; j< NVIB; j++){
unvp[2] = j;
/* Vibrational levels
csp = verify_statep(N2,unvp);
approx_ie(csp);
/* get approx. energy, this state*/
#if VERBOSE >= 3
/*
printf("ie = %11.4g\n" ,csp->ie);
j < 1 ? print_state(csp,stdout): NOP;
#endif
}
/* end for(j) loop */
}
/* end for(i) loop */

1* nov populate the ground state neutral N2 molecule */
thermalize(X1N2,tk,pop);

/* thermalize X 1.Sigma state */
1* at temp tk, population = pop *1

1* »=» Electron Impact Excitation Transition tree *1
clear_nvp(unvp);

1* reset node vectors (-1)*1
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clear_nvp(lnvp);
lnvp[O] = unvp[O] = altidx;
lnvp[l] = XELEC;
for(i=l; i<NELEC; i++){
unvp[l] = i;
for(j=O; j<NVIB; j++){
unvp[2] = j;

/* ««< */

/* lover states */
/* electronic states

*/

/* upper Vibrational level*/

/* lover Vibrational Level*/
for(k=O; k<NVIB; k++){
lnvp[2]=k;
ctp = verify_transp(EI, unvp, lnvp);
ctp->de = ctp->usp->ie - ctp->lsp->ie;

vprod = franck_condon(cN2,i,O,j,k); /* frac among vp=j*/
ctp->prob= eiprod[i] * vprod ;
/* total to vp */

/* »»> */

#if VERBOSE >= 3
j<l && k< 1 ? print_transition(ctp,stdout): NOP;
#endif
}
}
}

/* end for (k)
/* end for (j) */
/* end for (i) */

*/

/* »=» Spontaneous Emission Transition tree */
clear_nvp(unvp);
/* reset node vectors to -l's
clear_nvp(lnvp);
lnvp[O] = unvp[O] = altidx;
/* lover states
for(i=l; i<NELEC; i++){
/* electronic states
unvp[1] = i;
lnvp[l] = i-1;
/* single cascade sequence
unvp[2] = lnvp[2] = -1;
ctp = verify_transp(SE,unvp,lnvp);
if (altidx == O){
svitch(i){
case(AELEC):
VK =ctp;
break;
case(BELEC):
FP= ctp;
break;
case(CELEC):
SP=ctp;
break;
}
/* end svitch */
}

for(j=O; j<NVIB; j++){ /* upper Vibrational level*/
unvp[2] = j;
/* lover Vibrational Level*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
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for(k=O; k<NVIB; k++){
1nvp[2]=k;
ctp = verify_transp(SE, unvp, 1nvp);
1* Spin degeneracies *1
Su= ctp->usp->e1cp->s * 2.0f + 1.0f;
Sl= ctp->lsp->e1cp->s * 2.0f + 1.0f;
1* Orbital Am degeneracies *1
Lu = (f1oat)ctp->usp->elcp->1;
Lu = Lu >0 ? 2 : 1;
Ll = (float)ctp->lsp->elcp->l;
Ll = Ll >0 ? 2 : 1;
degen = Su * Lu I (Sl * L1);
ctp->prob=einstein_A_coeff(cN2,i,i-l,j,k);
ctp->de = ctp->usp->ie - ctp->lsp->ie;
#if VERBOSE >= 3
j< 1 && k< 1 ? print_transition(ctp,stdout): NOP;
#endif
}
}
}

1* end for (k) *1
1* end for (j) *1
1* end for (i) *1

1* * == ** == ** -- ** == ** == ** == ** == ** -- ** -- ** -- *1

if(solflagH
#if VERBOSE >=1
fprintf(ffp,"%3s %3s %10s %10s %10s %10s %10s\n",\
"v\''', "v\ 1111, "Avv" , "Bvv" , "pi-F", "pi-F Bvv", "de");
#endif
1* »=» Absorption Transition tree *1
c1ear_nvp(unvp);
1* reset node vectors to -l's *1
c1ear_nvp(lnvp);
clear_nvp(runvp);
1* root node vectors -l's *1
clear_nvp(r1nvp);
runvp[O] = rlnvp[O] = 0;
1nvp[0] = unvp[O] = altidx;
1* lover states *1
runvp[l] = unvp[l] = BELEC;
rlnvp[l] = Invp[l] = AELEC; 1* single cascade sequence *1
unvp[2] = Invp[2] = -1;
1* MASK vibrational node *1
ctp = verify_transp(ABS,unvp,lnvp);
if (altidx == 0)
AB_ABS = ctp;
for(j=O; j<NVIB; j++H
1* upper Vibrational level*/"
runvp[2] =unvp[2] = j;
for(k=O; k<NVIB; k++){ 1* lover Vibrational Level*1
rlnvp[2] = lnvp[2]=k;
ctp = verify_transp(ABS, unvp, Invp);
ctp->de = ctp->usp->ie - ctp->lsp->ie;
1* Spin degeneracies *1
Su= ctp->usp->elcp->s * 2.0f + 1.0f;
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Sl= ctp->lsp->elcp->s * 2.0f + 1.0f;

1* Orbital Am degeneracies *1

1* <<<<< *1

1*

Lu = ctp->usp->elcp->l;
Lu = Lu >0 ? 2 : 1;
Ll = ctp->lsp->elcp->l;
Ll = Ll >0 ? 2 : 1;
degen = Su * Lu 1 (Sl * Ll);

svi tch(al tidxH
case(O):
if (ctp->de <=O.Of)
ctp->prob=O.Of;
else {
B in terms of photon specific intensity *1
Avv= einstein_A_coeff(cN2,BELEC,AELEC,j,k);
ctp->prob= Avv;
ctp->prob 1= ctp->de *ctp->de;
ctp->prob 1= (8 * PI);
ctp->prob *= degen;
Bvv = ctp->prob;
1* Solar flux from NSO atlas or Astrophysical Quantities *1
vlintval = 5.0f;
1* interval in nm *1
vl = 1.0f/ctp->de *1.0e7f; 1* cm--l > nm *1
flux =(float) solflx(fabs(vl),vlintval);
ctp->prob *=(ctp->de >=0 )? flux: O.Of;
1*
ctp->prob *=flux; *1
}
1* end else ... if«ctp->de <=O.Of)*1

#if VERBOSE >= 1
fprintf(ffp,\
"%3d %3d %10.3e %10.3e %10.3e %10.3e %10.3e\n",\
j,k,Avv,Bvv,flux,ctp->prob,ctp->de);
#endif
break;

1* don't bother to recalcutate
rtp = verify_transp(ABS, runvp, rlnvp);
ctp->de = rtp->de;
ctp->prob = rtp->prob;
#if VERBOSE >= 3
printf(II%3d %3d\tBvv= %11.4e\tde=%11.4e\n",\
j,k,ctp->prob,ctp->de);
#endif
break;
}
1* end svitch(altidx) *1
default:

1* »»> *1

#if VERBOSE >= 5
printf(II%3d %3d\tBvv= %11.4e\tde=%11.4e\n", \
j,k,ctp->prob,ctp->de);

*1
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#endif
}

}

/* end for (k)
*/

*/

/* end for (j)

}
/* end of if(solflag) */
/* * == ** == ** == ** == ** == ** == ** == ** == ** == ** == */
if (altidx==OH
altidx++;
continue;
}

else if (flagH
altidx--;
continue;
}

else {
}

/*
start to set up the simultaneous solution matrix */
/* detailed balance for d[C 3.Pi(v')]/dt
*/
clear_nvp(unvp);
clear_nvp(lnvp);
unvp[O] = lnvp[O] =altidx;
unvp[l] = CELEC;
for (i=O;i< CVIB; i++){
lnvp[l] = XELEC;
unvp[2] = i;
for(j=O; j< XVIB;j++H
/* from X.l N2 molecule */
lnvp[2] =j;
ctp = verify_transp(EI,unvp,lnvp);
M[DTSP(i)] [mX(j)] += ctp->prob;
/* SOURCE*/
EIM[DTSP(i)][mX(j)] += ctp->prob;
/* SOURCE*/
EIM[DTXX(j)][mX(j)] -= ctp->prob;
/* SINK */
}
/* end for (j ... XVIB) */
lnvp[l] = BELEC;
/* lover state is nov B 3.Pi*/
EIM[DTSP(i)] [mC(i)] = O.Of;
/* set to zero */
for(j=O; j< NVIB; j++){
I*Second Pos. Ernis bands *1
Invp[2] =j;
ctp = verify_transp(SE,unvp,lnvp);"
M[DTSP(i)][mC(i)] -= ctp->prob;
1* SINK */
SEM[DTSP(i)][mC(i)] -= ctp->prob;
/* SINK */
SECM[DTSP(i)][mC(i)] -= ctp->prob;
1* SINK */
Av[mC(i)] += ctp->prob;
/* SINK */
}
/* end for (j
BVIB) */
R[DTSP(i)] = O.Of;
1* d/dt at equil. = 0 *1
}
/* end for (i ... CVIB) */
#if VERBOSE >= 3
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printf("\fdetailed balance for C 3.Pi\n");
prnt_mtrx(M,sz)j
#endif
/* detailed balance for dEB 3.Pi]/dt
clear_nvp(unvp)j
clear_nvp(lnvp)j
unvp[O] = lnvp[O] =altidxj
for (i=Oji< BVIB; i++){
unvp[1] = BELECj
lnvp[1] = XELEC;
/* from N2 X 1.Sigma molecule */
unvp[2] = i;
for(j=O; j< XVIBjj++){
lnvp[2] =j;
ctp = verify_transp(EI,unvp,lnvp); /* EI excit */
M[DTFP(i)][mX(j)] += ctp->prob;
/* SOURCE*/
ElM [DTFP(i)] [mX(j)] += ctp->probj
/* SOURCE*/
EIM[DTXX(j)][mX(j)] -= ctp->probj
/* SINK */
}
/* end for (j ... XVIB) */
/* from neutral N2 C 3.Pi molecule */
unvp[l] = CELECj lnvp[1] = BELECj
lnvp[2] = i j
for(j=Oj j< CVIBjj++){ /* 2PG bands, upper state */
unvp[2] =jj
ctp = verify_transp(SE,unvp,lnvp)j
M[DTFP(i)][mC(j)] += ctp->prob;
/* SOURCE*/
SEM[DTFP(i)] [mC(j)] += ctp->probj
/* SOURCE*/
SEBM[DTFP(i)] [mC(j)] += ctp->probj
/* SOURCE*/
/* end for (j ... BVIB) */
}
unvp[l] = BELECj
lnvp[l] = AELECj
/* lover state is A 3.Sigma*/
unvp[2] = i j
for(j=Oj j< NVIBj j++){
/* First Pos. Emis bands */
lnvp[2] =jj
/*SINK>A 3.Sigma */
ctp = verify_transp(SE,unvp,lnvp)j
M[DTFP(i)][mB(i)] -= ctp->probj
SEM[DTFP(i)] [mB(i)] -= ctp->probj
SEBM[DTFP(i)][mB(i)] -= ctp->probj
Av[mB(i)] += ctp->probj /* SINK> A 3.Sigma */
}
/* end for (j ... AVIB) */
R[DTFP(i)] = O.Ofj
/* d/dt at equil. = 0 */
}
/* end for (i ... BVIB) */
#if VERBOSE >= 3
printf("\ndetailed balance for C 3.Pi and B 3.Pi\n")j
prnt_mtrx(M,sz)j
#endif
/* detailed balance for d[A 3.Sigma]/dt */
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clear_nvp(unvp);
clear_nvp(lnvp);
unvp[O] = lnvp[O] =altidx;
for (i=O;i< AVIB; i++){
unvp[i] = AELEC;
lnvp[i] = XELEC;
/* from N2 X 1.Sigma molecule */
unvp[2] = i;
for(j=O; j< XVIB;j++){
lnvp[2] =j;
ctp = verify_transp(EI,unvp,lnvp); /* EI excit */
M[DTVK(i)][mX(j)] += ctp->prob;
/* SOURCE*/
EIM[DTVK(i)][mX(j)] += ctp->prob;
/* SOURCE*/
EIM[DTXX(j)][mX(j)] -= ctp->prob;
/* SINK */
/* end for (j ... XVIB) */
}
unvp[i] = BELEC;
lnvp[i] = AELEC;
/* from N2 B 3.Pi molecule */
lnvp[2] = i;
for(j=O; j< BVIB;j++){ /* iPG bands, upper state */
unvp[2] =j;
ctp = verify_transp(SE,unvp,lnvp);
M[DTVK(i)] [mB(j)] += ctp->prob;
/* SOURCE*/
SEM[DTVK(i)] [mB(j)] += ctp->prob;
/* SOURCE*/
SEAM[DTVK(i)][mB(j)] += ctp->prob;
/* SINKS */
/* end for (j ... AVIB) */
}
unvp[i] = AELEC;
lnvp[i] = XELEC;
/* lover state is X i.Sigma*/
unvp[2] = i;
for(j=O; j< NVIB; j++){ /* Vegard-Kaplan Emis. bands*/
lnvp[2] =j;
ctp = verify_transp(SE,unvp,lnvp);
#if VERBOSE >= 3
print_transition(ctp,stdout);
#endif
M[DTVK(i)][mA(i)] -= ctp->prob;
SEM[DTVK(i)] [mA(i)] -= ctp->prob;
SEAM[DTVK(i)][mA(i)] -= ctp->prob;
Av[mA(i)] += ctp->prob;
}

R[DTVK(i)] = O.Of;
}

/* end for (j ... XVIB) */
/* d/dt at equil. = 0 */
/* end for (i ... AVIB) */

#if VERBOSE >= 3
printf("\ndetailed balance: C 3.Pi, B 3.Pi &: A 3.Sigma\n");
prnt_mtrx(M,sz);
#endif
clear_nvp(unvp);
clear_nvp(lnvp);
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unvp[O] = Invp[O] =altidx;
for (i=O;i< XVIB; i++){
1* from N2 A 3.Sigma molecule
lnvp[l] = XELEC;
1* from A 3.Sigma {VK bands}
unvp[l] = AELEC;
lnvp[2] = i;
csp = verify_statep(N2.1nvp);
M[DTXX(i)][mX(i)] += 1.0f;
for(j=O; j<AVIB; j++){
unvp[2] = j;
ctp= verify_transp(SE.unvp.lnvp);
M[DTXX(i)][mA(j)] += ctp->prob;
SEM[DTXX(i)] [mA(j)] += ctp->prob;
SEXM[DTXX(i)][mA(j)] += ctp->prob;

*1

*1

}

R[DTXX(i)] = csp->pop;

}

1* d/dt at equil. = 0 *1
1* end for (i ... XVIB) *1

#if VERBOSE >= 3
printf("\ndetailed balance for C 3.Pi and \
B 3. Pi and A 3. Sigma and X 1. Sigma\n");
prnt_mtrx(M.sz);
#endif
1* Add in the Loss mechanism from the A 3.Sigma.+.u state
for (i=O;i< AVIB; i++){

*1

/* from N2 A 3.Sigma molecule */

1* to N2 X 1.Sigma molecule *1

M[DTVK(i)] [mA(i)] -= 10ss[AELEC];
TAUM[DTVK(i)][mA(i)] -= loss[AELEC];
}
1* end for (i ... XVIB) *1
for (i=O;i< XVIB; i++){
1* from N2 A 3.Sigma molecule */
/* to N2 X 1.Sigma molecule */
for (j=O;j< AVIB; j++){
M[DTXX(i)] [mA(j)] += loss [AELEC]/XVIB; ;
TAUM[DTXX(i)][mA(j)] += loss[AELEC] / XVIB;
}
}

/* end for (i .. , XVIB) */

/* Solar effects */

/* Solar effects */

1* * == ** == ** -- ** == ** == ** == ** == ** == ** == ** == *1
if (solflagH

/* To B from A (first positive in absorption) */
clear_nvp(unvp);
clear_nvp(lnvp);
unvp[O] = lnvp[O] =altidx;
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for (i=Oji< AVIB; i++){
1* from N2 A 3.Sigma molecule *1
Invp[l] = AELEC;
1* from A 3.Sigma {VK bands} *1
unvp[l] = BELECj
Invp[2] = i;
for(j=O; j<NVIB; j++){ 1* to all upper states *1
unvp[2] = j;
ctp= verify_transp(ABS,unvp,lnvp);
M[DTVK(i)] [mA(i)] -= ctp->prob;
SRM[DTVK(i)] [mA(i)] -= ctp->prob;
ABSM[DTVK(i)][mA(i)] -= ctp->prob;
}
1* end for (j) loop *1
}
1* end for (i ... XVIB) *1
for (i=O;i< BVIB; i++){
1* from N2 A 3.Sigma molecule
Invp[l] = AELEC;
1* from A 3.Sigma {VK bands}
unvp[l] = BELEC;
unvp[2] = i;
for(j=O; j<NVIB; j++){ 1* from all upper states *1
Invp[2] = j;
ctp= verify_transp(ABS,unvp,lnvp);
M[DTFP(i)][mA(j)] += ctp->prob;
SRM[DTFP(i)][mA(j)] += ctp->prob;
ABSM[DTFP(i)][mA(j)] += ctp->prob;
}
1* end for (j) loop *1
}
1* end for (i ... XVIB) *1
}
1* end if(solflag)
1* -- ** == ** == ** == ** == ** == ** == ** == ** == ** -- *1

clear_nvp(unvp);
unvp[O] = altidx;
unvp[l] = XELEC;
unvp[2] = 0;
csp = verify_statep(N2,unvp);
#if VERBOSE >= 1
printf("\n Completed Model matrix, \
G {G N = R}, for cascade process\n");
prnt_mtrx(M,sz);
printf("\n Completed Result vector, R, \
for cascade process\n");
prnt_vctr(R,sz);
#endif

1* calculate the inverse models here *1
printf("#matrix size = 'l.d\n",sz);
Minv= inv_mtrx(M,sz);
#if VERBOSE >= 4
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1*

#endif

printf("M A-l - Inverse of M .\n");
prnt_mtrx(Minv,sz);
*1

N = mult_mv(Minv, sz, sz, R, sz);
SRR = mult_mv(SRM, sz, sz, N, SZ);
SRRU = mult_mv(SRM, sz, sz, UNIT, sz);
ABSR = mult_mv(ABSM, sz, sz, N, sz);
SER = mult_mv(SEM, sz, sz, N, sz);
EIR = mult_mv(EIM, sz, sz, N, sz);
TAUR = mult_mv(TAUM, SZ, SZ, N, SZ);
SEXR = mult_mv(SEXM, SZ, SZ, N, SZ);
SEAR = mult_mv(SEAM, SZ, SZ, N, SZ);
SEBR = mult_mv(SEBM, SZ, SZ, N, SZ);
SECR = mult_mv(SECM, SZ, SZ, N, SZ);

1* produce the result *1

I*Solar Resonance Scat.
I*Solar Resonance Scat.
I*Solar Resonance Scat.
I*Spontaneous Emission
I*Electron Impact
I*Life time effects
I*Spontaneous Emission
I*Spontaneous Emission
I*Spontaneous Emission
I*Spontaneous Emission

#if VERBOSE >=2
printf(lI# Solar resonance scattering effects (cm A-3 sA-l)\n");
prnt_Adistrib(SRR);
printf(lI# Solar resonance scattering (s~-l)\n");
prnt_Adistrib(SRRU);
printf(lI# Solar Absorbance effects\n");
prnt_Adistrib(ABSR);
printf(lI# TOTAL Spontaneous emission effects\n");
prnt_Adistrib(SER);
printf(lI# Electron Impact effects\n");
prnt_Adistrib(EIR);
printf(lI# Lifetime effects\n");
prnt_Adistrib(TAUR);
#endif

if(altidx !=OH
printf("\n# LOS index= %3d Alt= %8.1f \
kIn dS= %11. 5g cm temp= %5.1f K\n", \
altidx,z[altidx], ds[altidx],t[altidx]);
prnt_hvctr(N,sz);
1* print the result*1
prnt_Adistrib(N);
prnt_Rdistrib(N);
}

1* sum the intensities column densities *1
Invp[O] = altidx;
1*
This contribution
unvp[O] =0;
1* sum of all
for (i=XELEC;i<NELEC;i++){

*1
*1

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
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unvp[1] = lnvp[1]=i:
for (j=O; j<=NVIB; j++){
unvp[2] = lnvp[2]=j;
lsp= verify_statep(N2.lnvp);
usp= verify_statep(N2.unvp);
/* which electronic state */
switch (iH
case (XELEC):
if ( j < XVIBH
lsp->pop= N[mX(j)];
dn = N[mX(j)];
}

dn =O.Of;
else
break;
case (AELEC):
if( j < AVIBH
csp->pop= N[mA(j)];
dn = N[mA(j)];
}

dn =O.Of;
else
break;
case (BELEC):
if( j < BVIB){
csp->pop= N[mB(j)];
dn = N[mB(j)] ;
}

dn =O.Of;
else
break;
case (CELEC):
if ( j < CVIBH
csp->pop= N[mC(j)];
dn =N[mC(j)];
}

else
break;

dn =O.Of;

default:
dn=O.Of;
}
/* end switch
dn *= ds[altidx];
usp->pop += dn;
}
}

*/

/* end for(j ... )*/
/* end for (i ... )*/

/* sum the intensities column brightness intensities */
unvp[O] = lnvp[O] = 0;
for (i=XELEC;i< CELEC;i++){
/* lower state of transition*/
lnvp[1]=i;
unvp[1]=i+1;
/* upper state of transition*/
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for(j=O;j<NVIB;j++){
lnvp[2]=j;
for (k=O;k<NVIB;k++){
unvp[2] =k;
1* which lower elec state*1
switch (lnvp[i]){
case (XELEC):
ctp= verify_transp(VK,unvp,lnvp);
if (k<AVIB)
dn = N[mA(k)];
else
dn =O.Of;
break;
case (AELEC):
ctp= verify_transp(FP,unvp,lnvp);
if (k<BVIB)
dn = N[mB(k)];
else
dn =O.Of;
break;
case (BELEC):
ctp= verify_transp(SP,unvp,lnvp);
if(k<CVIB) dn = N[mC(k)];
else
dn =O.Of;
break;
}
1* end switch *1
dn *= ctp->prob;
dn *= ds[altidx] * i.0e-6f; 1* Rayleighs *1
ctp->quanta += dn;
#if VERBOSE >= 3
if(j<i &&: k<i)
print_transition(ctp,stdout);
#endif
}
1* end for(k ... )*1
}
1* end for(j ... )*1
}
1* end for (i ... )*1
I*vector form of Column density *1
#ifdef COLD
cold[i] += N[i] * ds[altidx];
for(i=i;i<=sz;i++)
#endif
if(firstflag){
1* set up the output files *1
firstflag=O;
1* first pass only *1
fnfp= fopen(FN,lIwll);
femfp= fopen(Fabsem, IIV");
fprintf (fnfp,\
11# Absolute number densities (cm~-3), %s model %s\nll\
,prog,castype);
fprintf (fnfp,lI# X:%d-%d\tA:%d-%d\tB:%d-%d\tC:%d-%d\n ll ,\
mX(O) ,mX(XV) ,mA(O) ,mA(AV) ,mB(O) ,mB(BV) ,mC(O),mC(CV»;
fprintf (femfp,lI# Emission rates (R), %s model %s\nll\
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,prog,castype);
fprintf (fem:fp,"# X:%d-%d\tA:%d-%d\tB:%d-%d\tC:%d-%d\n",\
mX(O),mX(XV) ,mA(O) ,mA(AV),mB(O) ,mB(BV) ,mC(O) ,mC(CV));
fclose(fnfp) ;
fclose(fem:fp);

1* State files *1
for(i=O;i<=CELEC;i++){
svitch(i){
case 0:
ec='X';
break;
default:
ec='A' + i-1;
break;
}

andfp= fopen(FabsND[i] ,"v");
rndfp= fopen(FreIND[i],"v");
acdfp= fopen(FabsCD[i] ,"v");
rcdfp= fopen(FrelCD[i],"v");
aemfp= fopen(FabsEM[i] ,"v");
remfp= fopen(FreIEM[i] ,"v");
eifp= fopen(Fei[i],"v");
srfp= fopen(Fsr[i] ,"v");
sefp= fopen(Fse[i] ,"v");
srabsfp= fopen(Fsrabs[i] ,"v");
fprintf(andfp, \
"# Absolute number densities (cm~-3), %s model %s state %1c\n"\
,prog,castype,ec);
fprintf(rndfp,\
"# Relative number densities, %s model %s state %1c\n"\
,prog,castype,ec);
fprintf (acdfp,\
"# Absolute column Densities (cm~-2), %s model %s state %1c\n"\
,prog,castype,ec);
fprintf(rcdfp,\
"# Relative column Densities (cm~-2), %s model %s state %1c\n"\
,prog,castype,ec);
fprintf (aemfp,\
"# Absolute column Emis. (R/(cm~2 s~1)), %s model %s state %1c\n"\
,prog,castype,ec);
fprintf (remfp,\
"# Relative column Emission rates, %s model %s state %1c\n"\
,prog,castype,ec);
fprintf (eifp,\
"# Electron impact effects (s~-1), %s model %s state %1c \n"\
,prog,castype,ec);
fprintf (srfp,\
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(s~-l), %s model %s state %lc \n"\
,prog,castype,ec);
fprintf (sefp,\
"# Solar resonance emission effects, %s model %s state %lc \n"\
,prog,castype,ec);
fprintf (srabsfp,\
"# Solar resonance emission effects, %s model %s state %lc \n"\
,prog,castype,ec);

"# Solar Resonance effects

fprintf (andfp, "%7s %l1s %118 %118 %118\n" , \
laltl,lchem_decay",I(v=O)I,I(v=1)I,I(v=2)1);
fprintf(rndfp, "%78 %118 %118 %l1s %l1s\n", \
laltl,lchem_decayl,l(v=O)I,I(v=1)I,I(v=2)");
fprintf(acdfp,"%7s %l1s %l1s %l1s %l1s\n", \
laltl,lchem_decay",I(v=O)I,I(v=1)I,I(v=2)1);
fprintf (rcdfp, "%7s %l1s %l1s %l1s %l1s\n" , \
laltl,lchem_decayl,l(v=O)I,I(v=1)I,I(v=2)");
fprintf (aemfp, "%7s %l1s %l1s %l1s %l1s\n" , \
laltl,lchem_decay",I(v=O)I,I(v=1)I,I(v=2)1);
fprintf (remfp, "%7s %l1s %l1s %l1s %l1s\n" , \
laltl,lchem_decay",I(v=O)I,I(v=1)I,I(v=2)1);
fprintf (eifp, "%7s %l1s %l1s %l1s %l1s\n" , \
laltl,lchem_decay",I(v=O)I,I(v=1)I,I(v=2)1);
fprintf(srfp,"%7s %l1s %l1s %l1s %l1s\n", \
laltl,lchem_decayl,l(v=O)I,I(v=1)I,"(v=2)1);
fprintf(sefp,"%7s %l1s %l1s %l1s %l1s\n", \
laltl,lchem_decay",I(v=O)I,I(v=1)I,I(v=2)1);
fprintf(srabsfp,"%7s %l1s %l1s %l1s %l1s\n", \
laltl,lchem_decay",I(v=O)I,I(v=1)I,I(v=2)1);
fclose(andfp);
fclose(rndfp);
fclose(acdfp);
fclose(rcdfp);
fclose(aemfp) ;
fclose(remfp) ;
fclose(eifp) ;
fclose(srfp);
fclose(sefp);
fclose(srabsfp);
}

}

/* end for (i ... )*/

/* end if(firstflag) output files setup */

dectot[altidx]=O.Of;
/* PRINT out the results into the various files */
for (i=XELEC;i<=CELEC;i++){
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sumcem=O.Of;
sumtot=O.Of;
sumei=O.Of;
sumsrabs=O.Of;
sumse=O.Of;
sumsrabs=O.Of;
sumtau=O.Of;
switch(i){
case 0:
ec='X';
break;
default:
ec='A' + i-1;
break;
}

/*

for(j=O;j< nNVIB[i] ;j++){
switch (i){
case (XELEC):
k=mX(j);
break; ,
case (AELEC):
k=mA(j) ;
break;
case (BELEC):
k=mB(j);
break;
case (CELEC):
k=mC(j) ;
break;
}
/* end switch */
cold[k] += N[k] *ds[altidx];
colb[k] += N[k]* Av[k] *ds[altidx] / 1.0e6f
sumcem += N[k] * Av[k] *ds[altidx];
sumcd += N[k] * ds[altidx];
sumcd += N[k] * ds[altidx];
sumtot += N[k];
sumei += EIR[k];
sumsrabs += ABSR[k];
sumse += SER[k];
sumtau += TAUR[k];
dectot[altidx] += TAUR[k]; */
}

tautot[altidx] = 1.0f / dectot[altidx];
dectot[altidx] = loss[AELEC];
printf(" sumtot('l.1c) = 'l.11.4e\n",ec,sumtot);
andfp= fopen(FabsND[i],l a+");
rndfp= fopen(FrelND[i],l a+");
acdfp= fopen(FabsCD [i] ,"a+");
rcdfp= fopen(FrelCD[i],l a+");
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aemfp= fopen(FabsEM[i], "a+");
remfp= fopen(FrelEM[i] ,"a+");
eifp= fopen(Fei[i] ,"a+");
srfp= fopen(Fsr[i] ,"a+");
sefp= fopen(Fse[i] ,"a+");
srabsfp= fopen(Fsrabs[i] ,"a+");
fprintf(andfp, "%5 .1f
%11.4e" ,z [altidx] ,dectot [altidx]) ;
fprintf (rndfp, "%5 .1f
%11.4e" ,z [altidx] ,dectot [altidx]) ;
fprintf(aedfp, "%5 .1f
%11.4e" ,z [altidx] ,deetot [altidx]);
fprintf (redfp, "%5 .1f
%11. 4e" ,z Caltidx] ,deetot Cal tidx] ) ;
fprintf(aemfp, "%5 .1f
%11.4e" ,z [altidx] ,deetot [altidx]);
fprintf(remfp, "%5 .1f
%11.4e" ,z [altidx] ,deetot [altidx]) ;
fprintf (eifp, "%5 .1f %11.4e" ,z [altidx] ,deetot [altidx]);
fprintf(srfp, "%5 .1f %11.4e" ,z [altidx] ,deetot [altidx]);
fprintf(sefp, "%5.1f %l1.4e" ,z[altidx] ,deetot [altidx]);
fprintf(srabsfp, "%5.1f %l1.4e" ,z[altidx] ,deetot [altidx]);
for(j=O;j< nNVIB[i] ;jT+){
sviteh (i){
case (XELEC):
k=mX(j);
break;
case (AELEC):
k=mA(j) ;
break;
case (BELEC):
k=mB(j);
break;
case (CELEC):
k=mC(j);
break;
}
/* end sviteh */
fprintf (andfp," %l1.4e" ,N[k]);
fprintf (rndfp," %l1.4e",N[k]/swntot);
fprintf (aedfp," %l1.4e",N[k] *ds[altidx]);
fprintf (redfp," %11.4e",N[k]*ds[altidx]/swned);
fprintf (aemfp,\
" %11. 4e" ,N [k] *ds Cal tidx] *Av [k] /1. Oe6f) ;
fprintf (remfp," %11.4e",\
N[k] * ds[altidx] *Av[k]/(swneem));
fprintf (eifp," %11.4e",EIR[k]);
fprintf (srfp," %11.4e",SRR[k]);
fprintf (sefp," %11.4e" ,SER[k]);
fprintf (srabsfp," %l1.4e",ABSR[k] * ds[altidx]);
}

fprintf(andfp, "%l1.4e\n", swntot);
fprintf(rndfp,"\n");
fprintf (aedfp, "'loll. 4e \n" ,swned) ;
fprintf(redfp,"\n");
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}

fprintf(aemfp,I%11.4e\n",sumceml 1.0e6f);
fprintf(rndfp,"\n");
fprint£(eifp, 1%11.4e\n" ,sumei);
fprintf(srfp, 1%11.4e\n" ,sumsrabs);
fprintf(sefp, 1%11.4e\n", sumse);
fprintf(srabsfp, 1%11.4e\n" ,sumsrabs);
fclose(andfp);
fclose(rndfp);
fclose(acdfp);
fclose(rcdfp);
fclose(aemfp);
fc1ose(remfp);
fclose(eifp);
fclose(srfp);
fclose(sefp);
fclose(srabsfp);
1* end for (i ... )*1

femfp= fopen(Fabsem,la+");
fnfp= fopen(FN,la+");
for(i=l;i<=sz;i++){
if(i>=mA(O)&&i<mA(AV»
suma+= N[i]*Av[i]*ds[altidx]/l.0e6f;
if(i>=mB(O)&&i<mB(AV»
sumb+= N[i]*Av[i]*ds[altidx]/l.0e6f;
if(i>=mC(O)&&i<sz)
sumc+= N[i]*Av[i]*ds[altidx]/l.0e6f;
fprintf(fnfp,"%9.3e II ,N[i]);
fprintf(femfp, "%9 .3e II ,N[i] *Av[i] *ds [altidx]) 11. Oe6f;
}

fprintf(fnfp,"\n");
fprintf(femfp,"\n");
fprintf(femfp,"# %g \t%g\t%g\n",suma,sumb,sumc);
fc1ose(femfp) ;
fclose(fnfp);

1* made states for Oth altitude (totals)*1
1*»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»>

altidx++;

if(l){
printf("Sum of AV\'V\" over v\"\n");
printf("v\t%10s\t%10s\t%10s\nl,IAI,IBI,IC");
for(i=O;i<AV;i++){
print£( "%2d\ til, i) ;
if(i<AV) printf(I%10.3e\t", SEAM [mA(i)] [mA(i)]);
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if(i<BV) printf(I'lo10.3e\t", SEBM[mB(i)] [mB(i)]);
if(i<CV) printf(I'lo10.3e", SECM[mC(i)] [mCCi)]);
printf("\n");
}
}

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»> *1
1* »»> *1

I*Clear these result matrices*1
reset_vect(N,l,SZ);
reset_vect(SRR ,l,sz);
reset_vect(ABSR ,l,sz);
reset_vect(SER,l,sz);
reset_vect(EIR,l,sz);
reset_vect(TAUR,l,sz);
reset_vect(SEXR,l,sz);
reset_vect(SEAR,l,sz);
reset_vect(SEBR ,l,sz);
reset_vect(SECR ,l,sz);
reset_mtrx(Minv,l,sz,l,sz)j

}

1* end of while(fgets( .... ) && altidx < ... ) loop *1

femfp= fopen(Fabsem,la+")j
fnfp= fopen(FN,la+")j
fprintf(fnfp,"\n")j
fprintf(femfp,"\n")j
fprintf (femfp, "# 'log \t'log\t'log\n", suma, sumb, sumc);
fclose(femfp);
fclose(fnfp);
#ifdef COLB
lnvp [0] = unvp [0] = 0 j
1* sum of all
*1
for (i=XELECji<=BELECji++){
unvp [1] =i+1 j
lnvp[l] =ij
for (j=Oj j<=NVIBj j++){
unvp[2] =jj
for(k=Ojk<NVIB;k++){
lnvp[2] =k;
switch (unvp[l]){/* which elec. state *1
case (XELEC):
if( j < XVIB)
colb[mX(j)] = O.Of;
break;
case (AELEC):
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ctp= verify_transp(VK.unvp.lnvp);
if( j < AVIB)
colb[mA(j)] += ctp->quanta;
break;
case (BELEC):
ctp= verify_transp(FP.unvp.lnvp);
if( j < BVIB)
colb[mB(j)] += ctp->quanta;
break;
case (CELEC):
ctp= verify_transp(SP.unvp.lnvp);
if( j < CVIB)
colb[mC(j)] += ctp->quanta;
break;
default:
break;
}
1* end svitch *1
#if VERBOSE >= 3
if(j<1 &:&: k<1)
print_transition(ctp.stdout);
#endif
}
1* end for(k ... )*1
}
1* end for(j . .. )*1
}
1* end for (i ... )*1
#endif
printf("\n# Integrated Column Density cm -3 \n");
prnt_hvctr(cold.NVIB);
prnt_Adistrib(cold);
prnt_Rdistrib(cold);
A

prnt_hvctr(colb.NVIB);
prnt_Adistrib(colb);
prnt_Rdistrib(colb);

fc1ose(infp) ;
#if VERBOSE >=1
if(solflag)
#endif

fclose(ffp);

free_state_tree(N2);
free_trans_tree(EI);
free_trans_tree(SE);
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reset_vect(X,l,sz);
reset_vect(A,l,sz);
reset_vect(B,l,sz);
reset_vect(C,l,sz);
reset_vect(N,l,sz);
reset_vect(R,l,sz);
reset_vect(cold,l,sz);
reset_vect(colb,l,sz);
reset_vect(z,O,N_DS):
reset_vect(zn2,0,N_DS):
reset_vect(ds,O,N_DS);
reset_vect(t,O,N_DS);
1*
Mtrn!=NULL?free_matrix(Mtrn,l,sz,l,sz): NOP;
M!=NULL?free_matrix(M,l,sz,l,sz): NOP;
G!=NULL?free_matrix(G,l,sz,l,sz): NOP;
I*Minv!=NULL?free_matrix(Minv,l,sz,l,sz): NOP; *1
Gundr!=NULL?free_matrix(Gundr,l,sz,l,sz): NOP;
Govr!=NULL?free_matrix(Govr,l,sz,l,sz): NOP;

*1

}

1*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*1
1* SUBROUTINES *1
1*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*1

void

prnt_Adistrib( float * v)

{

extern int xvib,avib,bvib,cvib,sz:
int
i=O;
float
sumXvib=O.Of, sumAvib=O.Of, sumBvib=O.Of, sumCvib=O.Of;
for(i=O;i<= avib; i++){
sumXvib += (i < XVIB) ? v[mX(i)]
O.Of;
O.Of;
sumAvib += (i < AVIB) ? v[mA(i)]
O.Of;
sumBvib += (i < BVIB) ? v[mB(i)]
O.Of;
sumCvib += (i < CVIB) ? v[mC(i)]
}

sumXvib = (sumXvib -- O.Of) ? -1.0f : sumXvib;
printf("\n# ABSOLUTE \n");
printf(I#'l,6s\t'l,8s\t'l,8s\t'l,8s\t'l,8s\n l , " v ' ",\
"X l.Sigma l ,"A 3.Sigma",IIB 3.Pil,"C l.Pi");
for(i=O; i<=avib ;i++){
printf(I'l,6d\t'l,10.4e\t'l,10.4e\t'l,10.4e\t'l,10.4e\n",i,\
i < XVIB? v[mX(i)]
-1.0f,\
i < AVIB? v[mA(i)] : -1.0f,\
i < BVIB? v[mB(i)] : -1.0f,\
i < CVIB? v[mC(i)] : -1.0f):
}

printf(lI# totals\t'l,10.4e\t'l,10.4e\t'l,10.4e\t'l,10.4e\n",\
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sumXvib, sumAvib, sumBvib, sumCvib);

}
void

/* end of prnt_Adistrib */

* v)

prnt_Rdistrib( float

{

extern int xvib,avib,bvib,cvib,sz;
int
i=O;
float
sumXvib=O.Of, sumAvib=O.Of, sumBvib=O.Of, sumCvib=O.Of;
for(i=O;i<= avib; i++){
O.Of;
sumXvib += (i < XVIB) ? v[mXCi)]
O.Of;
sumAvib += (i < AVIB) ? v[mA(i)]
O.Of;
sumBvib += (i < BVIB) ? v[mB(i)]
O.Of;
sumCvib += (i < CVIB) ? v[mCCi)]
}

swnXvib
swnAvib
swnBvib
swnCvib

=
=
=
=

(sumXvib
(sumAvib
(sumBvib
(sumCvib

==
==
==
==

O.Of)
O.Of)
O.Of)
O.Of)

?
?
?
?

-1.0f
-1.0f
-1.0f
-1. Of

sumXvib;
sumAvib;
sumBvib;
sumCvib;

printf("\n# Relative \n");
printf("#'l.6s\t'l.8s\t'l.8s\t'l.8s\t'l.8s\n","v ' ",\
"X 1.Sigma","A 3.Sigma",IIB 3.Pi ll ,IIC 1.Pi");
for(i=O;i<= avib; i++){
printf("'l.6d\t'l.8.6f\t'l.8.4f\t'l.8.4f\t'l.8.4f\n ll ,i,\
i < XVIB? v[mX(i)]/sumXvib
-1.0f,\
i < AVIB? v[mA(i)]/sumAvib
-1.0f,\
i < BVIB? v[mB(i)]/sumBvib : -1.0f,\
i < CVIB? v[mC(i)]/sumCvib : -1.0f);
}

swnXvib = CsumXvib == -1.0f) ? O.Of : sumXvib;
printfC"# totals\t'l.10.4e\t'l,10.4e\t'l.10.4e\t'l.10.4e\n",\
sumXvib, sumAvib, sumBvib, sumCvib);
}
/* end of prnt_Rdistrib */
void reset_vectC float * vp, int start, int size){
if( vp != NULL){ fr~e_vector(vp,start,size); }
vp = NULL;
}

void reset_mtrx( float ** vp. int rs. int rf.int cs,int cf){
if( vp != NULL){ free_matrix(vp.rs,rf.cs.cf); }
vp = NULL;
}
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1.2

Thermalization routine

#include
<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
#include
<math.h>
#include
#ifdef M_I86
#include
<stddef.h>
#endif
tlerrs.htl
#include
tltree.htl
#include
tltools.htl
#include
tlbltzfctr.htl
#include
#define
#define
#define
#define

HC
HCcm
Kb
HCKcm

6.626e-34 * 3.0e8
6.626e-27 * 3.0e10
-1.38044e-23
1.43879

#define VERBOSE 0
#define VERFP
stderr
#define TEMPSTR tlTemperature tl

1*
1*

J s * m s~-2
erg s * cm s~-2

1*

cm K(elvin)

*1
*1

I*-~oule mole~-l K~-l

*/
*/

I

1*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*1
int

thermalize( STATE

{

* csp,

float T, float pop)

1*---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+ ---+---+---

<thermalize>
D. B. Hatfield

<distrib.c>
<5-13-92>
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory-West

Description:
Recusive routine to thermalize the populations of
states from the Current State up~ard in the tree.
Implementation:
Arguments:
Returns:
Called Functions:
Caveats:
Improvements:

<name>

Revisions <date>:

<name>

---+---+---+---+----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---*/
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char
char
int
int
static
float

func[] = "thermalize
garb[MAXLINE] ="";
i=O,flag = FALSE;
rtflag = FALSE;
int depth = 0;
fraction = 0.0;

STATE * nsp = NULL;
STATE * psp = NULL;
STATE * * manp = NULL;
if(

II.,
/* temp. string space

1* nested depth counter
1* next state pointer
1* parent state pointer

1* check the input parameters here
null_pointer(csp,func," as CSPII) 11\
!pos_non_zero(T,func,liT (emperature)")
11\
!pos_non_zero(T,func,"T(emperature)")
11\
!pos_non_zero(pop,func,"pop(ulation)")) {
return(flag);
}

if(csp->psp == csp)

rtflag = TRUE;

1* determine the distribution factor for this state *1
1* full population at entry node
*/
if(depth == 0)
else

fraction = 1.0;
fraction = boltz_factor(csp,T);

csp->pop = fraction * pop;
#if VEREBOSE >= 2
fprintf(VERFP,\
"%s\t%g\tpopulation CD depth = %d\n",func,csp->pop,depth);
printc_state(csp,VERFP,func);
sprintf(garb,"at csp->man; depth = %d ",depth);
#endif
if(csp->man == (STATE **) ENDPTR)
return(flag);
depth ++;
1* Going to the Next level in tree*1
for(i=O,manp= csp->man;*manp != (STATE *)ENDPTR;i++,manp++){
1* Next STATE pointer*1
nsp = * manp;
sprintf(garb,"at nsp->man['led]; depth = 'led ",i,depth);
if (nsp==NULL)
continue;
thermalize(nsp,T,csp->pop);
}
flag = TRUE
depth --;
return(flag);

}

/* out of 'for(i ... )' loop */
/* return depth to this level

*/

1* end 'Thermalize' function
*/
/*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*/
%APROXIE
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1.3

Approximate energy calculations

#include
<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
#include
<math.h>
#include
#include
<string.h>
#include
<ctype.h>
#ifdef M_I86
<stddef.h>
#include
#endif
#include
"errs.h"
"tree.h"
#include
"linstrng.h" *1
1* #include
#include
"fvj .h"
#define
#define

VERBOSE 0
VERFP
stderr

1* verbosity level >=0 *1

1*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*1
int

approx_ie(STATE

{

*

csp)

1*---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+ ---+---+---

<approx_ie >
D. B. Hatfield

<molcalc.c>
<4-23-92>
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory-West

Description:
Provides a rough esitmation of the energy of a given state,
based on the electronic and vibrational constants available.
Implementation:
Nested switch statements.
Finds the constants associated with the state whose pointer
is passed as an argument. estimates are made when
information is not available.
Arguments:
STATE

*

csp

- Pointer to the STATE being approximated

flag

- TRUE (-1) if all constants available.
- FALSE(O) if an approximation was made.

Returns:
int

Called Functions:
verify_mcp
verify_elcp
verify_vcp
find_nc

"const.c"
"const.c"
"const.c"
"tree.c"
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"spinsplt.c"
Caveats:
Improvements:

<name>

Revisions <date>:

<name>

---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---*/

char
func [] = "approx_ie : ";
int
flag = FALSE, nc =0;
int
i=O, j=O, k =0;
float
x =0, y=O, z=O;
MOL_CONST * mcp = NULL;
ELEC_CONST * elcp = NULL;
VIB_CONST * vcp = NULL;
#if

VERBOSE >= 2
entermsg(VERFP,func,"");

#endif
if(null_pointer(csp,func," as CSp")){
printc_state(csp,VERFP,func);
return(FALSE);
}

nc
if

= find_nc(csp->nvp);

« nc

<0 ) I I (nc > TREE_DEPTH)){
fprintf(VERFP,"'l.sImproper Node count
printc_state(csp,VERFP,func);
exit(O);

= 'l.d\n",func,nc);

}

if(!verify_consts(csp)) {
fprintf(VERFP,"'l.s No molecular Constants for CSP\n",func);
printc_state(csp,VERFP,"CSP in approx_ie");
exit(O);
}

else

{
mcp = csp->mcp;
elcp = csp->elcp;
vcp = csp->vcp;
flag =TRUE;
}

if(! flag)

return(flag);

switch (csp->type){
case (UNDEF_TYPE):
break;

/* undefined
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case (ATOM_TYPE):
/* atomic state: 1 atom/molecule */
break;
case (DIATOMIC_TYPE):
/* Diatomic molecule
*/
if(nc >=2){
/* vibrational constants required */
if(null_pointer(vcp,func,"as VCp")){
fprintf(VERFP,
"%s: No Vibrational Constants for CSP\n"\
,func);
return(FALSE);
}

/* out of if(nc>=2)

}

sll'itch (nc){
case (0):
/* kinetic energy levels NO IE contrib. */
csp->ie = 0;
break;
r.ase (1):
/* electronic energy manifold
*/
csp->ie = elcp->Te;
break;
case (2):
/* vibrational energy manifold
*/
case (3):
/* Spin degeneracy manifold
*/
case (4):
/* Orbital AM. degenracy
*/
case (5):
/* Rotational state
*/
csp->ie = elcp->Te + vcp->gv;
if(nc == 2)
break;
/* Te = TO + A * .LAMBDA. * .SIGMA.
*/
i = csp->nvp[3];
/* find F[x] Current State */
j = man_size(csp,3,csp->nvp);
i++;
/* indexing begins at 0 */
y = spin_split(csp);
/* Spin-Orbit correction */
csp->ie += y;
/* approx energy of spin state*/
if(nc==3)
break;
i = csp->nvp[4];
if( i==O){
/*

Y = 0;

y = lambda_double();

*/

}

else if(i==l){
}

else
/*

{
y = lambda_double();
y =0;
}

csp->ie += y;
if(nc==4)
break;
j = csp->nvp[5];
csp->ie += vcp->bv * j
if(nc==5)
break;

*

(j+1);

*/
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default
break;
}

default
break;
}

END :
return(flag);

1*
1*

end svitch (nc):DIATONIC_TYPE *1
CURRENTLY UNDEFINED
*1

1*

end svitch on type

}
1* end 'approx_ie function
*1
1*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*1
1

\begin{verbatim}
'l,BOLTZFCTR

1.4

Boltzman distribution

#include
<s·-dio.h>
#include
<stdlib.h>
#include
<math.h>
#ifdef M_I86
#include
<stddef.h>
#endif
lIerrs.hll
#include
IItree.hll
#include
IItools.h ll
#include
IIdistrib.h ll
#include
#define
#define
#define
#define

He
HCcm
Kb
HCKcm

6.626e-34 * 3.0e8
6.626e-27 * 3.0e10
-1.38044e-23
1.43879

1*
1*
1*
1*

J s * m sA-2
*1
erg s * cm AsA-2 *1
Joule mole -1 KA-1 *1
cm K(elvin)
*1

#define VERBOSE 0
#define VERFP
stdout
#define TEMPSTR IITemperature ll

1*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*1

float

boltz_factor(STATE

*

csp. float T)

{
I*---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+--~+---+---+---+---+ ---+---+---

<boltz_factor>
D. B. Hatfield

<distrib.c>
<4-29-92>
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory-West

Description:
Determines the appropriate partition function contribution
of the state vhose Pointer is passed. based on the
Node Vector Pointer of the state.
Implementation:
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I.

Similar to the switch statement structure of approx_ie and
man_size.
Electronic contribution:
The electronic contribution to the partition function
consists of two terms, the degeneracy and the boltzman
function of the Energy term describing the energy of the
BOTTOM of the "Potential Well" above the bottom of the
potential well of the Ground state. The ground state is
defined as NODE 0 (zero) of the electronic manifold
(nvp[l] =0). The degeneracy of the electronic state may
be considered to be from several sources:
1.)
Spin-Orbit Degeneracy
This is normally stated as the "multiplicity"
of the state. One designates a "Singlet", "Triplet"
or '''nJ-tuple':;'' energy term. The Spin degeneracy is
determined by the quantum mechanical formalism:
Ns = (2 * s) + 1
2.)

Orbital AM Degeneracy
This degeneracy is based on the molecule
fixed space quantization of the Orbital angular
momentum. In atoms, it gives rise to the Zeeman and
Stark effects, while indiatomic molecules, it
gives rise to "Lambda Doubling".
For atoms:
NI = (2 * L) + 1
For diatomic molecules:
NI = 2
# always I!!

3.)

Nuclear Degeneracy
This arises when the Angular momentum of the
nuclear frame couples into the total angular
momentum. It is currently ignored.
Nt = 1

The total degeneracy of an electronic state is therefore
the product of all these degeneracies.
qe = Ns * Nl * Nt * Exp( -hcv /kT)
II.

Vibrational Contributions
(Diatomic & polyatomics only)
The Vibrational contribution to the partition function
is estimated based on the vibrational frequency of the
lowest vibrational level of the eletctronic term.
From the "bottom of the potential well"
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qv = 1 I (1 -Exp( -hcv/kT)
Corrected for lowest vibrational level:
qv = Exp(DO/kt) I (1 - Exp(-hcv/kT))
III.

Rotational Contributions
The Assumption is made of the simple rigid rotor.
qr = kT

I( hc Bv .sigma.)
. sigma. = 2 for symmetric linear molecules(02,C02)
.sigma. = 1 for assymmetric linear molecules(CO,NO)

Arguments:
STATE * csp
float T

- Pointer to Current state.
- Temperature in K(elvin)

Returns:
int

- True if OK.
- False if NOT OK.

flag

Called Functions:
clear_nvp
find_nc
approx_ie
verify_consts
verify_elcp
verify_vcp

"treeutil.c"
"treeutil.c"
"molcalc.c"
"construc.c"
"construc.c"
"construc.c"

Caveats:
4-29-92 - Code Segment copied from 'molcalc.c:approx_ie'
Improvements:

<name>

Revisions <date>:

<name>

---+---+---+---+---;.---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+-- -+---+---*1
char func[] = "boltz_factor: ";
int
flag = TRUE, nc =O,pnc=O;
int
rtflag = FALSE;
int
i=O, j=O, k =0;
int
nvp[TREE_DEPTH +1],pnvp[TREE_DEPTH +1];
int
gs=1, gl =1, gR =1,degen =1;
float
factor=O.Of, ie ~ O.Of;
double qtot =1,qt =1,qe =1 , qv =1,qr=1;
double qvs =0.0, qes =0.0, qdiv=O.O;
float
beta = Kb * T;
STATE * dsp = NULL;
1* Dummy state pointer *1
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STATE * psp = NULL;
MOL_CONST * mcp = NULL;
ELEC_CONST * elcp = NULL;
VIB_CONST * vcp = NULL;
clear_nvp(nvp);
clear_nvp(pnvp);
if(

1* Parent state pointer *1

1* set nvp to po;.nt to the root *1

!pos_non_zero(T.func.TEMPSTR)
null_pointer(csp.func."as CSPII))
if(csp->psp == csp)
return(1.0);

11\
return(factor);
1* at root node

*1

nc=find_nc(csp->nvp);
{
swi tch(nc)
case (-1):
fprintf(VERFP."%s Improper Node Count\n".func);
return(factor) ;
break;
case (0):
return (1.0);
break;
default:
pnc = nc;
1* set base nco parent node nc starts at 0*1
copy_nvp(csp->nvp.pnvp.pnc);
1* find parent state *1
psp = verify_statep(csp.pnvp);
if (null_pointer(psp. func. lias parent state"))
return (0.0);
if(nc ==5)
gR = 2 * csp->nvp[5] + 1;
1* 2 * J +1 *1
break;
}
1* out of 'switch(nc)' *1
if(!verify_consts(csp)){
fprintf(VERFP."%s verify_consts fails\n".func);
printc_state(csp.VERFP.func);
flag = FALSE;
}
1* end 'if(!verify_consts(csp))'
if(!verify_consts(csp))
{
fprintf(VERFP.\
"%sUnable to find constant structure\n".func);
printc_state(csp.VERFP.func);
exit(O);
}

if(nc == 0)
return(1.0); inter(mcp.func."as mcp") I I
null_pointer(elcp.func."as elcp"))
exit(O);

*1
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if(csp->ie==O)
approx_ie(csp);
if(psp->ie == 0.0)
approx_ie(psp);
#if VERBOSE >= 2
fpriIltf(VERFP,II%s csp->ie = %g\t psp->ie = %g\tie = %g\n",\
func,csp->ie,psp->ie, ie);
#endif
switch (csp->type){
case (UNDEF_TYPE):
/* undefined
*/
break;
case (ATOM_TYPE):
/* atomic state: 1 atom/molecule
break;
case(DIATOMIC_TYPE):
/* diatiomic molecule
*/
/*
if(nc >=2){
/* vibrational constants required */
copy_nvp(csp->nvp,nvp,2);
nvp[2] = 0;
/* find v=O state
*/
if«dsp=verify_statep(csp,nvp»== NULL){
fprintf(VERFP, \
II%S Unable to find state for v=O\nll,func);
printc_state(csp,VERFP,func);
return(factor);
}
/* end 'if(verify_state),
*/
if(!verify_consts(dsp»{
fprintf (VERFP ,\
lI%sUnable to find consts for v=O\nll,func);
printc_state(dsp,VERFP,func);
return(factor);
}
/* end 'if (verify_vcp), *1
vcp = dsp->vcp;
qvs = q_contribution(vcp->gv, T);
qes = q_contribution(elcp->Te,T);
qr =

T/(HCKcm

* vcp->bv);

if(homonuclear(csp»{
qr /= 2.0;
}

qv = 1.0/(1.0-Exp(-1.0 * HCKcm * elcp->ve[O] / T»;
}
/* out of if(nc>=2)
*/
qe
gs
gl
#if VERBOSE >=1

= q_electronic(csp, T);
= (int)(elcp->s * 2.0 +
= 2;

1.0);
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fprintf(VERFP,"Spin degeneracy = %ld\n",gs);
fprintf(VERFP," qe = %5.3g\n",qe);
fprintf(VERFP," qv = %5.3g\n",qv);
fprintf(VERFP,"qr (homonuclear) = %5.3g\n",qr);
fprintf (VERFP ,"qr = %g\n", qr) ;
fprintf(VERFP, "Orbital degeneracy = %ld\n" ,gl);
#endif
qtot = (double) mcp->Qtot;
qt = (double) elcp->qce *elcp->qcv *elcp->qcr;
factor = (float)q_contribution(csp->ie,T);
ie = csp->ie - psp->ie;
1* internal energy,this level*1
degen = 1;
qdiv = 1. 0;
factor = ie;
1* energy betveen this state *1
1* and its parent *1
svitch (nc){
1* node count of current state *1
case (0):
factor = 1. 0;
break;
case (1):
1* electronic energy manifold
degen = gs * gl;
qdiv = qe; 1* degeneraceies accounted for here *1
fprintf (VERFP ,"%S qe = %g\ tdegen = %g\n ", func, qe, degen) ;
break;
case (2):
1* vibrational energy manifold
factor = 1.0;
ie -= vcp->gv; 1* Corr. Vib energy, v=O state *1
qdiv = qv;
1* Vib. Partition function*1
break;
case (3):
1* Spin degeneracy manifold
*1
factor = 1.0;
1* accounted by VIB. *1
qdiv = (gs);
1* Orbital & Spin deg.*1
break;
case (4):
1* Orbital AM. degenracy
*1
factor = 1.0;
1* accounted by VIB. *1
qdiv = (gl);
1* Rot. Q * Orbital deg.*1
break;
case (5):
1* Rotational state
*1
degen = gR ;
1* Rotational cont. only*1
qdiv = qr ;
1* Rotational patr. func.*1
break;
default
printc_state(csp,VERFP,func);
flag = FALSE;
factor = -1;
break;
}
1* end svitch (nc:DIATONIC_TYPE) *1
break;
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default

/* CURRENTLY UNDEFINED
*/
fprintf (VERFP, "%S Undefined Molecular type \n", func) ;
printc_state(csp,VERFP,func);
flag = FALSE;
factor = -1;
break;
}
/* end syitch on type
*/

/* Exp(-{total}ie / k)
*/
/* Tempearture held out for nov */
csp->expiebt = Exp(-1.0 * csp->ie * HCKcm / TREF) * gs * gl;
/* contribution of energy difference */
/* betyeen this and parent state */
factor = q_contribution(ie,T);
/* Exp(-ie * beta) */
#if VERBOSE >= 1
fprintf(VERFP\
,"%S degen (%d) *\tfactor (%g) /\t qdiv (%g)\n",\
func,degen,factor,qdiv);
#endif
factor /= qdiv;
factor *= degen;
END:
if (VERBOSE >= 1){
fprintf(VERFP,"%s returns %6.4g for :\n",func,factor);
printc_state(csp,VERFP,func);
}

return(factor);
}
/* end 'boltz_factor' function
*/
/*===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===+===*/

1.5
#
#
#
#

#

Input
Nitrogen molecular parameters for
synthetic spectra calculations
table format for 'read_mol_const_ascii(char * infile)
subroutine in 'readfile.c' code in synth4a subdirectory
D. Brooke Hatfield
2-26-92

N2
ney_molecule
ney_state : 0 N2_X_1.SIGMA.g.+
L : 0
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S

T
I

0.0
0.5
0.5 0.5

homonuclear
yes
inversion
g
parity : +
electronic

A:
we
be
de

# cm~-l Herzberg, Vol IV
0.0
0.000
# spin-spin splitting
2358.570 14.234 -0.00226 -2.40e-4
1.998241 0.017318 -3.3e-5
5.760e-6
0.00
0.00

# meters
# AMU Herzberg, vol I

#A_EINSTEIN:
1 0 0 0 le8 # up_el low_el up_vib low_vib
#FC:
1 0 0 0 0.012
# up_el low_el up_vib low_vib
#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*
new_state
1 N2_A_3.sigma.u.+
L
S

T
I

0
1

0.5
0.5 0.5

homonuclear
yes
inversion
u
parity : +
electronic
we
be
de

# cm~-l Herzberg, Vol I
50203.63
1460.640 13.8720 0.0103 -0.00197
1.4546 0.018 -8.8e-5
6. 150e-6

re
red_mass
A:
GAMMA:

0.0
0.00
0.000
-0.003

#
#
#
#
#

meters
AMU
Herzberg, Vol I
spin-spin splitting
see Herzberg & Huber vol IV, p 421
spin-spin gamma, A #.sigma

#A_EINSTEIN:
1 0 0 0 le8
# up_el low_el up_vib low_vib
#FC:
1 0 0 0 0.012
# up_el low_el up_vib low_vib
#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*
new_state :
2 N2_B_3.Pi
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L
S
T

1
1

0.5
0.5 0.5
homonuclear
yes
inversion
g
parity : +
I

# cm -1 Herzberg, Vol I
A

electronic

A:
ve
be
de

59619.35
42.24
# spin-spin splitting
1733.39 14.122 -0.0569 0.00361
1.63745 0.017910 -7.7e-5
5.900e-6
0.0
0.00
0.00

#
#

meters

AMU

Herzberg, Vol I

#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*

nev_state

3 N2_C_3.Pi

L

1

S

T
I

1

0.5
0.5 0.5

homonuclear : yes
inversion
g
parity : +
#

electronic

A:
ve
be
de

cm -1 Herzberg, Vol I
A

89142.7
# spin-spin splitting
39.2
2035.7 17.08 -2.15 1e-6
1.824730 0.018680
0.000
0.0
0.00

# meters
# AMU
Herzberg, Vol I

#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*
#
#
#
#
#

Nitrogen molecular parameters for
synthetic spectra calculations
table format for 'read_mol_const_asciiCchar * infile)
subroutine in 'readfile.c' code in synth4a subdirectory
D. Brooke Hatfield
2-26-92
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nev_state
L

0

S
T
I

1.0
0.5
0.5 0.5

4 N2_Bp_3.Sigma.u.-

homonuclear : yes
inversion
u
parity : +
#
electronic

A:
ve
be
de

66272.47
0.000
1516.88 12.181
1.4733 0.01666
5.560e-6

cm~-1

Herzberg, Vol IV

# spin-spin splitting

1. 2784e-10

# meters
# AMU
Herzberg, vol I

0.00

#A_EINSTEIN:
1 0 0 0 1e8
# up_el lov_el up.3ib lov_vib
#FC:
1 0 0 0 0.012
# up_el lov_el up_vib lov_vib
#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*
Nitrogen molecular parameters for
#
#
synthetic spectra calculations
#
table format for 'read_mol_const_ascii(char * infile)
#
subroutine in 'readfile.c' code in synth4a subdirectory
#
D. Brooke Hatfield
2-26-92
nev_state
L

2

S

1.0
0.5
0.5 0.5

T
I

5 N2_W_3.Dleta.u

homonuclear : yes
inversion
u
parity : +
#
electronic

A:
ve
be
de

59808.0
0.000
1501.4 11.6

cm~-1

Herzberg, Vol IV

# spin-spin splitting
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#

0.00

meters

# AMU

Herzberg, vol I

#A_EINSTEIN:
1 0 0 0 leB
# up_el low_el up_vib low_vib
#FC:
1 0 0 0 0.012 # up_el lov_el up_vib low_vib
#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*
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# Vegard-Kaplan Bands
# Einstein A coefficeints from
# /asgard/model/synth_l.5/n2vk.a
A_EINSTEIN: 1 0 0 0 4.1000e-06
$\ \ \ \ \vdots\$
A_EINSTEIN : 1 0 13 19 2.4200e-03
*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*
# First Positive Group
# Einstein A coefficeints from
# /asgard/model/synth_l.5/n2fp.a
A_EINSTEIN : 2 1 0 0 6.2500e+04
$\ \ \ \ \vdots\$
A_EINSTEIN: 2 1 12 12 2.1900e+04
#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*
# second Psitive Group
# Einstein A coefficeints from
# /asgard/model/synth_l.5/n2sp.a
A_EINSTEIN: 3 2 0 0 1.1000e+07
$\ \ \ \ \vdots\$
A_EINSTEIN : 3 2 4 12 O.OOOOe+OO
#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*
# Electron impact excitation
# A 3.Sigma <- X 1.Sigma
FC : 1 0 0 0 5.9004e-04
$\ \ \ , \vdots\$
FC : 1 0 17 27 O.OOOOe+OO
#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*
# Electron impact excitation
# B 3.Pi <- X 1.Sigma
FC : 2 0 0 0 6.0880e-02
$\ \ \ \ \vdots\$
FC : 2 0 11 27 O.OOOOe+OO
#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*#*
# Electron impact excitation
# C 3.Pi <- X 1.Sigma
FC : 3 0 0 0 5.4873e-Ol
$\ \ \ \ \vdots\$
FC : 3 0 4 11 7.4825e-05
# B <-- B' fly bands" from
# j. Chem Phys,81(5) 2420,Werner
# B state = 2
A_EINSTEIN : 4 2 0 0 16.608e3
$\ \ \ \ \vdots\$
A_EINSTEIN : 4 2 12 14 O.OOeO

# Spontaneous emission
# transiton probabilities from

# Werner, J. Chem Phys, 81(5),
# 1984, pp 2420
# B 3.Pi.g <-- W 3.Delta.u
# B state = 2 W state = 5
A_EINSTEIN : 5 2 0 0 0.000
$\ \ \ \ \vdots\$
A_EINSTEIN : 5 2 12 10 1.000
#

#Franck-Condon Factors for
# W 3.Delta.u <-- X 1.Sigma.g.+
#from Cartvright. Phys Rev A 2(4)
# P 1331--1348,1970
FC : 5 0 0 0 0.0129
$\ \ \ \ \vdots\$
FC : 5 0 12 0 0.0009
# Spontaneous emission transiton
# probabilities from
# Werner, J. Chem Phys, 81(5),
# 1984, pp 2420
# W 3.Delta.u <-- B 3.Pi.g
# B state = 2 W state = 5
A_EINSTEIN : 2 5 0 1 2.56e2
$\ \ \ \ \vdots\$
A_EINSTEIN : 2 5 12 12 5.Bel
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